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INTRODUCTION 

l. The Econor:lic and Social Council, in resolution 1133 (XLI) adopted on the 
recommendation ::Jf the Commission on the Status of Homen in 1966, requested the 
Secretary-General, in consultation as appropriate with the 
nto draw up and communicate to Governments and non-governmental organizations in 
consultative status concerned vlith the subject, a questionnaire their 
views on the role vJhich women can play in the economic and social development of 
their countries, the s of p::.'iori ty ·which should be given to the contribution 
of women to the various areas of national economic and social development, the 
problems encountered in those areas, possible ways of surmounting those , 
and the kind of assistance that be required". The Council believed that the 

s to the questionnaire w•Juld assist the Commission on the Status of Women in 
establishing guidelines for a unified long-term United Nations programme for the 
advancement of vJOoen. 

2. The questionnaire on the role of v!omen in the economic and social development 
of their countries was prepared and circulated to Government and certain 
non--governmental organizations in 1967. 1./ The Commission on the Status of 
Homen considered the replies received at its twenty- first and twenty-second 
sessions, in and 1969. At its t\·lenty-first se sion, hmv-ever, the Commission 
considered that it w:mld be to await :nore s before up 

United l\Jations progra;~:me for the advancement CJf \WtTlen, and it invited 
Governments and non-governmental 1vhich had not so far done so to 
answer the questionnaire. :;:._/ At its t1v-enty-sec::Jnd session the Commission adopted 

number of recom::nendations re to the unified progranm;e and also 
endorsed those contained in resolution IX of the International Conference on 
Human Rights as providing lines for such a programme. 3/ A separate report 
of the Secretary-General based on this resolution 'ilill be s~bmitted to the 
Commis ion at its twenty-third session. 

3. The presem:; report is issued at the request of the Commission at its 
b1enty-second !:J:./ It C)ntains, in part I, revised cmalysis of the 

s t'J the ire received from Governments of States Hembers ')f 
the United Nations and members of the specialized These now total 

1/ 
g/ 
21 

!:J:./ 
, res:;~_ution 

resolution 7 (XXII). 



seventy-seven. 2/ It also includes, in part II, an analysis of the replies 
received from thirty-six non·,governmental . §) 

4. The number and nature of the replies received clearly reveal that the 
role of women in the modern world and their growing desire for a fuller 

2/ Algeria, 'rgentina, Australia, Austria, Barbados, Belgiu~, Bolivia, Botswana, 
Bulgaria, Byelorussian SSR, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, Central African 
Republic, Ceylon, China, ColDmbia, Congo (Brazzaville), Cyprus, Denmark, 
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Finland, France, Ghana, Guatemala, Guinea, 
Honduras, Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, 
Japan, Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, Ivlalavli, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritania, l'1exico, 
Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, 
Panama, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Singapore, 
Somalia, in, Sw·eden, Switzerland, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, 
Turkey, l.Jkrainian SSR, USSR, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom, United 
Republic of Tanzania, United States, Western Samoa, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia. 
The full text of the replies of Governments to the questionnaire is available, 
in the original language in '.•Thich the reply was received, on request to the 
United Nations Secretariat. 

~/ Category I: International Co-operative Alliance, International Council 
of Women, Women 1 s International Democratic Federation; Category II: All 
India Homen's Conference, Associated Country Homen of the \<Jorld, Catholic 
International Union of S-:)cial Service, (The) Commission of the Churches 
for International Affairs, Friends vJorld Committee for Consultation, 
International Alliance of \lbmen, International Association of Ports and 
Harbors, International Association of Schools of Social lvork, International 
Catholic Child Bureau, International CommL;sion of Jurists, International 
Federation of Business and Professional Homen, International Federation 
of Social Workers, International Federation of University 'domen, 
International Federation of vbmen in Legal Careers, International 
Movement for Fraternal Union Races and Peoples, International 
Recreation "·.ssociation, International Union of Socialialist Youth, 
Pan-Pacific and South--East sia Homen 1 s Association, hTorld Union of 
Catholic Homen 1 s OrganizaU.ons, Horld Union of Organizations for the 
Safeguard of Youth, World Homen 1 s Christian Temperance Union, \IJorld 
Young Women's Christian Association) Roster: Central Council for Health 
Education, International Association of University Professors and 
Lecturers, International Council of Nurses, International Pediatric 
Association, International Planned Parenthood Federation, International 
Savings Baru~s Institutes, International Theatre Institute, St. Joan's 
Internntional Alliance, Soroptimist International Association, t'lorld 

ion for Early Childhood Education. A summary of the replies 
of non- 1 zations is available on request to the 
United Nations Secretariat. 



icipntion in the eco~omic a~d social life of their c~u~tries is a matter 
vd th which contemporary society is very much concerned. 

5. From the s of both Governments and non--governmental organizations 
three basic facts seen:. to emerge: that in the vast majority rJf countries -
both developed and developing women 1 s role is still limited and leaves room 
for expansion; that there is a trend towards a more active participation 
of women in the economic and social life of their countries; and that society 
is groping for ways and neans to cope >·lith this situation and for nevi patterns 
to fit the roles of men and women. 

6. Although many replies stated that in pr there was nothing to 
prevent 1wmen from playing a part in the economic and social development 
of their countries, the actual state of affairs shov;s that there remain 
substantial obstacles to the attainment of this goal in many countries. }·Jhile 
priorities may differ, these obstacles appear to be basically the same, whatever 
the country's of development. They include primarily: lack of proper 
education and ; lack of vocational and couns · traditional 
attitudes of both men and women towards their re ctive roles in society; the 
division of the labour marl-;.et into traditiona len and 11 sectors; 
lack of child--care facilities for working mothers, such as nurseries and 
day-care centres~ and lack of labour· saving devices in the home. 

'J. With to education ond training, it may be noted that in countries 
ivhere educational facilities are generally or costly, is 
usually given to boys. Further:r::ore, in the maj of countries education is 
geared to the traditional concept of the res place of boys and girls in 
society. As from an early age, therefore, a male or female child is conditioned 
to its future role. Fundar0.enta 1 educational reforms will be if a chdnge 
in this basic outlook is to be effected, and if future generations are to be 

that the principle of for all citizens means in that 
men and vDmen should have a free and equal choice of occupation, 
on their individual inclinations; abilities and talents. 

8. \ihile Member States accept tl1e fundamental principle of justice and 
equality for a enunciated in the Charter of the United Nations and other 
international instruments, the rea is - and this is borne out by the 

received - that women and large do not enjoy equal status. 
It is also clear from the ans-v:ers to the questionnaire that, notv:ithstanding 
the fact that there is a grovr En,!areness that vmmen 1 s role is cha and 
should change, a fe'il couni;ries have yet come to with the 
problem or are or able ernbark upon nev·l avenues. Though the active 
participation of 1mmen in the ccmouic and social sectors of nutiona life 
has t::> a or lesser extc; 'wejl accepted, the fact neverthelfcss remains 
that it is limited and restricted in many 1:1ays. It was reported, f'Jr e~milple, 
by the majority of c:mntries thot the level of responsibility· of vromen in most 
fields 1vas still comparative Society continues to vie\r the lcd:;our :r:8.rl-;:et 
as being divided into me.le and female sectors, the female sector of lesser 
importance. From the current in many countries it vuuld appear that 
measures taken tCJ increase the icipation of women are not so much 
by the desire to about a func1arnental in the ::'ole of men and 1wmen 
in society, but :'ather by the realiz:1tion that over-all deve requires u 
greater utilizatiJn of the l L:.bour force. It seems inevitable, however, 
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that sooner or later women's increasing participation in economic and social life 
and their consequent emancipation and changing role will force society to adapt 
itself to new patterns. To a varying extent, therefore, a situation has arisen, or 
is arising, where the old patterns no longer hold true but the new have not yet 
fully developed. Serious efforts to find new ,,rays and means to cope with this 
prob lern are urgently needed. Meamrhile, in many parts of the world, increasing 
numbers of women find themselves in an ambivalent position: on the one hand, their 
active participation in the economic and social life of their countries is 
stimulated, while on the other hand it is subject in practice to limitations and 
discrimination. 

). The following is a very brief summary of the current situation in various 
countries as reflected in the replies to the questionnaire. 

10. The answers to question l clearly show the divergencies in the part played by 
women in the economic and social development of their countries and the fact that, 
even v-rhere >wmen participate actively in national life, their level of 
responsibility is usually comparatively low, though exceptions may be found in 
certain sectors in the social field that are traditionally considered suitable for 
women. The replies also indicate that, although considerable progress towards the 
recognition of equal rights of men and women has been made in the field of 
legislation, in practice many of the obstacles already mentioned remain, such as 
traditional attitudes about the role of men and vromen, male and female sectors of 
labour, lack of education and training for women, and lac~: of initiative on the 
part of 1romen themselves. 

ll. The answers to question 2 likewise show that, although women play some part in 
the preparation and execution of national development plans, through membership of 
elective bodies and other organizations, their participation in higher planning 
bodies is in general limited, or practically non-existent. 

12. Many replies to questions 3, 4 and 5, dealing with areas of economic and social 
development -vrhere women's role might be increased, point to a greater participation 
of 1romen in the agricultural and social sectors. They also show a trend in the 
direction of recognizing that women should make a greater contribution at all levels 
in accordance with their qualifications and competence. Fevr countries, however, 
seem to have gone into the question of how to deal with the problem of effecting 
basic changes in the respective roles of men and women in modern society. 

13. The answers to question 6, concerning problems that have been encountered, or 
that might be anticipated, in the implementation of measures designed to increase 
women's contribution to national economic and social development, again show that, 
although Homen have achieved equality with men under the la•..r in many areas of 
activity, the relevant laws often have not yet been fully implemented and that, in 
most instances, -vromen as members of society have not developed their full potential. 
It should be noted here too that the fundamental obstacles are to be found not only 
in the attitudes and prejudices of men towards vromen, but also, and sometimes even 
more so, of women towards themselves and towards other women. 

14. From the replies to question 7, dealing with measures designed to increase 
women's contribution to the economic and social development of their countries, 
it appears that, in addition to the enactment of legislation, a number of 
initiatives have been taken to set up programmes or bodies to promote the 
:otatus of women; most replies, hovrever, do not indicate major undertal~ings in 
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this field, nor 2re the measures adopted usually considered important in terms 
of the country's over-all development. There seems rather to be a tendency to 
count on measures to expand over~~all development and progress to lead 
automatically to n participation of women in the developtllent process 
and in the labour force of their coun-cries, preferably in sectors ivhich have 
long been traditionally cons ide red suitable for 1vomen. 

15. The s to questions 9, 10, 12 and , with the assistance 
required for increas women's contribution to national economic and social 
development, clearly show the need and concern for more education and training 
for women. United Nations technical assistance programmes in the form of 
seminars, 1vorkshops, training progl'ainmes and other projects are all considered 
valuable. In most countries, hovrever, though greater scope is envis for 
1·mmen in national development plans, their participation remains restricted to 
specific fields and sectors. 

lu. The role th3t non-governrnental organizations can pley, dealt with in 
question , is viewed as important by m~'ny Governments, although several of 
them stress the need for better co-ordination of activities. 

17. Finally, the ans1tiers to question - in >vhich comments or suggestions that 
provide guidelines for the establishment of a unified long-term United 

NationJ programme for the advancement of women were invited- again emphsize 
the importance of changing the attitudes of both men and ~<-mmen their 
respective roles in the nudern 1mrld. 

It 1vould therefore appear th~\t the first objective of any long-term 
programme for the advancement of women should be to find nevr ways of changing 
the underlying attitudes of men and women tovrards their respective roles in 

order to facilitate the increased participation, easier acceptance 
integration of >vomen in all facets of economic and social life. 

19. The preceding parac;raphs have dealt mainly 1vith the aspects of the 
question and the problems encountered in most countries. It goes without saying, 
hmvever, that the situation differs considerably from :Jne country to another 
and from one region to another ~- as the show. It may therefore be >vorth 
vrhile to concentrate on efforts tr..J solve specific problems at the regional level. 
To this end the fu.llest use should. be made of regional c:tnd national sen:inars, 
v-mrkshops, of and case studies, and of the services of experts 
who could assist Governments in the "1'7ork of analysis, evaluation and planning. 



I. ANALYSIS OF THE REPLIES OF GOVERNlviENTS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE ROLE 
OF HOJ'v1EN IN THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIJ\L DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR COUNTRIES 

A. Present role of women in the economic and social development 
of their countries 

1: l\lhat role do viOmen currently play in the economic and 
S·:Jcial development of the country? 

~0. 'VJith respect to part (a) of question 1, 'vlhich deals uith the extent to 
>·Jhich 1vomen participate active in the economic and social sectors of national 
life and the n2ture ·::'f their contribution to the various areas of development 
at the present time, the of the replies received stated that women are 
actively ing in various sectors of the economic and social life of 
their countries. It should be noted, however, that their icipation is 

lieited to certain are !!Part in economic and social 
development!! seems to have been in two ".'lays: (a) that ·Homen are 
part of the economica active 'llhich is generally understood "to 
comprise all those persons 14ho concribute to the of labour for the 
production of economic and services, including not only those 
at the time of the investigat but also those unemployed, but available for 

; 1./ and (b) that vmmen, a not ga e:;:ployed outside the home, 
are nevertheless contributing to the national economy, such as ns in 
countries in whicj " numbers of persons are primarily occu.pied in producing 
food or other products for consumption their mm families". 5;_/ 

21. The countries vlhich figu.res to illustrate the active participation 
of IWmen generally gave the pel'ce of vmmen gainfully employed outside the 
hoe1e in relation to the total l&bour force, as, for 
(~5. ~per cent), Australia (25 per cent), Bulgaria (80.06 per cent), 
Byelorussian SSR (51 per cent), Canada (31 per cent), Ceylon (2l per cent), 
China (approx. l/3 per cent), Cyprus (33 l/3 per cent), Denmarl\. (appro;::. 

l/3 per cent , Finland (43 per cent), Israel (28 per cent), Japan 
1+0 per cent), Netherlands (Surinam) ( .5 per cent), Ne>·J Zealand (30 cent), 

(20.1 per cent), ( per cent), Poland (36.4 per cent , 
per cent), USSR (50 per cent), United States of (more 

than 33 per cent), lavia (30 per cent). These countries did not, 
hmvever, define the ions included in the total labour force for '\vhich 
the statistics were given. According to one country, the annt:.al rate 
of the female Ho:rl<. force ,,,as greater than that of men. 1/ 

cc.. Austria supplied the figure of 40.4 per cent as the per of 
women in relatic•n to all workers, ::J and Soain stated that out of an active 
population of l~,3~l.f,300 the fet,wle L population was ~,932,400 (or 

r- I 
c.J 
3/ 
~I 

Demographic i\spects of Manpo:·r~__!'ieport I, United Nations publication, 
Sales No.: ~ll.XII.4, p. l. 

., P· 2. 
United Kingdor:1 (St. Lucia). 
This includes self-employed persons, members in family 
business, salaried workers and wage-earners. 
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approximately 23 per cent) .2/ IndiD rep::Jrted th2t per cent of its entire 
female population 0f 212 million "das empi:)yed, fJ and in the United Kingdom 
51.8 per cent of the female pe>pul!tian (aged 15-64) WPS saod to be active in the 
labour force. Bulgaria stated thC"t 41 per cent of its active population were 
women, and Guinea said that 5,019 women were employed. 

23. Other Governme•ts termed :lS "very 2ctive" or "active" the participation of 
women in many areas of national life. 7/ One country noted that f'S it W"'S a 
m2triarch.<Jl society, women (as far as the lower classes were cancerned) were as 
much the providers for their families as men. §_/ Still others declared that women 
were active in certain areas but not in others. 9/ One country, for instance, 
reported the.t women's participation wcs mainly in such traditionally female roles 
as shop assistants, typists, te2.chers, nurses and heme industries. ~ One 
developed country reported tha.t female emplo;yment had declined during the period 
1961-1966. It furthermore stated that employment in the tertiary sector we.s 
rising whereas it was declining in the secondary sector. ~ A few countries, on 
the other hand, considered that the participation of women was still insufficient. 
One country stated that the role which women currently play was not commensurate 
with the country's level of development. ~ Others indicated that women were 
still playing a modest role in national life. 13/ Some pointed out that, although 
statistics with respect to the activities of gainfully employed women seemed low, 
such figures did not take into account the very significant role which women 
plc'"'.yed in agriculture, i~ self-employed activities and in family enterprises. ill 
24. vTith respect to part (b) of question 1, which deals 1-:ith the levels of 
responsibility at which women are participating in, and contributing to, each 
area of development, the mejority of countries made the observation that although 
women were actively participating in national life, the levels of responsibility 
which they occupied in certain sectors of the economy were still comparatively 
low. "}!if This was said to be due in part to the younger ege-structure of the 

6/ 
11 

8/ 
9/ 

This figure includes wage-earners, self-employed persons and unpaid domestic 
\·JOrkers. 
1961 census. 
Bolivia, Cambodia, Cameroon, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Ghana, Hungary, 
Iraq, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands (particularly for unmarried 
women), Nigeria, Poland, Romania, Rwanda, Sierra leone, Singapore, Trinidad 
and Tobago, United .Arab Republic, United Kingdom ( Ca;y1ll.an Islands and Hong 
Kong). 
United Kingdom (st. Lucia). 
Barbados, Botswana, Centrsl African Republic, Ircm, Ivory Coast, Malta, 
Pakistan, Panama, United Kingdom (Seychelles), United Republic of Tanzanic., 
Yemen, Zambia. 
~·!estern Samoa. 
Italy. 
Colombia 
Libya, :V;alawi, Maurit.,.nia. 
Nigeria, Rvmnda. 
Australia, Austria, Barbados, Bolivia, Botswana, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, 
Dominican Republic, Finland, France, India, Iran, Ivory Coast, Libya, Ivrala\'11, 
Malta, New Zealand, Nigeria, Poland, Rwanda, Sweden, United States of America, 
New Zee.land (i-lestern Samoa). 
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female work force. }:§_/ Cne developed country reported that in 1961 approximately 
5 per cent of \·1Cmen held positions in the category 11 directeurs et cadres 
administratifs_ superieurs de l' Adn!inistration publique 11

• A survey held in thet 
same country in 1967 showed that tvJenty-six women were directors or executives. ~ 
It w s stated in another reply that the majority of jobs for women in several 
sectors of the economy were confined t:::J minor positions belonging to the primary 
or middle levels. Thus many women occupy clerical positions as typists and 
stenographers or positions in the semi-sldlled or unsldlled categories as shop 
assistants or machine oper2tors; consequently, v1cmen are e"'sily affected by 
fluctuations in the economy. ~ A clear indicator of the low positions which 
women occupy in most countries is the low selary grades in vJhich they are ccrmnonly 
pl;aced; although ILO Convention No. 100 (Equc l Remuneration for Men and Homen 
'Vlorkers for vJork of Equal Value) has been "\<lidely adopted, the fact remains that 
in :· majority of countries men predominate in the higher sal:::,ry grades and v1cmen 
often predominate in the lo1-1er salRry grades. Yl/ 

It must be stated, ho~;·7ever, that the sector in the economy in which women 
wor;.: seems to be an important determining factor of the level of responsibility 
which wcmen occupy. For example, in areas of social welfare, education and 
nursing, women generally hold high positions in most countries. In industry a.nd 
cc1mnerce, on the other hand, several countries reported thet few women attained 
executive positions or becc:me entrepreneurs or employers. gQI Even if they did, 
it ll<'S with great difficulty because, as one country indicated, wcmen were not 
often seriously considered for promotion to high posts. ~ In government service, 
including elective posts, severe l countries pointed out th<:tt, although women 
predominated at the lov1er salary grades, few of them attained the policy
determining posts or high political office. ?£/ The participation of -wcmen in 
individual areas of economic and soc development 2nd the level of responsibility 
which they occupy is discussed in greater detail beloll. 

26. The reasons given by scme countries to account for the phenomenon mentioned 
above include l8ck of proper education and training; kcl>: of vocationa.l guidence 
8.nd counselling; attitudes on the part of both men and women 1-1hich are not 
favour~ble to the gainful emplo~nent of women outside the heme; the traditional 
dichotcmy of the labour mc;.rket into the "male sector" and "female sector"; 2) / 
le>cl<: of fe"cilities, such es day-care centres, and of labour-saving devices for 
the houseivife. Wcmen therefore represent one of the h1rgest sources of unused 
potentic. l in many countries. It -was pointed out, f:)r instance, that in one 
country the national inccme cculd be increased by some 25 per cent "if the unused 
potentiel of v1cmen were to be fully utilized and by s:::me 50 per cent of sex 
discrimination and other barriers v1ere to be totally abolished". g.!±/ Similarly, 
it h2s been said thet in another country the standard of living "would rise by 
35 per cent if wcmen were professionally active to thP same extent as men". ?2/ 

Austra.lia. 
Belgium. 
See, for example, the reply of France. 
For a detailed analysis of this phencmenon, see the reply of Sweden 
(Bacl;:ground Paper (I), peras. 569-575). 
C:mc' da, Denmark, FinLnd, France, Nigeria, Poland, Sweden. 
~ ' . 
AUS'Gr~a. 

Bolivia, Bots-w[ma, Colcmbia, Dominican Republic, Ivory Coast. 
Poland and Sweden. 
Sweden. 
'Ihe c::;untry referred to is France, although the e~cample is cited in the reply 
of S-weden. 
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27. A few countries, on the other hand, indicated that -vwmen do, in fact, occupy 
high posts o.nd do not encounter difficulties in attaining them. 26/ Moreover, 
in some countries, the dichotomy bet-v1een the "male 11 a.nd the "female" sectors in 
the lc>bour market apparently does not exist. Thus women occupy the posts of 
engineers, techniciens, scientists, judges, which is said to be partly due to 8n 
educationsl system which prepares boys and girls equally at the secondary ond 
higher levels for specialization in the technical and scientific fields. W 
Cne country indicated that special emphasis is being given to the development of 
·Homan-po-v1er, and that •domen in managerial and executive posts in business and 
industrial circles ere common. '?:§} !mother country reported that women are 
pnrticularly active in the formulation of socio-economic policy at the federal, 
provincial and communal levels, Emd are numerous in management posts, although 
their influence in politics still needs to be increased. ?!l} A fevJ countries 
em;_Jhasized that the real influence of 'IWmen within a country should not be gauged 
by their activities in gainful occupations, but through the very import2nt role 
they play at heme as v7ives ,~nd mothers. 2Si/ 

28. Some ccmmon observations, made by most of the countries which sent replies, 
were: (a) that the participation of wcmen is increasing considerably in many 
areas, and that their access to higher posts is improving, although their levels 
of responsibility are gener8.lly low; W (b) that the number of married -v1cmen 
entering the labour market is increasing; (c) thst in severe.l countries there is 
2 c;rO'Iving demand among married 'I·Jcmen for part-time 'IJOrk; -:&} (d) that there is a 
need for women and men to adapt themselves to the characteristics of modern 
society, for example, to the changing role of the heme as a consumer rather than 
a producer of goods; (e) th<-·t there is a grovling realization that the up-bringing 
of children should be a joint responsibility of both p2rents; (f) that traditiom:·.l 
attitudes hamper 'lvomen from fully utilizing their talents a.nd sl:;:ills; (g) that 
much progress has been made in legislation according men and vJOmen equ<:'l rj_ghts 
in the :political, social c.nd economic fields; (h) that the advancement of the 
position of women should be considered in a broader context than that of achieving 
equality in respect of rights c:md obligations elimimting discrimination agr:linst 
vJOmen, and that instead such advancement must be vie·ped in terms of the rapid 
econcmic a.nd social proc;ress thct can be achieved if greater equality between the 

32/ 

Byelorussian SSR, China, Hungary, Israel, Philippines, l%rainian SSR, USSR, 
Yugoslavia. 
Byelorussian SSR, Ukrainian SSR, USSR. Sweden indicated in its reply that 
comprehensive measures a.re being undertaken to eliminate the division of tr1e 
labour market into "male" and ufemale" sectors. 
Chim. 
Yugoslovia. 
Ivory Coast, R'lvanda, United States of Am.erica. 
In New Zealand, for inste.nce, frcm 1946 to 1966, there was c. growth rate of 
the female labour force of about 75 per cent in comparison 1.Ji th 39 per cent 
for the me.le labour force. In India the total nurnber of '1-7Cmen employees had 
increased from 1.37 million in March 1962 to 1. 78 million in :Cecember 1966 
(i.e., an increase of o.bout 30 per cent, in ccm:parison v1ith 29 per cent of 
male employees). In the USSR the percentage of 'IKmen workers in the tot2l 
m2.nual and non-ma.nual labour force increased frcm 2L!- per cent in 1928 to 
50 per cent in 1967. 
S·Heden defined part-time employment e.s "less than 35 hours c week". 
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sexes existed; (i) that greater economic progress and efficiency can be achieved 
if the scale of evaluations used in the labour market based on physical 
characteristics of sex ''Jere abandoned; (j) that the unified long-term programme 
for -women and United Nations assistance in this field must be integrated vJithin 
the context of the development of each individual country, and that the role of 
-women must not be seen in isolation, but should be so conceived as to benefit all 
members of society. 

29. The paragraphs -which follo-w deal -with the extent of the participation of 
-wcmen in the various economic and social sectors outlined in the questionnaire 
and -vlith the nature of the contribution of -women to these sectors. 

Agriculture (including forestry and fishing) 

30. It is evident from the replies received that the role of -women in agriculture 
depends to a large extent on a country's type of economy and level of economic 
development. In countries, for instance, -where subsistence agriculture is '-'~ mc::dn 
source of livelihood, -women, as a general rule, play a very active part, in many 
cases more active than men, in planting, weeding, raising crops and in selling 
left-over produce in the market. For this reason, the important role of wcmen in 
food production has been stre£S2d in several replies, as 'dell as the part they 
play as vendors in marl;:ets. At the seme time a number of countries remarked upon 
the low status of women in subsistence agriculture and in rural areas in general; 
on their high rate of illiteracy; on their lack of health education; on their need 
to travel long distances cmd carry heavy loads; and on their need for education in 
agricultural extension. Several countries noted also that in the case of pe.id 
farm workers women received lower wages than men, )3/ while in another country 
there is a law on equal pay for men and women in agricultural employment. 2!iJ 
31. In some countries where agriculture is an income-producing sector women 
similarly play an active role. Two countries, for ex3mple, stated that many women 
are gainfully employed in plantations. 22/ Another reported that women contribute 
much to the production of cash crops and fo~ ,Part of the casual labour used during 
the pec.k seasons of agricultural activity. ~ Other developing countries pointed 
to signs of an incre8sing use by wcmen of scientific and mechanized methods of 
farming, as well as to their work in land reform. 211 T\vo countries referred to 
the equal rights of men and women in owning and cultivating land. 18/ 

32. Other countries also reported that women are active in agriculture. 22/ Gne 
noted in this respect that since farm women live and v1ork in the same surround:mc;s, 
the danger exists that their working time is not restricted to certain hours. The;y 

fl_rgentina, Barbados, Bolivie., Botswana, Cameroon, Central African Republic, 
Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Iran, Ivory Ccast, Libya, Malawi, Mauritania, 
Panama, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Yemen. 
Guatemala. 
Ceylon and Malaysia. 
Ghana. 
Bolivia, Botswana, Iraq, Philippines, Turkey, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
Mexico, Guatemala. 
Belgium, Bu~garia, Byelorussian SSR, China, Guinea, Israel, Pol2nd, Togo, 
Tunisia, Ukrainian SSR, United Kingdom (st. Lucia), Yugoslavia. 
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are thus prevented from participating in other social activities and broadening 
their vie-vm. This ccmld be remedied by programmes of adult education. !!:.Q/ One 
st2ted that women are contributing to co-operative farming, not only at the 
mane"gement and policy-making levels but in welfare, education and social 
programming activities within the co-operative farms. W It was also reported 
that women could be found in the management level of agricultural co-operetives, 1~2/ 
and a significant number of them run their own independent farms. Some countries 
also stated that, although many women are classified as dependants in household 
farms, they nevertheless contribute significantly to the increase of their 
husbands' farms. ~ 

33. A number of countries indicated that the role of wcmen in agriculture in 
comparison -vlith the other sectors of the economy is smaller. ill One declared 
that a decline in the role of v1omen in agriculture is foreseen because of the 
gradual tendency to use mass production techniques and scientific technology in 
industrialized agriculture, thereby reducing the sizes of farms and eliminatinG; 
the need for manual labour; these changes will affect the status of women in rural 
E'"reas and will necessitate the need to find alternative employment for women 
workers in such areas, if the rural female population is to be kept in balance. ~ 
On the other hand, two countries indicated that the role of women in the 
agricultural sector was becoming increasingly important in view of the fact that 
men are migrating to urban areas. ~ 

3L~. One country, in 11hich agriculture is an important income-producing sector, 
stated that farm "\Wmen, 11hether as paid workers or as wives of farmers, uctively 
participate in all phases of the primary processes of produ4'!tion and the associated 
application on farms of capital, labour and management; the status of farm women 
is high; they are well-educated; they are active in agricultural associations and 
farm unions; they enjoy on their farms the amenities of modern life and a high 
standard of living; they are able to vary their professionel and social activities. 
Thus agriculture can afford attractive and profitable employment for women. ~ 

Industry (manufacturing and processing industries) 

35. As in agriculture, the role of women in the industrial field in a given 
country is, to a large extent, determined by that country's level of development. 
Tbe significance of industrial development with respect to the entrance of women 
in the labour market is that it provides diversification in the economy and 
consequently offers more employment opportunities. It was pointed out, for 
instance, that the rise of industrialization in some countries has led to a 
decrease in the number of wcmen in agricultural and domestic employment. ~ 

36. In some countries, where industriolization has not yet advanced considerably 
it ·Has sto.ted that the role of wcmen in industry, includinG small-scale industry, 

!t.Q/ Belgium. 
ill Israel. 
42/ China. 
±if Poland and Yugoslavia. 
44/ Finland, Norv1ay, Sweden, United States of America. 
~ France. 
46/ Japan and Yugoslavia. 
!rrJ Canada. 
~ Poland, Singapore, Yugoslavia. 
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is minor. ':!1/ Cne coun-t::r~~ ::•ciJ<:Jrted that the majority of' women in the f'ield of' 
processing c,re manuc:tl worl:.: • 2.!2/ Another reply noted that women when working 
in factories do not h1:.ve muc.r, :pride in their work and that their output is l01·1er 
than men's. 51/ In other countries, wcmen are said to be particularly active in 
small-scale industry, ~ and, in scme instances, even become entrepreneurs and 
managers in this f'ield. '2JJ Some developing countries e.lso pointed out that >~cmen 
are active in hrge-scale industry, such as the textile, garment, and f'ood and 
teveroge f'ields; one reported on the increasing participation of' women in the 
electronics industry. ~ In one country, 22/ handicrafts and heme industries 
were said to be almost completely in the hands of' women. According to the same 
country, very little other industry existed and there only a f'ew women were 
employed, at the production-line level. 22/ Cne country reported that opportunities 
f'or the employment of' women in such f'ields as the electrical industry were limited 
and the.t they were paid less and employed at l~er levels than men. 57/ On the 
other hand, it was stated in one reply that automation and the modernization of' 
industry has displzced unskilled and semi-skilled labourers, the majority of' whcm 
are women, and has f'orced wcmen to look f'or v/Ork in smaller plants which have not 
yet become modernized. ~ 

37. The replies of' several developed countries indicated the following percentages 
out of' the total labour f'orce employed in industry: Belgium (15.45 per cent), 
Cane.da (16 per cent), Finland (36 per cent), France (23.4 per cent), Japan 
(36 per cent), 22/ Norway (18.9 per cent), and Sweden (23 per cent). Three 
countries reported that women constitute a high percentage of' the labour f'orce in 
industry: Bulgaria (42.2 per cent), Byelorussian SSR (48.9 per cent) and 
Ukrainian SSR (!f2 per cent). 

38. Some countries remarked that women are concentrated in certain industrial 
areas commonly designated as the "f'emale sectors 11

, such as the textile and clothing 
branches. 22./ One developed country gave the f'ollov1ing breakdown: 30 per cent of' 
vJomen workers in clerical occupations, 12 per cent employed as sales and shop 
assistants in retail and wholesale trades, 10 per cent as hotel etc. employees and 
8 per cent as clothing and textile workers. Of' the 13 per cent of' the f'emale work 

53/ 

ill 
ill 
5.Y. 
ill 
5EI 
r;g/ 

60/ 

Botswc..na, Cameroon, Central Af'rican Republic, Ivory Coast, Malawi, Mauritania, 
United Republic of' Tanzania. 
Netherhnds (Surinam). 
Ivory Coast. 
Barbados, Bolivia, Ceylon, Dominican Republic, Iraq, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Nigerie., Philippines, Sierra Leone, Togo, United Kingdom (Hong 
Kong, St. Lucia), Yemen. 
Israel, Mexico, Nicaragua, Philippines, Sierra Leone, Singapore, United 
Kingdom (Hong Kong). 
Mexico. 
Gu8.temala. 
lJestern Samoa. 
Guatemala. 
Argentina. 
This f'igure includes women in wholesale and retail trade, f'inance, insurance, 
real estate and services. 
Car:ada, Denmark, Sv1eden. 
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force employed as professional, technical and related workers, over three quarters 
\\'ere nurses or school-te0.chers. §]} One country, on the other hand, stated that 
the number of women employed in these branches was declining, but was increasing 
in the electrical, chemice.l, food, and le2.ther and high brenches. §g) A common 
and frequent observation made by the developed countries 'Hhich replied is that few 
vJOmen attain to high administrative or technical posts and that women are heavily 
concentrated in the semi-skilled level or in the assistant personnel category. fj} 
Furthermore, the average wcge for female 1wrkers is lower than that of male vlOrkers, 
even allowing for the age factor. Cne country observed that public and private 
employers recruit women for the lowest-paid positions, and ''l-10men themselves seem 
to a gree.t extent to have adapted themselves to this segregated marketu. §/ 

Commerce (including wholesale e.nd retail trade, banking" insurance, real estate 
and other distributive industries) 

39· Several developing countries pointed out that few women are participating in 
this aree or that their activities are confined to minor responsibilities. ftjj 
others stated that women are considerably active in this field at several levels 
of responsibility 66/ and that they are engaged in petty or retail trade, wholesale 
trcde, 67/ domestic tre.de, entertainment §fJ and banking. fi2} It was also stated 
that women can exert a substantial influence on government in this field in the 
preparation and execution of national development programmes thrcugh their 
co-operatives, and that they also have an important impact on the level of living 
of a country. 1Q/ 

40. Other countries indiceted thHt women in this field make up a significant 
portion of the total labour force: Belgium ( 48 per cent at the management level 
and 69 per cent at the assistant level); Byelorussian SSR and the ill(rainian SSR 
(74.2 per cent and 70 per cent, respectively, of the total labour force engaged in 
trade, public catering and the supply of material and machinery); Cenada 
(62.1 per cent in banking); Finland (55 per cent); France (29 }er cent of employers 
in small businesses, 49.1 per cent in banking and insurance); Norwe.y (39.6 per cent); 
Sweden (53.4 per cent). As to the levels of responsibility, it was indicated that 
in Sweden women entrepreneurs in trade and services are commonest, but that in the 
distributive trade (wholesale and retail trades) the sal<::ries of uomen employees 
of ·Hhc.tever e.ge group does not ccme up to those of men. In France, women eccount 
:for 47 ·9 per cent o:f the managers of chain-stores, but in ban}dng they account :for 

21/ 
68/ 
@ 
7Q/ 

Australia. 
France. 
Co.nada, tenmarlc, Finlcmd, Frc:mce, Sweden. 
Sweden. 
Congo (Brazzaville), Botsvwna, Malawi, Malaysia, Panama, Rwanda, United 
Kingdom (st. Lucia), Uestern Samoa. 
Argentina, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Colombia, Cyprus, Dominican 
Republic, Ghana, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Philippines, 
Sierr.:c. leone, Sing:::pore, Togo, United Kinc;dcm (Cayman Islands), Yemen. 
Gh~:mn and lJic;eria. 
SingHpore. 
Colombia, Iraq, Philippines. 
Ghane. end Nigeril'\. 
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only 23 per cent of the manaserial posts. In Canada., the msjority of "'\lcmen in the 
banldng field are bank tellers or clerks, but in the v7h<Jles::de and retail tre.de 
the majority of them are employed as sales clerks. 

41. A common observation made by several countries is thc.t few i11cmen make their 
ce.reers in the banking and occounting fields, e.lthough this situation is said to 
be significantly changing in one country. 1!/ 

42. 'I'he great influence 1-1hich women exert in the field of commerce and industry 
as consumers was mentioned by some countries. ]gj In one country, for instance, 
women with the collaboration of their husbands, choose the consumer goods for 
their homes and are responsible for budgeting the family income. Til In addition, 
they guard against "shoddy production and sales methods, and demand improvements 
in quality, labelling, and high price-levels 11

• W 

Transport and communications 

43. Scme developing countries indicated tl'n t few wcmen are engaged in this 
field. 72/ In one country several are employed, though at a low level of 
responsibility. 1§/ Some countries explained the limited participation of women 
by the fact that the field was a new one c:md was dominated by men. Til Some 
developing countries reported that vlOmen are active and are bound to expand their 
ac-i:;ivities in the field of ccmru:unication, particularly in television, radio, 
journalism and telecommunication, '1§) but according to one country, not in high 
posts. W 'I'hree countries indicated that a large number of women occupy 
supervisory and other high posts in this field, §!2/ and anotter ccnm:ented tha.t in 
teleccrr.municaticns IKmen are employed as telephone :c.nd teleprinter operators but 
are not fcund in the tectnicel services. BY Cr..e country reported that in the 
area cf cclliffiunications wcmen enjoy the same status as men, ~ ttcugh cut of tte 
tcto.l nwnber of people employed in this field, rarely 5 per cer.t o.re wcmen. Severa.l 
commented on the effectiveness of women's progranunes v7hich are broadcast over the 
radio. One country indicated that in the areas of television and radio wcmen 
enjoy equo.l rights with men as regards their levels of responsibility and 
sol2ries; Qj} one method utilized in this country to enable women to be employed 
in radio e.nd television is the establishment of a nursery close to the radio 8nd 
television building for the cc.re and safety of their children. Only a. few 
developing countries mentioned that women are active in transportc.tion. ~ Of 

71/ 
72/ 
73/ 
7Jjj 
]ij 

76/ 
77' _! 
1QJ 

United States of America. 
Cameroon, Nigeria, United States of America. 
Cameroon. 
United States of America. 
Barbados, Botswana, Central African Republic, Ivory Coast, United Kingdcm 
( CaYlnan Islands), Yemen, Guatemala. 
Hestern Samoa. 
Guatemala, Malaysia, Panama. 
;\rgentina, Bolivia, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, rt.alaysia, Mexico, 
Philippines, Sierra Leone, United Arab Republic. 
Gua tell'.a la • 
Argentina, Bolivia, United Arab Republic. 
Malaysia, 
Bele;ium. 
United Arab Republic. 
Mexico, Sierra Leone, Singapore. 
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these; one ste.ted that wcmen are e.ctive as o·wners of fleets of cars and vans, §5} 
and ::mother observed that women are mainly e.ctive in this field as airline 
hostesses end receptionists. ?ii/ 
ltl~. In the Byelorussian SS:::t vnd the Ukrainian SSR ~?omen ere comparatively a.ctive 
in this field (21.lt and per cent in transportction and 62 end 66 per cent in 
communication are iKmen, respectively). Replies from scme developed countries 
indicated that the rate at which \-Jcmen participate in this field is varied: 
Belgium (5 per cent), Caneda (30 per cent in the ccuntry' s lr rgest airline and 
95 per cent of the non-manaGement occupations in the country's largest telephone 
ccmpmy), Finland (22 per cent), France (12 per cent), Nor-v1c:y (12 per cent), 
Sweden (22.2 per cent). As to the grades occupied by women in this field, it is 
stated that in Cenada the majority of fem<:'le staff in the country's largest 
airline v1orlc as r::a ssenger a3ents, flight attendants and clerical workers, and that 
in thc:.t country1 s largest telephone ccmpany, 1-10men predominate in non-management 
occupetions as service representatives e.nd telephone operators, although there are 
a few women in middle management. In Nori:Jay, there are many 1wmen employed as 
progreJl'lllle secrete.ries and in other intermediate-grade positions in broadco.sting 
and television, but there are no vKmen on tl1e brcadce.sting and television board, 
and there are no ivcmen in ;;.dministration. In t.he same country, it is said that 
fe11 women are employed in the Press. In 2.nother country, Ql/ it reported thet 
the nc.ture of the job excludes v1omen from vmrking in cir troffic e:mtrol, e.viation 
col!'munications or meteorological service. Their participation in other fields is 
also limited, and they generally hold lo·H positions. 

Government service (includin~ elective posts) 

lt5. The role of women in government civil service remP ins minor in several 
countries, 9!l/ although it is increasing in some, 89/ or bas become substantial 
in others. 2Jj} Several countries reported that the participation of women in 
government civil service is significant in quantity, but that their widespread 
participation is not commensurate with the grades they occupy. 2]J It V~as stated, 
for instance, that the sal· ries received by women in government service are 
inferior to those of men and the,t v1cmen are over-represented in the lower salary 
scales; moreover, iKmen are heavily concentrated in clerical positions, and 
although there ere no legt':d restrictions to their competing for senior posts, fe\·1 
\vCmen sctually attain them. m A similar observB.tion \vetS made by several 
developing countrie,s, i·lhere \·lsmen are participating widely in government service 
but at the lower levels. 9J} Cne country mentioned that apart from the clerical 
cL.'1.ss, including typists, the biggest body of women employees e.re teachers in the 

85/ 
§_§} 
w 
88/ 

FJ52) 
2§) 

CJl/ 
CJ2/ 
9i/ 

Sierra leone. 
Singnpore, \·Jestern Samoa. 

nd. 
Congo (Bre.zzaville), Barbados, Ivery Coast, Malawi, Scmalia, United Kingdom 
(Cayman Islands) • 
Iraq, Malaysia, Sierra leone, Togo, Turkey. 
Bolivia, Botsvnc:ne., Ceylon, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Philippines, Tunisia, United Kingdom (Hong ) , Western Samoa. 
Austria, Canada, Fnmce, Norwe.y, Sweden, United Kingdom (st. Lucia). 
;\ustria, Canada, France, Nor-vwy, Sweden. 
Bolivie:, Botswena, Ce:vlon, Colombie, Guaterr.ala, Nicaragua (although per cent 
cf the tax collectors are >>cmen), Fa name:. 
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Education Department or nurses. 2}jj Some countries, on the other hand, indicated 
th2t 1vomen have a.ccess to, and in fact attain, a number of posts, renging from 
high 22/ to the highest 96/ in government service. 

46. It v?as noted by several countries that a signif'ico.ntly percentage of 
v1cmen participate in elections as voters, but that the extent of their 
participEJtion in this aspect of' political life was not reflected in the number 
of i·Jcmen elected to legislative bodies, particularly at the national, regional 
or municipal levels. 21/ Cne country reported the.t although women are eligible 
for employment in the public service, it is 1 however, normal practice that they 
retire on marriage. 2§/ In this connexion, scme countries pointed out that 
although the number of' wcmen in elective posts was increasing slowly, it 
nevertheless signified an under-representation of' wcmen in this important area of' 
public life. Scme reasons have been advanced to account for this situation: 
tr2ditional attitudes which reinforce the belief that politics are more properly 
the concern of men rather than ivcmen; the inferior position and participation of' 
wcmen in party politics; and the small proportion of' wcmen who stand for public 
office. 2!J} Cn the other hand, it was stated b~r some countries that women 1.Jield 
significant political influence as represent1:.tives in elective bodies. 100/ 

47. A f'evJ Governments indicated th:1.t v1cmen are contributing actively in severel 
areas of' science ,~nd technoloey. 101/ Cne reported tha.t out of' the total of' 
engineers, architects, constructors and technologists, .4 per cent are wcmen, 
and that out of the total number of scientists, more than 20 per cent are 
women. 1G2/ A few countries stated that 1-Kmen are active in some branches of' 
this field but not in others; for instance 1 there are fe\1 v1cmen engineers. 10"5 / 
The p2.rticipation of women in several developing countries in this field is said 
to be non-existent 104/ or minimal. 105/ In one, 1C6/ it is said to be nil. In 
some o:r the developing countries, it is increasing, for example, in biology, 
botany, chemistry, pharmacy, architecture, physics and engineering. 107/ 

'.'lestern Samoa. 
Australia. 
Australie., Bulgaria, B;yelorussian SSR1 Israel, Polcmd, Ukrainian SSR, USSR. 
Austria, Conada, Finland, Ireland, Norwc>_y, Paname, Sweden. 
Ire]and. 
Austria. and 8"-;~eden. 
Byelorussian SSR, Ceylon, 1, Philippines, Poland, m~rainian SSR, USSR, 
Yugoslavia. 
Bulgaria, Byelorussien SSR, Hungary, Ukrainian SSR1 USSR. 
Bulgaria. 
Cano.da, Finland, France, Guatemala, Israel, United Stc.tes of America. 
United Kingdom (St. Lucia). 
Br'rbados, Panama, Sierra Leone, United Republic of •r::mzania. 
\·!estern Samoa. 
ArgentinE', Dcminicen Republic, India, Ira.q, Israel, Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Faldstan, Philippines. 
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Education 8nd training 

48. The majority of countries stated that women are playing a major role in this 
area. In fact, the observation has been made that the preponderance of women in 
this area is regarded in certain circles "as an indication of the down-grading of 
the profession, which is being deserted by men anxious to put to more profitable 
use the qualifications earned by their studies. 108/ 

49. The majority of countries pointed to the very significant role of wcmen in 
the field of teaching, particularly at the kindergarten, primary and secondary 
levels; at the university level and at technical institutes the percentage of 
wcmen teachers is smaller. In some countries, for instance, kindergarten teaching 
is ccmpletely dcminated by wcmen. 109/ It was stated by two countries that 1-10men 
teachers enjoy equality with men as regards conditions of worh: and salaries. 110/ 
In the field of educational administration, •.zomen in some countries are known to 
atte.in the highest posts, 111/ olthcugh it was indicated, en the other hand, that 
in this field fei·l wcmen go far. 112/ 

50. As regards the access of girls to education, it 11as stated by the majority of 
ccuntries that girls, in principle, have access to education at all levels. It 
was pointed out, however, that scme areas needed particular attention, such as 
the elimination of illiteracy, 11~/ improving the facilities of girls' schools, 114/ 
a.nd the access of girls to technical nnd scientific institutes. 

51. !:,.lthough some countries pointed to the high enrolment of girls in specialized 
and technical institutes, thereby enabling wcmen to make careers in the scientific 
and technical fields, 115/ several countries, both d2veloped and developing, 
emphasized the need to increase the limited access of girls to vocational technical 
institutes. 116/ In this connexion, it he.s been observed that there is a marked 
tendency among girls in voce.tional institutes to choose the type of education 
which is of relatively short duration and \·lhich, conseq_uently, does not qualify 
them for senior or independent positions; furthermore, girls are lmown to limit 
their choices to certain sectors of the vocational field only. 117/ 

Uith a vie•~ to abolishing the traditional division which exists in vocational 
educetion between 11boys' handicraft" (i.e., \WOdwork a.nd metalwork) and "girls 1 

handicreft 11 (i.e., needlevlOrk), the Parliament of one country in 1968 decided to 
make instruction in both kinds of handicraft obligatory for a.ll pupils up to and 
including grade 6, \·lhich is described as being a decision with importont 
implications, inasmuch as the instruction of girls in woodwor1->: 2nd metalwork 11may 
result in more girls opting for technical and mechanical training in the future". 

108/ 
1C9/ 
110/ 
111/ 
112/ 
llJ/ 
114/ 
115/ 
llG/ 
ii7/ 

France. A similar observation 1qas made by Poland. 
Guatemala,, M0xico, Few Zealond, Sweden. 
Canada, Guatemala. 
Ceylon, Philippines, Sierra Leone. 
Israel, New Zeeland. 
Iraq, Mc;laysia. 
Barbados. 
Byelorussia.n SSR, Ukrainian SSR, USSR. 
Austria, France, Hungary, Israel, rTorv1ay, fuldstan, Swed::n. 
Norwc>.y. 
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Another step in this direction in the same country is the obligatory instruction 
in comprehensive schools of boys e.nd girls in domestic science, cooking and child 
care -with the aim of preparing future wives and husbands to share truly their 
family responsibilities and of making them familiar -with domestic science, -which 
is an important aspect of citizenship training. 118/ 

53· As regards areas in the field of training, the following were mentioned: 
(a) training of leaders and auxiliary -workers in national development 
activities; 119/ (b) teacher-training; J2.0/ (c) training of women in homecraft 
'vith a viev1 to the education and upbringing of their children; J2.1/ (d) out-of
school education at workers' and people's universities and o.dult education. J2.2/ 
It v1as observed by one country in this connexion that, by and large, -wcmen do not 
as yet derive much advantage from accelerated vocational training. 12?/ 

Educational and vocational guidance 

54. A few developed countries indicated that v1omen worl\: as career advisers and 
vocational guid;:mce officers. 124/ One country said that a high proportion of 
vJCmen were expected to be tre~ined in the near future to be manpower 
counsellors, ~ but another reported that the participation of -women in this 
area is modest. 12.6/ The majority of the developinG countries declared that 
educational and vocational guidance is a relatively new are2., that it is not yet 
well developed, but that Hhere it exists -women are l:'.ctive in it. 127/ It was 2.lso 
stated that in one country such services are available to both sexes, without any 
discrimination whatsoever. J2.8/ 

55. Cne country pointed out that its national council of educational resee.rch and 
training considered the following areas of priority in educational research: 
(a) educational problems of girls between the ages of el€V€n and seventeen in the 
rural areas; (b) educational facilities for housmvives in urban areas. 129/ In 
another country, where vocational guidance has been accorded considerable 
prominence with a viev1, inter alia, to encouraging girls to choose their 
occupations on the basis of their abilities and interests ond not according to 
their sex or to prevailing conventions, one aspect of vocc'.tional guidance consists 
of' practical vocational experience for a brief' period during which pupils are 
enabled to experiment with at least t1vo different jobs chosen by themselves. 130/ 
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It ho.s also been recommended that vocational advisers should: (a) provide 
information concerning conditions of pay within different sectors to make girls 
m7c,re of the fact tha.t conditions "are often worse in e.. k.rge number of trr>,ditione..l 
women's occupations than in men's occupations"; (b) provide information on new 
occupations likely to come into being in the future; (c) provide concrete examples 
of boys 2.nd girls who he.ve gone beyond tradition and ventured into nevi fields of 
occupation; (d) take students to actual places of work; (e) acqucdnt girls ·Hith 
future difficulties which may confront them in the labour market should they 
finish their education early; (f) discourage the attitude 'Hhich regards girls' 
education as a kind of insurance policy which may become useful after they marry 
in the event of their husbc:mds 1 death or illness or divorce, since this argument 
can result in girls forming "inferior occupational ambitions to the boys'". 1'31/ 

Health 

56. As in the field of teo.ching, women, in both developed and developing 
countries, predominate in all phases of nursing, with the exception of l·lOrk in 
mental hospitals. 'I'he majority of countries which replied stated that nursing 
is traditionally regarded as a field for women, that wcmen have contributed 
significantly to this area and that they attain the highest posts. In the field 
of health, women a.re also employed 8.S teachers in training schools for nurses, 
nurses airtes, laboratory assistants, physiotherapists, pharmacists, dental and 
medicnl technicians and assistants in family planning programmes. Hith the 
exception of a few countries, 132/ the number of women doctors and surgeons is, 
in contrast to the high percent[l.ge of nurses, comparatively sm2.ll. 133/ In some 
countries, it was said that women doctors mainly specialized in paediatrics, 
obstetrics and gynaecology. 134/ 

57. The observation WC.\S m2.de by one country that men display little interest in 
the he2.lth and care services (i.e., excepting medicine) because of the lm1 social 
prestige attached to them and because of the meagre opportunities for 
advancement. 1?5/ It was also observed by another country that the medical 
problems of vwmen, as aspects of maternal welfare and public health, should be 
given high priority. 136/ 

Nutrition 

58• The majority of developing countries which replied stated that women as 
dieticians, heme economists and nurses are in charge of existing nutritional 
programmes, whether operated by the Government or run by non-governmental 
orgo.nizctions. Malnutrition remains a major problem in s:::me countries; thus, the 
role of the mother in bringing proper food habits to the heme >·ms underscored. 137/ 
:,ccording to one country, this v1as due to lack of financial resources. 138/ It 
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WP,s also stated that nutrition and heme nursinc; should be P basic aspect of 
women's education. 139/ One country replied that I·Jomen dietitians predominate 
in the profession. 140/ 

Housinr< 

59· Several countries stated that this is an area in which ·Homen play a sm8ll 
role, 141/ or no role at all, 142/ although, as one indicated, they are ultimately 
the caretaJ~:ers of homes. 147/ Some countries pointed to the various aspects of 
housing in which women 2re lmmm to be active: housing co·-operatives; 141~/ 
registre.tion of homes as joint property of husband and wife; 145/ upl~eep and 
clecnliness of the home, neighbourhood and community; 146/ self'-help schemes end 
removc.l of shanty-to~;ms; 147/ and the selling of real estate. 148/ 

60. It was noted that, although they are octive on the voluntary level in 
safeguarding the aesthetic c.nd cultural aspects of public h::msing, women have yet 
to <'ssert their participation in major planning bodies for housing and urban 
development as economists, sociologists, architects and town plnnners. 149/ Gn 
the other hand, one country stated that women play a comparatively significant 
role in the nCltion 1 s major institute for housin.g, building and planning, 150/ 
while a.nother stated that in urban planning women have eqU21 opportunities with 
men; 151/ another noted thut there are employment opportunities for women 
architects, in government-supported housing as well as in governraent service; 152/ 
and a third reported that women make up 52 per cent of the toto,l labour force in 
housing and communal services. 152/ One country reported that 25 per cent of the 
students in a.rchitecture are \!Omen. 154/ 

Population 

61. Scme countries stated th<-=>.t the participation of women in family planning was 
minima 1, mo,inly because the Governments have not yet developed programmes in this 
field. 155/ Gne reported tho.t 1vomen did not participate in this field. 156/ 
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Others indicated that wcmen actively p;_•rticipate in f<::cmily planning programmes 2.s 
doctors, nurses, midwives, socinl workers and volunteers. 157/ J,ccordinc; to one 
country, the work of the Family Plonning Council is done by women except for 
medic2cl officers who c:·.re men. 158/ 

62. One country emphasized the important role of wonen in demendinG the abolition 
of a lm-1 ·Hhich prohibited the sale of contraceptives, the repeal of which (in 1938) 
led to State support of sex education (part of the curriculum of the compulsory 
school) nnd of prophylactic medical counselling, by meldng grants to '-'.dult 
education organizations. 159/ 

63. It was also pointed out that in the face of the elo rming rate of popul2,tion 
growth in another country, whot vic s needed was the develoJ:ment of the natural 
resources of the country 2.nd the provision of more educetionol and employment 
opportunities for wcmen. 160/ 

Conditions and employment of 1-10rk; social sec'-!rity 

64. Sever2.l countries signified that 1wmen enjoy equal rights -vlith men in the 
are2 of employment and conditions of work \·lith respect to equal remunerc:tion, 
minimum vJage, nwnber of working hours, paid holidays, soci2l security benefits, 
etc. 161/ Cn the other hand, protective me<e!SUres for v7omen workers have also been 
instituted by these countries, such as maternity leo.ve, prohibition of dismissal 
from work during pregne,ncy, facilities for working mothers, inspection of places 
vJhere \/Omen work to guarantee that proper facilities exist, prohibition of night 
worl<: and work that is dane;erous and immoral. 162/ Some countries reported thc.c,t 
free medical services, plus a broad network of caterinc:; establishments, heme 
kitchens, rest homes, hundries, se-vling shops, repsir shops and miscellrmeous 
service agencies, in addition to the existence of numerous supervised pre-school 
nurseries, family day nurseries (supervision in private hcmes), boarding scho:::>ls 
and extended-day schools, lighten the burden of working women with f2mily 
responsibilities. 163/ 

65. Concerning equal pay for equal work, the majority of countries declared thc:'t 
this principle, embodied in ILO Convention No. 100 (Equal Tiemuneration for N:en 
and ·Homen ·VJorkers for Hork of I::quo,l Value), is being observed. Cn the other hand, 
the follovJing conditions "Here reported: that in one country I.JGmen reeeive five
sixths of the mole scale in government service; 16~ th~"?t in another women receive 
less than men in agricultural field work_: 162} that in another tl:e principle of 
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equal p<:.Y for equal work is observed in big-scale industry, but it is not known 
whether the same is observed in small-scale industry enterprises j 166/ equal pay 
exists in the public sector but not in the private sector. 167/ It was also 
st2ted by severe.l countries that the lovJ salary scale in which the majority of 
wcmen are found is not due to discrimination on grounds of sex as such but is 
caused by the inferior training and education of women ·Hhich, in turn, results 
in poor skills, small output and lack of seniority. 168/ 'I'he observation was 
also mede that the preference of \Jcmen for part-time worlc or work lasting for 
relc.tively brief periods "e.ppears to be a factor in their characteristically 
lower <werage earnings". 169/ 

66. In one ccuntry the number of families in which both spouses are gainfully 
employed is continually increasing, so that the situe.tion is being approached 
where it is norma 1 for a family to have two members earning inccmes. 170/ Thus, 
that country's family policy is closely cor:nected with measures aimed at promoting 
equality between men and v1omen, and efforts are being made to institute reforms in 
this field. In the field of taxation, for instance, there is a.n on-going study 
concerning the abolition of joint taxs.tion of married couples and its repla.cement 
by a system of individual taxation whereby everybody would be assessed according 
to the same rules, regardless of sex and marital status, in order to avoid the 
proportionally higher tax levied on the wife's income than would have been the case 
if she had not been married, and thus encourage women to return to the labour market 
after spending several years at heme. It is also claimed that joint taxation is 
"by no means the corollary of the previsions of family law concerning mutua.l 
maintenance obligations and that married women, 1vho cannot obtain gainful 
employment, should be helped by the community through the same extensive measures 
of labour market policy as are available to unemployed men". 171/ 

67. It 1-1as pointed out that the increased life expectancy of wcmen is an 
important factor in their employment activities. For example, in one country a 
girl born in 1966 had a life expectancy of 74 years j "for this reason women often 
prefer to continue in employment into their sixties, beyond the age 1vhen they are 
eligible for retirement pensions". -m} An analysis of a.ge data in two countries 
shov1s that the two periods when wcmen are most likely to work are bet1-1een the ages 
of 20 and 29 and te-:.ween the ages of 45 and 51.~. li'J/ Cn the other hand, it wo.s 
indicated by one of these countries that an increase in full-time employment among 
married women ~Vas noticeable, particularly in the age group of from 35 to 50. 174/ 

68. As regards social security benefits, several countries stated that socic>l 
security benefits apply to women contributors, wage-earning or voluntary, as cvell 
as to non-~Vorking wives of contributors. 175/ These 1-10uld include provisions for 
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sickness, disability, maternity benefits, old-age benefits, family. allowances and 
pensions for widow.-; and orphans. On the other hand, one country st~;~.ted that social 
security is still non-existent; 176/ another said that the number of women workers 
benefiting from social security is very low; 177/ one also .said that social 
security in the tribal system~ particularly in the rural areas, depends a great 
deal on tl1e role of women in society; for instance, social services are provided 
through womenrs clubs. 178/ It was also observed that domestic workers are not 
protected by social security. J79/ Yet another reported that there we~e no 
separate programmes in this field. lSO/ 

69. Concerning pensions for women workers, two countries st?-ted. th,at ·in certain 
industrial occupations the age at which women workers become eligible rar.old-age 
pensions has been established at fifty years. In addition, the~r~te~ of the 
pensions received by members of collective farms, as well as by ~nual and 
non-manual workers, have been increased. 181/ In another country both men and 
women who have been gainfully employed between the ages of.sixte~n and sixty-five 
are entitled (since 1960) to pension benefits additional to thosereceived through 
the basic old-age pension scheme, thus entitling women who return ~o the labour 
market when their children have grown to pension rights, wh~re f9rmerly the 
pension rights in private industry were dependent on the person securing his or 
her po•ition before reaching the age of thirty. 182/ ' 

70. One country stated that women and men have equal rights,as regards widows 1 and 
lvidY·rers' pensions, but payments to widowers are less usual. be<;:aus~ the occupational 
frequency among women is much lower than men. 18?/ In thip connexion, another 
country stated, however, that although its pension scheme provides for widows, there 
is no corresponding benefit for widowers. 184/ In view of the ·high employment 
frequency of widows in this country, as a c;llsequence of its expaPded prcgramme to 
offer retraining and introductory courses for housewivef? wishing to'return to work, 
some objections have been raised against widows 1 pensions on the grounds that it is 
unfair to make social protection of the surviving spouse dependent on w0ich 
spouse dies. 

71. A few countries gave information on the participation of women in the 
enforcement of labour laws and the administration of social security schemes. In 
one country, women, because of their limited technical training, are not in the 
fields of safety inspection or labour standards enforcement. 185/ In two 
others, 186/ they predominate in the administrat~on of social~curity, although 
few attain executive positions; 187/ on the other hand, women have' occupied the 
highest existing posts in this field. 188/ 
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Social vielfare 

72. The ori ty of countries replied that \romen, on the professional and voluntary 
levels are very active in chis area. 189/ , As professionals, >Iomen in several 
countries d::nninate the social velfare field.7 and in some of them reach the highest 
posts. 199} On the other hand, one country indicated that although women nwnerically 
dor:Jinate the field, fevr of ther:1 occupy executive and become heads of 
schools for social i;Telfare. 191/ The same country stated that an increasing 
proportion of men are the field and that in slightly less than half the 
full-tir.1e students at uate schools of social 1vork were men. 192/ Several 
countries rerr.arked on the effectiveness of con-governmental organizations in 
activities such as fund-raising, obtaining the support of the public f:Jr programmes, 
leadership prcgrarrnnes, adult education and vJelfare and health 

ects. l9l} 

73. Prcfessional social -vrorkers in many countries are in the 
areas: supervision and administration of homes for under-privi women, juvenile 
delinquent institutions, day-care centres, maternity and child \·relfare centres, 
sports acti ·vi ties for men and ~cromen \·rorkers; cor:mmni ty development projects; the 
\·relfare <Jf the blind; rehabilitation of the handicapped, , vagrants and 
desti tutes; provid probationary services for juvenile delinquents; 
advice and making investigations as regal'ds fa:r;1ily relations; adoption of children 
and aiding victims of disasters. 

Several countries mentioned that they have institutes to train Eocial l·relfare 
sional 110rl~ers 194/ and that the importance of their professional and 

preparation is increasingly acknovrledged. 195/ 

75. The ~::Jcial integration of various ethnic, racial and religious groups vri thin 
the nation and community vras mentioned by several courotries as an important tasl~ for 
social l·'orkers, as -v;ell as for educators. 196/ 

Social defence (prevention of crime and treatment of offenders) 

In this field, a number of countries reported that 1Homen serve as judges in 
juvenile delinquency courts; probationary officers; law officers, police officers; 
supervisors and administrators of juvenile institutions and prisons for viOmen 
participants in prograrmnes to eliminate prostitution; researchers in social 
research centres to study and evaluate personalities of young offenders and find 
Yrays of them; ,,rorkers in hostels for ex-prisoners and in institutions for 
::;ffenders on licence; \velfare 1vorkers; voluntary visitors. 197/ One G::;vernment 
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replied that women contribute to the over-all organization for the prevention of 
crime and the treatment of offenders" .19~8/ 

77, There was hardly any indication from the replies received about the percentage 
of 1r10men engaged in social defence; although one country stated that the police 
force is a field which has attracted an increasing number of female school
leavers, 199/ It was also reported by one country that resignation due to 
marriage of-women police officers has discouraged their further recruitment by the 
authorities. 200/ 'Ihe need for more reformatory institutions based on a scientific 
and organized-approach vms emphasized by another country. _22_1/ 

78. It was observed that prevention of crime is primarily a matter of education 
and subsistence, so that both society and the family are involved in it. Mothers, 
wives, together v1i th their husbands, elder sisters and all vmmen social vmrkers 
can e;cert a beneficial influence. For instance, in one country 202/ out of the 
total prison population, 57 per cent was less than thirty years old in 1966; this 
means that a large number of the prisoners can still be reached and influenced by 
their families, In this country there are relatively few women among the prison 
population (3.8 per cent). 

79, v·Jomen in several countries play a significant role in this field; in some 
2041 they comprise the majority of the personnel in community development programmes.---~ 

On the other hand, it was stated that their participation is still limited at the 
policy-making level or in the preparation of development plans, 205/ or that there 
is little leadership provided by them. 206/ One country reported-that voluntary 
vmmen' s organizations are very active ancf play a significant role in the social 
structure and in community development" ~~J/ 

80. Some countries remarked that women have been effective on the voluntary level 
and as members of non-governmental organizations" 208/ The areas of community 
development in which women are active, as profession."ats and volunteers, include 
adult education, nutrition, handicrafts, small-scale industry and rural development. 

Land reform 

There vms little information available on this subject_. A few countries 
stated that the participation of women in this area was minimal; 2_C!)/ h1o 
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others reported that it was non-existent; 210/ and yet another said that the problem 
of land reform does not exist" 211/ One c-ou_n.try reported that \oJomen benefited only 
if they were unmarried for othe.rwi.se their husbands were the beneficiaries. _212/ 

82. In one country where widespread land reform has taken place, women have 
contributed sl.gnificantly to educating farmers and their wives to understand 
their new responsibilities and opportunities and to encoura~ing rural people to 
take advantage of the new agricultural reforms. 213/ It has been observed that 
the equitable dist.:dbution of landholdings is ali important factor in increasine; 
the contribut:l~n of women farmers to agriculture and to development in generaL .2_1_~/ 
The close relationship between land reform, rural development and community 
development in one country is evidenced by the fact that the community development 
programme is administered by the National Land Reform Institute. 215/ Some countries 
reported that there are no restrictions against vJOmen owning and ·c1.iiti vatine; 
land • 2_1_6/ 

83 o \-Jomen are active in co-operatives, as indicated by some countries; 217/ though 
one pointed out that they did not take on responsibility in directing or" -organizing 
co-operative movements; 218/ in several others, they are just beginning to 
participate in co-operativesj 219/ or their participation is increasing" 220/ One 
reported that women did not participate in this field 221/ and yet anothe-r ·said 
that their participation was rare o ?-.2.2/ · -·-

84. The types of co-operatives mentioned \Jhich en;:;age the activity of women, as 
members or employers of these organizations, include consumer co-operatives, 
agricultural co-operatives, thrift and credit co-operatives, marketing co-operatives, 
land purchase and rice milling co-operatives, insurance co-operatives, housing and 
service co-operativesj medical co-operatives, parish co-operativeso 
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It was indicated that in one country the earliest co-operatives were 
by women. In a few others, they occupy at all levels, 
managerial~ posts. On the other hand, women in one country do not play a 
prominent role in boards of agricultural co-operatives, because when these 
co-operatives were first at an earlier period women >vere not expected to 
be prominent in marketing, farm supply etc.; however, their role in other forms of 
co-operatives is In one country where consumer co--operatives are 
\.'Jell established, and where \vomen widely participate in them as members cu"l.d 
employers, women are not strongly represented on boards and committees, and the 
latest survey reveals that they constitute only per cent of the membership of 
these policy-making bodies, a situation which is said to follow the traditional 
pattern of placing few vJOmen in positions of trust and responsibility. 2_2§/ 

86. \vomen are reported as shovJing enthusiasm for the co-operative movement for 
it gives them an opportunity to organize their economic lives more rationally 227/ 
and provides one of the most effective training grounds for developing leadership 
in the rural areas. _2_2§/ It has been said that co-operatives in vJhich women 
participate have contributed significantly in raising levels of living and 
increasing efficiency in rural areas, 229/ and it is suggested that Governments 
and international organizations should~provide loa.."l.s and other forms of assistance 
to train more women in the objectives and techniques of running co-operatives • . S?2/ 

87. One effective way by which women can influence policy and decisions has been 
demonstrated in one country, where vmmen's councils in the agricultural producers' 
co-operatives encourage vJOmen co-operative members to work towards improving the 
co-operatives, increasing crop and livestock production, participating in various 
training courses in agriculture and animal husbandry. In addition, these women's 
councils contribute to the improvement of the working and living conditions of the 
women co-operative members; their advancement to senior posts; the enforcement of 
the provisions for the welfare of mothers and children; the proper functioning of 

centres, maternity centres and other health and social facilities in the 
village; and the provision of accommodation for season workers. 

88. Some countries mentioned that women are also active in trade unions and other 
professional organizations • .2"2.?/ 
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Culture and recreation 

89" The pertinent observation was made that the direct participation of women in 
cultural or recreational activities depends on the time they can spareo 233/ The 
leisure time of a working woman in one country, 234/ for example, is 4"3~ h"ours a 
week in the case of single women, and 2o3 hours 'in~ the case of married womeno 
Another country indicated that the pressures of daily life do not leave much time 
to women for cultural and recreational interests" 235/ In addition, the 
availability of cultural and recreational faciliti-es--and incentives also determines 
the extent of the participation of women; for instance, in the rural areas such 
facilities are all too often lackingo 

90" One country stated that women played quite a large part in this fieldo ?:2.§/ 
Another stated that women participate in this area in two ways: (a) they 
participate personally in creative cultural activities, and (b) they participate 
in the professions which provide the public with facilities and material for 
culture and leisure" 237/ The majority of the replies gave information about the 
first aspect o In som·e· countries, for instance, women play an important role in 
preserving the traditional culture - its customs, values, dances and songso 238/ 
In this connexion, it was indicated by one country that there is a sign of cultural 
awakening among its women, who are beginning to rediscover and appreciate anew 
their country's cultural values; _2)}/ some countries said that women are active 
in both the traditional and modern aspects of culture" Thus they are members of 
dance, theatrical, musical and literary associations" ?~0/ There was little 
indication, however, of hmv \vide spread this participation is among the total 
female population of a country, what social classes benefit from such activities 
and what cultural incentives are provided to encourage the interest of women in 
the arts" One country pointed to the existence of influential governmental 
institutions in dance, drama and painting and to the high percentage of women 
attending them; it also mentioned that its Social Security Institute sponsors 
classes in drama in its various urban centreso 241/ Another stated that women 
pal"ticipate in the cultural events and activiti-es- organized for all \vorkers by 
the State institutions in conjunction with mass organizations; ~n towns and 
villages, they are also active in cultural activities which are of special interest 
and concern to them and which are sponsored by women's councils in co-operation 
with other cultural agencies" 242/ It was also said that in several countries the 
opportunities for cultural deveTcpment are readily accessible to women" _24)/ Still 

233/ 
"231t/ 
"23"5/ 
2"36/ 
237/ 
"iS8/ 
.2.39/ 
:2!+9! 

2Lfl/ 
"210) 
·2~4)) 

France" 
Franceo 
Sierra Leone" 
WeEtern Samoa" 
France" 
Botswana, Ghana, Jv!alawi, Sierra Leone, Somalia" 
Ghana" 
Ceylon, Dominican Republic, France, Guinea, Guatemala, Iran, Israel, Malaysia, 
Jv!alta, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Romania, Singapore, United Kingdom (Cayman 
Islands) o 
l,Iexico" 
Romania" 
Arcentina, Byelorussian SSR, Ukrainian SSR, USSR" 
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another pointed to the catalytic function of non-governr;:cmtal zations, 
inc youth clubs, in this field; it also mentioned the ·vJays in which 
experimental and modern dance and drama can bring about ethnic integration 
within a country and change traditional attitudes about the suhservience of 
women to men •. 2~.4/ 

9L Concerning vJOmen as performing artists, several countries stated that their 
women artists have gained renown in music, literature, dance, films and the 
visual arts. Another commented that, although women participate in all 
fields of activity, men dominate nurr:erically as performing artists. ?4_6/ 
One country supplied figures concerning the percentage of vwmen employed in 
professions connected with cultural activities, which reveal that 11 1o~omen account 
for 75 per cent of the museum curators and librarians, about 33.6 per cent of 
the literary writers, 19.6 per cent of the journalists, .7 per cent of the 
performing artists of every kindn. In addition, women represent one third of 
threatre and cinema owners and operators. 

For recreation, women in several countries engage in , athletics, 
culinary and needlecraft activities, folk dancing, cinema, home improvement 
etc. 24_8/ 'Ihe need to educate and encourage women, in both rural and urban 
areas, to use their leisure time creatively was stressed; lack of education in 
this field leads to laziness and bad habits among vmmen, particularly those 
living in small towns and slum areas. ~ducational measures in vocational training 
and the co-operation of civic and religious associa+-ions were methods mentioned by 
which women might be aided in lee,rning hoV>l to utilize and budget their time 
creatively. ~2}!.9/ 

Hardly any information was received about the extent to which the total 
female population in a country benefit from recreational activities and VJhat 
social measures have been instituted to enable women to use their leisure time 
creatively. One country stated, however, that since 1953 "authorities have 
given for special holidays arranged for housewives by 
organizations; these holidays are intended for non-employed housewives vJi th young 
children vJho, for financial and social reasons, need help to enable them to take 
a holiday". 250/ One country also gives grants to organizations which provide 
holiday camJis --for children. In addition, two countries have increased 
duration of paid holidays for manual and non-manual workers from h1elve to fifteen 
working days. 

249/ 
. 2.50/ 
'25-l/ 
~2':/21 

Dominican Republic, Israel, Nicaragua, Panama. 
Norway. 
France, Guatemala. 
Barbados, Botswana, Dominican Republic, France, Ghana, Guatemala, , 
Halawi, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Sierra Leone, United Kingdom (Cayii1an 
Islands) , 'tlestern Samoa. 
Dominican Republic, Panama • 
Norway. 
Sv!eden. 

SSR, USSR. 
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Other areas 

94. 11Services11 was mentioned by several countries as an area in which women are 
active, although it will be noted that this sector falls under several of the 
areas discussed above" Two countries included in this area services rendered in 
retail trade, banking and insurance, domestic work, hotels and restaurants, as 
well as such important branches of the public sector as education and the medical 
service, and indicated that, in terms of "sheer numbers", women play a predominant 
role in this area, but that "this predominance has not resulted in women occupying 
the best paid and most influential positions within the branches concerned11

• 253/ 
Another country limited the area to "personal services", such as those renderecCby 
manicurists, pedicurists, masseuses, beauticians, hairdressers and the like, and 
indicated that vJomen occupy 60 per cent of all posts in this category, and that in 
the area of "services proper" (i.eo, servants) there are 836,000 women, either in 

homes or in enterprises serving private individuals, and that these 
constitute 88.8 per cent of the category as a vJhole. 254/ Still another country 
gave the follO\ving percentages for women employed in 't1ie' above-mentioned npersonal 
services" category: 57 per cent at the managerial level and 73 per cent at the 
assistant level, 255/ and another stated that about 83 per cent of personal 
services are 11 efr"ecfed by women 11

o 256/ Furthermore, it 1r1as reported by another 
Government that nwi thin the non-pro.du.cti ve sectors, the ratio of women in the 
field of services was 72 per cent in 1941 and women worked in the personal 
employment of a narrow circle of people; today per cent of those employed 
in services are women who work in socially organized services designed to lighten 
the burden of the working masses, such as laundry, dry cleru1ing etc • . ~1/ 

QUESTION 2: To what extent do >vomen participate in the preparation 
and execution of national development plans? 

95. Several countries replied that women are participating in the preparation and 
execution of national development plans, although there was a variety of answers 
as to the >vays in which women participate in this particular field. This can be 
explained by the fact that countries have different approaches to developr,1ent, 
depending on their economic systems" To add to the variety of answers received, 
some countries interpreted the participation of women in the 11preparation and 
execution of national development plans 11 i·Jithin a broader context and considered 
it to mean the general role of women in economic and social life in the areas 
mentioned in question l above, rather than their role in the actual preparation 
and execution of such plans. 

96. One country illustrated the methods by whi.ch the pa:cticipation of women in 
the preparation national is effected. Autonomous management bodies 
of enterprises and labour organizations are composed of members directly elected 

253/ Guatemala, Sweden. 
"i§'!fj France. 
'255/ Belgium. 
i§'6/ Norway. 
'i5"7 I Hungary a 

}if?~8j Yugoslavia. 
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the collectivities lvho direct decide on the "utilization of the social product 
they have created and therefore on the 1r1ay in \vhich they will meet their present 
and future needs 11 • ThP extensive participation of women in these autonomous 
management bodies is described as being a striking feature; this offers great 
opportunities for women to assert themselves in the formulation of socio-economic 
policy. Such bodies adopt independent decisions on all questions of importance 
relating to their own territory and community, draw up plans, distribute income 
to the funds for investment and for joint and individual use, etc" Furthermore, 
women participate in the formulation of socio-economic policy as members of the 
federal, republic, provincial and communal assemblieso Nevertheless, it was noted 
that the number of women holdinG elective posts in these bodies is not yet 
satisfactory, as it does not reflect the actual contribution of women to soci 
and the extent of their actual occupational activity, 259/ the reason given being 
that women with family obligations do not have much ti.nie-·to devote themselves to 
community activities and, because of their domestic responsibilities, are 
prevented from acquiring the new technical skills which would qualify them to be 
candidates. 260/ 

97. Another country remarked that women at the local level exert through their 
elected women repreBentatives great influence in the preparation of national plans, 
their suggestions being taken into account and implemented through programmeso 261/ 
Apart from women in the elective councils, organizations representing women for .. -···
all 1.valks of life (for example, women trade unionists, rural house\·Ji ves, women 
members of co-operatives) discuss national plans, suggest proposals and, when a 
final is adopted, subsequently implement provisions of cone err: to uorr:en. 

98. In another country, 262/ economic development plans are drawn up 11after 
lengthy discussions of a technical, economic and social nature, in which experts, 
government officials, members of Parliament and representatives of the various 
industries and social bodies their opinions to the different departments of 
the General Planning Commissiono After approval by the Government, the plan is 
put to the vote in Parliament, and it thus becomes a sort of planning lavJ (subject, 
of course, to the necessary corrections) 11 • It was remarked that 11it is impossible 
to distinguish the role of women in the preparation of plans from all the other 
persons who take part in it 11 • Nevertheless, because so many women in this country 
are economically active their contribution was incorporated in the projections of 
the country's Fifth Plan. The General Planning Commission, in this connexion, 
recommended the elimination of obstacles to the employment of \vomen, in so far 
as this was compatible with their family responsibilities, and stated that 
incentives for employment 11should be varied according to family status and 

of residence 11 o The Commission took note of a "number of possible measures 
for increasing on a preferential basis the employment of unmarried women, married 
women with no children or with no infant children, vmmen VJith vocational skills 
and women living in areas vJhere the under-employment is high"" Lastly, an increase 

Yugoslaviao Poland also made this pointo 
Yugoslavia. 
Poland. 
France. 
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of approximately L~oo, 000 full-time women workers is envisaged, and in view of the 
main objectives of the Fifth Plan (i.e., an annual growth rate of 5 per cent; 
development of scientific and technological innovations; the development of social 
and cultural facilities, the establishment of regional development policies), it 
is expected that women will be more active in vocational training and in skilled 
and diversified work. 

99. Another country, which regularly draws up a national plan, .~§)/ indicated 
that "although there are no women members of the National Economic Development 
Council, many of the Economic Development Committees for particular industries 
have vJOmen members, as do the working groups supporting these committees". Women 
also 11 serve on approximately half of the National Economic Planning Councils, and 
there is a woman member of the National Board on Prices and Incomes 11

• Another 
country reported that women played an active role in welfare plans to which they 
attach great importance. _2_6!}-j 

100. Another country reports that planning at the village and district level is 
encouraged, and local women participate, although still to a negligible extent, 
in the formulation of plans which are proposed by Village Development Committees 
right through District, State and National Development Committees • .2_6;5/ 
Complementing this, are the directives issued by the Cabinet through the National 
~conomic Planning Unit to reach the Village Development Committees. In both cases, 
in the implementation of such national development plans, "the efforts of vJOmen or 
individuals or as members of Development Committees or of Voluntary Organizations 
are mobilized and co-ordinated in the National and Community Development Programmes 
by the Ministry of National and Rural Development". 

101. In some countries it was stated that women participated in the formulation of 
plan,s as members of elective bodies, 266/ and in others as government officials 
responsible for the preparation and imptementation of plans. 267/ For instance, 
in one country, about 20 per cent of the total technical pers-onnel of the State 
Planning Organization are \'/Omen. 268/ In another 1 women were said not to 
participate in this field. 269/ Other Governments remarked that the participation 
of women in national development planning and its implementation is in the main 
confined to such areas as community development, education, Gocial welfare, health, 
agriculture 270/ and family planning. 271/ It was also indicated that women 
participate ln the execution of nation-if-plans as part of their country' ,s labour 

263/ United Kingdom. 
2-b"LJ.j Guatemala. 
-iG5/ Iv!alaysia. 
2"b"6/ Ivory Coast, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
~~~7/ Barbados, Botswana, Cambodia, Central African Republic, Congo (Brazzaville), 

India, Iraq, Italy, Libya, Pakistan, Togo, Turkey. 
268/ Turkey. 
Zb9/ United Kingdom (St. Lucia). 
27o/ Barbados, Italy, Ivory Coast, Pakistan, United Kingdom (Hong Kong). 
:?iiJ Pakistan. 
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force, as well as in information programmes about such plans~ 273/ \vomen 
in some countries are said to participate in this field on equal te·r·rn-.s· with 
men. 

102. JVIany countries reported that the participation of 1r10men in the preparation 
of national plans is practically non-existent 275/ or is limited, 276/ despite 
the fact that women are thoroughly familiar vlith.social problems 2.i7/ and . ·o· .. 
contribute to practically every branch of the employment field. 27o/ The reasons 
given to account for this situation are that (a) they are not or·g~an.ized for this 
particular type of participation 279/ and (b) they lack the necessary 
qualifications for planning. 280/ ·yn an attempt to ensure the wider 
participation of women in the. -d-evelopment plans of one country, a bill 
establishing the National Council on Human Resources provided that the Council 
should have at least one \..roman member" _281/ 

103. Several countries stated that they have no official development plans, 
although women contribute to the formulation and execution of la1t1s and policies 
affecting their countries' progress in various ways: (a) as members of elective 
bodies at the national, provincial and local levels; (b) as members of policy
making committees and commissions; (c) as officials in public administration; 
(d) as members of trade unions and non-governmental organizations, .2_8jj:.j It was 
reported, for instance, that in one country a National Commission on the Status 
of 1:Jomen, established in 1961 and composed of both men and women, "recommended 
\vays to improve the status of women and encourage effective participation in 
national life". A network of similar commissions have been estaiJlished. in fifty 
States which provide a "quick and ready channel" for all matters of special 
concern to women" Another important policy which assures women in this country 
a place in national planning is the requirement that in both the major political 
parties, there should be a woman co~chairman at every level of the party 
organization, from the precinct to the national level. 283/ Furthermore, in 
one country, a National Advisory Council for the Smploy'irien.t of Women has been 
established by the Ministry of Labour to advise the latter on all matters 
pertaining to the employment of women and to undertake all suitable measures to 
promote the employment of \..romen and to encourage them to enter the labour 
market. _2_8_Yj 

104" The positive role of iflJOmen 1 s organizations and trade unions, particularly 
in the field of the employment of women, \·Ias remarked upon by several 

272/ China, Cyprus, Nicara[;ua, Nigeria, Pa .. '1ama, Rwanda. 
·z-7"3! Nether:!.ands (SurinamL 
i74/ Argentina, Ivory Coast, Ivlexico, Sierra Leone. 
~2]1/ Colombia 1 Cyprus, Ecuador, Iran, f.':alawi, ;vJal ta, Hauri tania, Panama, 

Philippines" 
276/ Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Nicaragua, Nigeria, 1:!estern Samoa. 
27'?/ Colombia. 
·27G/ ~cuador. 
'279/ Hauri tania. 
2_"8b/ Ghana, Kenya. 
i81/ Nicaragua • 
. 2.8"2/ Canada, Finland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Non;ay, United States of America. 
·i83/ United States of Jl.merica • 
.z:8~4/ New Zealand. 



countries. One also added that vwmen' s non-governmental organizations have 
rendered a deal of assistance to development programmes in developing 
countries and, in addition, have collaborated in the preparation of such 
programmes, particularly in the fields of nutrition and education. 286/ It 
be noted, in this connexion, that some developing countries have also .. 
ackno1rJledged the effective role of women's non-governmental (;roups in bringing 
to the attention of Governments the priorities which must be accorded in 
development and in executing their own programmes in many areas of economic and 
social life. 2~7/ 

105. Despite the opportunities which exist in several countries for women to 
participate in making decisions regarding orities, financial allocations and 
measures to be undertaken in various national programmes, some noted that a very 
small number of women actually take part in this field at the policy-making and 
executive levels. 288/ It was observed, in this connexion, that in public 
commissions and committees which serve as advisory ' less than 
7 per cent of the members of such committees and councils in were women, 
and women 'leld only about 1 per cent of the chairmanships. It was also 
stated by one country that a very small number of women in the field 
of regional planning as economists, statisticians, finance officers, rural 
sociologists and in other similar capacities. 239/ 

B. Areas of economic 

Q,lJESTION 3: \vhat economic and social areas are considered to be of 
special importance for national development at the 
present ? \Vhat s between these areas 
have been established in national development plans 
or programmes? 

106. Some countries indicated in their 
encompassed all areas of national life, 
achieving a balanced advance on as broad a 
several economic and social areas would be 
as financial and human resources would allow. 

that their for development 
that the national policy aimed at 

possible, 292/ and that 
simul taneou-s.ly, in so far 

107" Several countries 
the levels of living of 
accorded • ~~~~ 

m~··~--zed that maintaining full economic growth, improving 
their citizens, and promoting full employment >·Jere 
In this connexion, some Governments indicated that, in 

285/ Finland, New Zealand, Sweden. 
'28"b/ Austria. 
"2'8'7/ Dominican Republic, Rwanda, United Arab Republic. 
·2g·g; Austria, Canada, Finland, New Zealand, Norway. 
·2-89/ Norway. 
2§6/ Canada. 
'291/ USSR, Yugoslavia. 
292/ United Kingdom (Hong Kong). 
2"93/ Norway. 
2§4/ China, Cyprus, Finland, Ghana, Netherlands, USSR, United Arab Republic, 

United States of America, Yugoslavia. 
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order to achieve economic development, priority was beinc; accorded to economic 
rather than to social areas" ?9)/ On the other hand, it was l:Jointed out that 
programmes should be co-ordinated in such a way that economic development would 
support social development, and the new forces released by social development 
should be, in turn, utilized to foster economic development., .2.~.6/ 

108o Some of the general methods mentioned as being used to achieve economic 
growth and full employment were expansion of industry and agriculture, 297/ making 
full use of scientific and technological achievements; 298/ emphasis onequal 
opportunity and the elimination of poverty, 299/ streng.th·e-ning the role of 
producers' and workers' organizations; 300/ c~nvertibility of the national currency, 
by modernizing the economy and creatingsuitable conditions for wider 
participation in the international division of labour, by means of various forms 
of economic co-operation with foreign countries, and by elimination of the 
tendency towards self-sufficiency in the structure of the national economy; 301/ 
making structural changes in the labour market, such as a reduction of employment 
in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, and a corresponding expansive development 
of service occupations, such as commerce, education, health services; 302/ a 
satisfactory balance of payment and price stabilityi 303/ redistributi-on-of 
income; 304/ wage increases; 305/ and accumulation of s~vings and local 
capital o. )~~6/ · -- · 

1090 The view was expressed by some Governments that it was difficult to state, 
in precise terms, the areas of priority in economic and social development" )9J/ 
The majority, however, indicated in their replies that primary importance was 
given to certain sectorso 

110" In the economic field, agriculture was given high priority by a number of 
countrieso )9§/ It was stated that in some countries a very large percentage 
of the population was dependent on agriculture, yet it was a sector with the 
lowest productivityo 309/ Consequently, as noted by some Governments, there 
was a need to strive 'for self-sufficiency in food; .3.1~0/ to increase the production 

295/ China, Cypruso 
"2_"c;i6/ Chinao 
"ic§?J China, Guatemala, Somalia, USSii, Western Samoa" 
29~/ USSR, Yugoslaviao 
.2"9~9/ United States of America" 
·300/ Yugoslaviao 
·3-ol/ Yugoslaviao 
?Xi2/ Norwayo 
303/ Netherlandso 
.3.6Li-) Netherlands, Yugoslavia" 
30'5/ USSR, Yugoslaviao 
·30.b/ Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago o 
'307) Canada, Yugoslavia o 
)~?!Barbados, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Congo (Brazzaville), Cyprus, 

Dominican Republic, Ghana, Iran, Kenya, Libya, Malawi, Ic1alaysia, 
Jviauritania, Netherlands (Surinam), Philippines, Poland, Sierra Leone, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Togo, Turkey, USSR, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands), 
United Kingdom (Seychelles), United Republic of Tanzaniao 

309/ Mauritania, Trinidad and Tobago" 
)}9) Ceylon, Philippineso 
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of rural workers; 311/ and to reduce the dichotomy between peasant agriculture 
and plantation agrTcu·l ture" 312/ In order to achieve these goals, various replies 
noted that agriculture shouldbe modernized and diversified; 313/ land reform and 
land settlement schemes should be instituted; 314/ co-operati-ve- ·villages should be 
organized in order to reduce the number of individual farms operating at 
subsistence farming level and establish large farm enterprises; 315/ and 
agriculture should provide the raw materials for industry o 316/ . ·Tl-le other 
branches of aGriculture given importance by some countries w-e·r·e animal 
husbandry, 317/ fishing, 318/ forestry and miningo 319/ It was also added that 
improving the- 'methods of rria"rk:eting agricultural pro-d1.ic'ts should be given 
attention, )_2_o/ 

lllo Industrial development was also accorded high priority in the economic field 
by a number of countrieso 321/ It was stated that there was a need to diversify 
industry, in order to meetthe competition in the international market, and that 
priority should be given to industries which utilized indigenous materials, 322/ 
Emphasis was also placed on expansion of both primary and secondary industries 
to assist in the balance of payments, 323/ production for export and import 
substitution; 32L1j improvement of the "in-dustrial capacity and modernization of 
techniques; 325/'the promotion of locally made products and new industries through 
trade fairs;.326/ expansion of chemical and machine-building industries; 327/ and 
development a·{ ".Small and medium-sized industries o _3_2.8/ ·· ····· 

112, Some countries indicated that they were giving priority to measures closely 
related to increasing agricultural and industrial productivity, such as the 
development of the infrastructure, including the building of roads and highways 
and the expansion of air travel; 3~3/ the improvement of the communications 

311/ 
'3f2/ 
.3'13/ 
j"iLf/ 
3'15/ 
316/ 
317/ 
.3T8/ 
"3T9/ 
"32./5! 
::?~2)/ 

322/ 
S23/ 
·3-i4/ 
'325/ 
'326/ 
"·3"27) 
.3.2B/ 
)?._9/ 

United Republic of Tanzania, 
Trinidad and Tobagoo 
Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, 
China, JVIalaysia, Trinidad and Tobagoo 
United Republic of Tanzaniao 
Netherlands (Surinam)" 
Jvlauri tania, Poland, Somali au 
United Kingdom (Cayman Islands and Seychelles), 
Congo (Brazzaville), Netherlands (Surinam), 
Ghana, 
Barbados, Ceylon, Colombia, Cyprus, Dominican Republic, ~cuador, Iran, 
Hauritania, Netherlands (Surinam), New Zealand, Nicaragua, Philippines, 
Poland, Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago, Togo, Turkey, USSR, United 
Kingdom, United Republic of Tanzania, Yugo,slaviao 
Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Nev! Zealando 
United Kingdom, 
Yugoslavia, 
Singapore, 
Poland a 

Hauritaniao 
Kenya, Libya, Netherlands (Surinam), Nicaragua, Philippines, Trinidad and 
'I'obatjo, United Republic of Tanzania, 
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system; 330/ the development of electrical power 331/ and water supply; 332/ 
drainage-and reclamation of swamps for industrial -and housing purposes; 333/ the 
development of natural resources, 3311/ the economic development of depref:is"e"d 
regions to reduce inequalities and To create more jobs in less industrialized 
areas, 335/ and a constructive policy of decentralization through district 
plannin'g "to ensure that the natural resources of the country will give the best 
possibilities for vmrking life and recreation" ))_6/ 

Other areas in the economic field which were said to deserve priority were 
trade and commerce .3.2}/ and tourism" _3)§/ 

114" As regards the social aspects of development, the majority of countries 
accorded very high priority to education. 339/ The areas of education which 
were thought to be in need of particular attention were the elimination of 
illiteracy; 340/ fundamental education, 341/ citizenship education; 342/ adult 
education, whicoh should be related, inter-·alia, to the aims of nationa-l 
development' the education of women ·a.;·~·li ves .. and r.10thers and the improvement of 
family relations; 343/ agricultural education, 344/ a satisfactory preparation 
for the working 11v-e·s· of working people in the ·rTght areas and at the proper 
levels of vocational education; 345/ raising educational standards and 
instituting educational reforms,.346/ the expansion of higher and specialized 
education; 347/ training and retraining of skilled manpower in step with changing 
scientific ·and technological achievements; 348/ the changing and improvement of 
attitudes of people with respect to their w:Ciiingness and ability to work for 
national development, )~9/ their appreciation of locally made products, )29/ 

330/ Trinidad and Tobago. 
3.31/ Kenya, NevJ Zealand. 
3-Y2/ Kenya" 
.333/ Trinidad and Tobago. 
'334/ Netherlands (Surinam), United Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
335/ Canada, Finland, Yugoslavia~ 
336/ Norway" 
337/ Ghana, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Togo" 
33~/ Barbados, Cyprus, Singapore, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands and Seychelles)" 
339/ Austria, Barbados, Bolivia, Botswana, Cambodia, Canada, Central African 
··- Republic, China, Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Cyprus, Dominican Republic, 

Finland, Ghana, Guatemala, Iran, Ivory Coast, , Halawi, Mexico, 
New Zeal~~d, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Philippines, Sierra Leone, Sinagpore, 
Somalia, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, USSR, United Arab 
Republic, United Kingdom, United Republic of Tanzania, Yugoslaviao 

340/ Dominican Republic, Mexico, Tunisia • 
. 3"4-I/ Iran c 

'342/ Singapore" 
343/ Barbados, Dominican Republic, Tunisia, United Republic of Tanzania" 
3~~/ Ivory Coast, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia" 
345/ Finland, Norway. 
34b/ Bolivia, Libya. 
347/ Finland, USSR. 
348/ Austria, Canada, Yugoslavia. 
349/ Trinidad and Tobago, United Republic of Tanzania. 
)~bj Trinidad and Tobago. 
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the elimination of racial discrimination, 351/ and a re--evaluation of the roles 
of men and women in soc o 352/ Other ar·e-as in the educational field which 
were given importance were te-ac·h-er training anci the construction of 
schools~ ;}/_4/ 

• Several countries also accorded the fields of health high priority. It 
was stated that importance was being ;;iven to the following: the of 

health and medicine, 356/ attention to venereal 
diseases and maternal and child health;-337/ nutrition; 358/ the enlarGement of 
health and medical services, including those in the- -rural areas; 360/ 
psychological hygiene to the cure of persons with psychologi"ca"I 
~andicaps; 361/ environmental hyGiene, 362/ including the conservation of nature 
and facilit:t'es for life; _3§)/ -and the increase of sickness benefits. _3_6!f/ 

area of social welfare was considered an important aspect for social 
by several countrieso 365/ The in this area considered 

to be of importance were the expansYon and of social welfare 
services; 2?§/ the care of children and the of the family, 
the establishment of centres for the care of children; 367/ the establishment of 
programmes for youth, such as the formation of youth club's and schemes to 
young people use their leisure time creatively; 368/ rehabilitation of the 

; 369/ and social defence a 370/ It was· indicated that' because of 
prior·i-ty given to soci2.l \velr"are and because of the shortage of trained 

in this field, the professional of the social worker at 
appropriate institutions was importanto _3.7_1/ 

Closely connected with social welfare, is the a:;_~ea of social 
Several countries stated that their national aimed at a more 
comprehensive system of social securityo 

United States of America. 
Sweden. 
Trinidad and Tobagoo 
New Zealand, Philippines, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands)o 
Austria, China, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Ivory Coast 1 Libya, llexico, 
Norway, Somalia, Togo, USSR, United Arab , United Kingdom, United 
Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
China, Norway, USSR, 
Dominican Republic. 
Ghana. 

, USSR. 
Austria, United (Cayman Islands). 
Norway. 

Austria, Byelorussian SSR, China, Cyprus, Finland, Ghana, India, 
Ivory Coast, Libya, Mexico, Norway, Pakistan, , USSR. 
China, Finland, India" 
Barbados, Byelorussian SSR, Libya, Pakistan, USSR. 
Libya. 
Norway, Pakistan. 
Panama, Togo. 
Austria, Pakistan. 
Canada, China, Cyprus , Finland, SvJeden, USSR. 
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118. It v1as stated by one coc'!o. ~ . that one of the greatest social problems, upon 
whose solution the ts level of living and the degree of their 
participation in the natiom;l eeo:aomy and culture, was housing, 373/ It vJas 
further observed by anothel' country that, \vi th popula.t":Con, the growing 
migration from rm·al to urban and suburban areas and the consequent overcrowding, 
the need for increased housing had become acute" 374/ Several countries indicated 
in their replies that housing was receiving prior:ft3/ in national development" 375/ 
Some of the activities undertaken in this area are expansion of housing ----
construction programmes, 376/ including those in rural areas; 377/ research and 
information in order that~more efficient building activity can .. 'he undertaken, 378/ 
the provision of home-making loans and family housing alloHances, 379/ schemes ·-·· 
for lov1-cost housing; slum clearance; )_8)-j and town artd country--planning" .?.8?/ 

119, Urban and community development vms high priority by some 
countries" 383/ One country declared that, in order to raise the levels of 
living of loi-,:·income groups and to help them adjust to the pressures and demands 
of urbanization, community development programmes had become fairly important. 
Some countries indicated that the strengthening of institutions which uould 
sustain and support community development c·Jas important, such as co-operatives, 385/ 
land reform _3-~~/ and local governmenL ::.~.?/ ---~ 

120. Another area which has been accorded priority by some countries is the field 
of population and fmnily planning. 388/ One Government reported that it had 
recognized the need to moderate the"'ra-te of population grmvth and stabilize it 
at a level consistent with the requirements of the national economy; for this 
purpose it had instituted a nation->vide programme of family planning as of 
the maternal and child care services of its department of health. ?§J/ 

121, In the field of government, one country stated that it was 
to the development of better intergovernmental relations vJi thin 
and another declared that it considered important the promotion 
government and the maintenance of law and order, _3,.9_1/ 

373/ USSR, 
37~/ Trinidad and Tobago, 

priority 
the nation, 390/ 
of local sei{_:··-

)'Jjj Austria, Barbados, China, Dominica11 Republic, Ghana, I'-'lexico, New Zealand, 
Norway, Poland, Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago, Sweden, USSR. 

376/ China, Ne'<~J Zealand, NonJay, Poland, Trinidad and Tobago, USSR, 
377/ Austria, 
378/ Norway. 
379/ Sweden, Trinidad and Tobago, 
3~0/ Trinidad and Tobago. 
361/ Trinidad and Tobago • 
. 3.82/ 
)"8"-!l/ Bolivia, Canada, I"Ialaysia, Pakistan, Togo, Tunisia, United Republic of 

Tanzania. 
384/ Pakistan. 
-·c--3o5/ China, United Republic of Tanzania, 
'38"b/ China, lvJalaysia, Trinidad and Tobago. 
3(}1/ China, 
3·g8j Barbados, Ceylon, China, Singapore. 
389/ Ceylon. 
'3§0/ Canada. 
'391/ China. 
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QUESTION Lr: In which economic and social areas of special importance 
to the country's over-all national development is it 
considered that women could make a greater contribution? 
At what levels of responsibility? 

122. Several countries expressed the view that women could make a greater 
contribution in most fields of economic and social development. 392/ One 
Government made the observation that, although State did not usually include 

provisions for women (although they envisaged special measures for 
their Harking and living conditions easier), the over-all measures carried out in 
accordance with plans for the development of all spheres of a national life also 
helped to strengthen the role of \vomen in the national economy and cultural 
life. 393/ According to one country, there is no reason why women should not 
particTpa.'te actively and at levels of responsibility in the whole spectrum 
of developrr:enL }_9_4/ 

123. Some countries indicated that, as a source of manpower, women, including 
married women, 395/ were becoming increasingly important. 396/ Several stated 
that mo:ce women "should enter the professions dealing with 'S'ci"ence and 
technology; 397/ law, 398/ including and family law; 399/ economics; 
statistics; ·m-anpm·Ier c-oun.selling, and engineering. 400/ One c'olli1try drew 
attention to the opportunities for women offered by-'"fh'e tertiary activities 
(services, tourism, the hotel industry, 11andicrafts etc.); 401/ another observed 
that \JOmen could contribute more and assume respons.i"b.{li ty in the social, 
rather than the economic, field. ~!?.?/ 

• Several countries that ·,·wmen could make a greater contribution at 
all levels, in accordance with their fications and competence. !~O)/ In 
this connexion one country drew attention to the importance of creches and day-care 
centres for children. 404/ Another objected to the distinction that is made 
between nmale 11 and 11 fe.rl1"B.le 11 occupations. 405/ Aitention was also dravm by some 
Governments to the importance of women Is r"oie at the intermediate and middle 
levels, 406/ and a number of other countries emphasized the need for Homen to 

China, Ecuador, Guatemala, Ireland, Halta, , Pakistan, Sierra Leone, 
Singapore, , Tunisia, United Kingdom (Seychelles and Hong Kong), 
Yugoslavia. 
USSR. 
Hestern Samoa. 
United Kingdom. 

, China, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia. 
Finland. 
Finland, United States of America. 
Austria. 
Canada. 
Yugoslavia. 
United Arab Republic. 
Bulgaria, China, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Yugoslavia" 
Bul[;aria. 
Belgium. 
Barbados, Kenya, United Republic of Tanzania. 
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make a greater contribution at the senior levels, since women occupying executive 
posts represented a small minority" 4~J/ 

125. As regards specific sectors of economic development, agriculture was accorded 
"very high 11 and 11high11 priority by several countries, L:-08/ and the important role 
of women in this area was recognized" It was observed- "in one reply, however, that, 
although rural \·Jomen worked arduously on their farms and their homes, their 
contribution could not be measured in .strict economic terms because of their lack 
of professional training in agriculture; 409/ it was also suggested that men should 
be educated to recognize that the contribution of vvomen to agriculture was of vital 
importance to the solution of socio-economic problems. 410/ The need to li[;'hten 
the burden of rural women by improving rural conditions" via's stressed in one 
reply. 411/ One Government pointed out tha_t agriculture was one of the best 
areas i·n-~-which the role of women might be increased, since agricultural acti vi tiss 
would help to give stability to family life and diminish the migration to urban 
communities, which led to the neglect of agriculture. 412/ 'I'he other areas in 
agriculture which were mentioned as being important to·w-omen were animal 
husbandry, 413/ silkworm culture; 414/ dairy agriculture; 415/ food technology; ~I§/ 
technical t'r.aTning, _4_1_7/ and impro·-;_;-~ecr methods of marketing·.--~\8/ 

126" There was general reference by some countries to the desired increase of the 
role of women in industry; 419/ a few others specified that women could be 
effective in light industry-;- "420/ the fruit and flower industry L~2l/ and te::=tile 
designingo 422/ One country ·r·e-ferred to the need for women to b·e--fechnically 
trained in 'the- industrial field, 1+23/ and another indicated that their indu.strial 
training for middle management and-administrative posts in factories should 
receive priorityo 424/ A number of countries replied that women could be 
particularly effec.five in cottage c.nd .small-scale industries" _4~;5/ It tJas 

_4_G_'Z/ Australia, Cru1ada, Colombia, Finland, Guatemala, Norway, Poland, United 
Kingdom, United States of America. 

_4_9_8/ Central African Republic, Cyprus, 1;;cuaclor, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Libya, 
Halawi, Halaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland" 

409/ Ecuadoro 
410/ Ecuadoro 
'4Tl) Ivory Coast o 
1~12/ Libyao 
4Y3/ Central African Republic, Halaysia. 
-4T4/ Central African Republic o 
-~T5/ Pakistan" 
1fYEi/ Philippines" 
"4T7/ Central African Republic, l<::cuador, Ghana, Polando 
"4T8/ Ghana. 
41-9/ Bulgaria, Ecuador, Ivory Coast, Panama, Poland. 
420/ Philippines. 
l.j-"21/ Colombia" 
"422/ Pakistan" 
1+23/ Poland" 
42-4/ Barbados. 
~~J/ Barbados, Bolivia, Colombia, Cyprus, Ecuador, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Libya, 

Halaysia, Hauritania, Trinidad and Tobac;o, United Republic of Tanzania, 
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observed in one reply that they could be gainfully occupied through home 
industries. 426/ The products of such industries, it was said, in another 
reply, couldc~ut down on government expenditure on commodities" ~~1/ 

Several countries indicated that the role of women should be increased in 
commerce and finance. 42~/ It was stated that, although women were active 
in the trade and marketing, they needed to learn how to organize and 
rationalize the process of marketing food and other commodities. 430/ One 
country replied that there should be more women accountants and business machine 

ors; 431/ another thought that there should be more women economists and 
·statisticians:· 432/ It was pointed out that women should participate to a 
greater extent in-the administration of public and private funds, 433/ including 
those used for political purposes, 434/ because they had been foun·d~~to have a 
special ability for this work. 435/An area related to commerce and in which 
it vJas thought that vmmen should- play a greater role Has tourism •. 4)_6} 

Several countries declared that women should participate more fully in the 
preparation and execution of national development plans, 437/ particularly at 
the levels and with to such areas as femal~·-and child health, 
women's education and training, employment for women. 438/ In addition, another 
reply stated that national development plans must aim at-a fuller and more 
effective participation of women in development. 

129. With respect to the social aspects of development, a fuller participation of 
women in the field of education was accorded high priority by a number of 
countries. 440/ The following areas were mentioned as those requiring particular 
attention: -o~adult education, including such matters as the changing of attitudes, 
hygiene, home economics, and emphasis on the value of the family as a social 

426/ Colombia. 
"E+27/ Ghana. 
~~Z~ Bulgaria, Canada, Dominican Republic, Ghana, 

United States of America. 
, Ivory Coast, Togo, 

Canada, Colombia, Ivory Coast, Nicaragua, United States of America. 
Ghana, Ivory Coast. 
United States of America. 
Canada. 
Nicaragua. 
Colombia. 
Nicaragua. 
Singapore, United Kingdom (Seychelles). 
Canada, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Mauritania. 
Mauritania. 
Ecuador. 
Australia, Austria, Barbados, Bolivia, Canada, Central African Republic, 
Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Dominican Republic, Finland, Iraq, Ivory 
Coast, Libya, Malawi, Malaysia, Jvlauritania, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, 
Panama, Somalia, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, USSR, United Kingdom, 
United States of America. 



unit; 441/ specialized training at the secondary level; 442/ vocational educatjon 
to qualify women for different fields of employment; 443/~-retraining after 
prolonged interruption of professional life; 444/ training for administrative 
careers; 445/ political education 446/ legal -e~ducation; 4~-7/ preparation for the 
highest fe-vels of responsibility. '41+8/ Mention was also. m-ade of the important 
role of women as teachers. 449/ One~country noted that, although women might 
receive education, if no responsibility was given to them, their education might 
not be used in benefiting the community. ~-0/ 

130. The role of women in the area of health was also accorded priority by several 
cou~tries, 451/ and the active part played by women as nurses, midwives and 
volunteers w-as emphasized in some replies. 452/ An area related to health in 
which the role of women was considered import-ant by some countries vJas 

nutrition. }:1-!}3/ 

131. The part which women play in social welfare was considered important by 
several countries. 454/ It was stated that, because of their great resourcefulness 
and civic consciousn-ess, 455/ women would be particularly effective in child 
care, 456/ youth programmes-457/ and the care of the aged. 458/ It was also 
pointed--out that women were s-1.ic-cessful as social welfare an·d.-13-ocial security 
administrators, 459/ and to this end, universities should provide professional 
training for sod_-a_y welfare workers. }:I-_6!;Jj 

132. Several countries considered that women could make an important contribution 
to community development. 461( It was stated by one country that community 
development was one method of increasing the role of women in national 

455/ 
:43?/ 
457/ 
"45-8/ 
"459/ 
-4-6o/ 

:4f'ij 

Malawi, Malaysia, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey. 
Bolivia, Nigeria. 
Canada, Finland, Libya, Turkey. 
Austria. 
Central African Republic. 
Malaysia. 
Bolivia. 
Colombia. 
New Zealand, United Kingdom. 
Colombia. 
Bolivia, China, Colombia, Dominican Republic, India, Iran, Malaysia, 
Netherlands (Surinam), Panama, Poland, Somalia, United Kingdom, United 
Kingdom (Cayman Islands), United States of America. 
Dominican Republic, India, United Kingdom. 
Malaysia, Netherlands (.Surinam). 
Austria, Barbados, Canada, China, Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Iran, Iraq, 
Ivory Coast, Netherlands (Surinam), Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, 
Somalia, United Republic of Tanzania, United Kingdom, United States of 
America. 
Nicaragua. 
Austria, Barbados, Netherlands (Surinam), Nigeria, Poland, United States 
of America. 
Pakistan. 
Poland. 
Canada. 
Dominican Republic. 
Bolivia, Central African Republic, China, Ecuador, Pakistan, United Republic 
of Tanzania, Zambia. 
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development; 462/ they could, :for instance, be useful in self-help schemes and in 
resettlement ancf urban development schemes, 463/ One country specified that the 
role of viOmen in corr:r:auni ty social services should be increased. 464/ Closely 
related to community development is the establishment of co-operatives, which 
several countries thought vJas an important area in which women should 
participate. 465/ Another related field in which several countries considered 
the contribution of vromen important vJas home economicso }+_66/ 

Q Several countries also recognized the importance of the role of women in the 
field of housing" 467/ One reply indicated that the participation of women in this 
area would help bring about moral stability and physical health to the familyu 468/ 
Their increased participation in the field of architecture _4§J/ and local home · -~ 
mvnership schemes vias also mentionedo !:}:70/ 

" Some countries stated that the participation of women in the field of family 
planning was of particular importance. 471/ It was stated that vJOmen could 
keep alive popular interest and discussion on family planning and family planning 
methodso 472/ In addition, one country expressed the view that women needed to be 
more involv~ed at the planning level in this field" 

o Government service at both the local and national levels was mentioned by 
several countries as an area in which women could make a t;reater contribution.}!]!!/ 

136, Finally, the participation of women in non-governmental organizations was 
given importance by some countries" 475/ It \vas stated that such groups were 
useful in representing the interests-of women, 476/ in social and educational 
work 477/ and in fund-raising. 478/ One country<noted that the co-ordination 
and mobilization Of WOmen IS groUpS WaS important o .4]3/ 

Ecuador. 
Zambia. 
Bulgaria. 
China, Libya, Malaysia, Trinidad and Tobago, Zambiao 
Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Iran, Libya" 
Canada, Dominican Republic, Netherlands (Surinam), New Zealand, 
Trinidad and Tobago" 

468/ Dominican Republica 
·4-b§/ New Zealando 
It70/ Trinidad and Tobago" 
~71/ Barbados, Ceylon, Malaysia. 
~~72/ Ceylon, Malaysia. 
T+i3/ Barbados" 
'47Lt/ Austria, 
1f75/ Austria, 
'476/ Austria" 

Colombia, Ecuador, Finland, Zambia" 
Barbados, India, Malaysia, Trinidad and Tobago. 

477) Trinidad and Tobago • 
. 4.7'6/ Barbados. 
~J}/ Halaysiao 
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QUESTION 5: In each of the areas mentioned in the reply to question 3, 
would the Government regard projects designed to increase 
the contribution of women to development as: 

(a) crucially important; 
(b) important; 
(c) not important? 

137" Several countries stated that their views on this question had already been 
expressed in their replies to question 3 above. _4_8SJ/ 

" Of those which specifically replied to 5~ several observed that 
in an evolving society such as theirs, the question of any field not being 
important for the participation of women did not arise, although the degree of 
priority accorded to various programmes must depend on their immediate importance 
to the nation" One country stated that this was particularly the case because 
women >vere in majority" 482/ In addition, another country remarked that, in 
the long-term view, over-al:Cs~ocial, vocational and rural development undertaken 
on a broad national scale was a for the status of women, and 
indicated its willingness to assist developing countries in the 11critically 
important" field of the advancement of women" 483/ Still another country stated 
that it accepted the fundamental policy that i-n~vestment in human resources was 
necessary for economic and social development and recognized that the 
advancement of vmmen would yield positive results for national progresso 484/ 
Furthermore, one country indicated that because of its lack of labour in m-o-st 
areas and because \·IOmen represented a partially source of manpower, it 
\1as considered that to engage women in all fields of labour was of the greatest 
importance" In this connexion, another country reported that in its current 
five-year pl.i:m, which had set the goal of L5 million new jobs, per 
cent of the newly employed would be '"'omeno !t.8.6j 

139" Several countries indicated that considered projects to 
increase the contribution of \·!Omen as crucially importanL 487/ One expressed 
the view that no aspect of women's participation in nationaiTife could be 
considered unimportanL _4_8_8/ The areas in which the contribution of women 
\·ras regarded as 11crucially important" or of importance 11 were agriculture, 
with emphasis on the need to increase their rate of productivity through 

Cambodia, Central African Republic, Ivory Coast, United Kingdom (Hong Kong 
and Seychelles)" 

481/ Guatemala, r1alaysia, Somalia, Western Samoa" 
·4-82/ Guatemala" 
-4~83/ IsraeL 
41!Ji/ Nigeriao 
7+85/ Norway" 
"4"8'b/ Poland o 

~4_8~?/ India, Israel, Jvlalawi, Halaysia, Nexico, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, 
Tunisia, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands), United 

of Tanzania" 
488/ Pakistan. 
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education, and the need to ease their domestic burdens; 4891 education and 
training, 4901 including an educational policy for womenthat should benefit all 
areas of public activity, 4911 refresher and retraining courses, 4921 training 
for nurses and health worker-s, 4931 professional social workers, '494/ typists and 
secretaries 4951 and carpet weave1:.·s; LJ961 social welfare, 497 I in~cluding child 
welfare, 4987---alld the establishment of-organizations and in-sTitutions which would 
help solve~social problems; 4991 health, 5001 including the extension of health 
services, 5011 nutrition 5027-·and the prevention and cure of gynaecological 
diseases; 503/ family planning; 5041 community development; 5051 co-operatives; 5061 
improvement-of family housing co-nStruction; 507 I commerce; 5087 industry; 5091 and-· 
government service. _!_lyj ---- -~- · -~- · 

140. Several countries stated that they considered the contribution of women to 
"all" or to "some" areas of development as "important". 5111 One country replied 
that the only area where the participation of women was -regarded as important, in 
the sense that its Government was prepared to recruit and train substantial numbers 
of women professional workers, was the area of national manpower policy; in the 
other areas the participation of women vms regarded as "desirable". 5121 Another 
country said that women were actively participating in its Government's training 
programmes aimed at eliminating poverty and discrimination. _!})/ 

l4L The areas in which the contribution of women was judged "important" were 
education, ~l~ including adult education~~.!/ and vocational and technical 

4891 Kenya, Iran, Ivory Coast, Libya, Malaysia, Poland. 
4901 Austria, Iran, Iraq, Libya, Malaysia, Mauritania, Nigeria, Norway" 
4-"§11 Norway. 
74-9~21 Austria. 
"4931 Mauritania, Nigeria. 
494/ Mauritania, Pakistan. 
"4-951 Mauritania, Nigeria. 
"49b/ Mauritania. 
497/ Barbados, China, Dominican Republic, Iraq, Kenya, Pakistan. 
498/ Barbados, China, Pakistan. 
4991 Dominican Republic. 
5001 Dominican Republic, Iran, Libya. 
5011 Libya" 
5()21 Barbados, Malaysia. 
S03/ Dominican Republic. 
50"4/ Barbados, Malaysia • 
. 505/ Malaysia, Pakistan. 
5o"b/ Halaysia. 
·507 I Austria. 
5o8/ Nicaragua. 
'5"691 Nicaragua" 
".51o/ Nicaragua. 
~IJ/ Botswana, Cyprus, Finland, Ghana, Ivory Coast, New Zealand, Philippines, 

Poland, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago. 
5121 Canada. 
5"13/ United States of America. 
5141 Dominican Republic, Finland, New ~aland, Poland. 
~I51 Dominican Republic. 
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education; 516/ industry, including middle management for industry; 
agriculturei:~519/ health nutrition; 520/ housing; 521/ community 
development; 5-22/ the provision and raising of funds for_o_social projects; _523/ 
family relationships; and art and literature" 

142" A fevJ countries indicated that the contribution of women to national 
development VJas not considered important, 526/ that in the spheres of rural 
production, the development of the secondary-sector and training of cadres 
there 1:1ere few projects which involved the contribution of women to over-all 
development 527/ and that there was little evidence of real support, aside from 
support for ~operatives, to implement the Government's programme to mobilize 
women and increase their contribution to national development. 528/ One country 
pointed out that special projects designed to increase the contribution of women 
to development did not exist since the opportunities for both men and women were 
equaL 52__2/ 

C. Problems to be overcome 

QUESTION 6: What problems have been encountered, or might be anticipated, 
in the implementation of measures designed to increasewomen's 
contribution to national economic and social development? 

In replying, problems may be classified into: 

) Problems related to national economic and social 
development; and 

(b) Problems related to the status of women • 

• The purpose of classifying the problems to be overcome into (a) and (b) above 
was to provide a frame~rmrk for examining such problems: the close 
interrelationship between the two, hm-1ever, should be stressed. One country 
pointed out that it had dealt with problems relating to the status of women within 
the context of national development. 530/ Another expressed the view that al 
reforms affecting women must be so de-signed nas to encourage the full integration 

Finland, Poland. 
Barbados, Dominica11 Republic. 
Barbados. 
Dominican Republic. 
China. 
Dominican Republic. 
China" 
Dominican Republic. 
Barbados. 
Barbados. 
Colombia. 
liauri tania. 
Zambia. 
Congo (Brazzaville). 
Yugoslavia. 
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of women into all facets of society'', it also added that it was essential to keep 
this aim clearly in mind, "as the risk otherwise arises that special action on 
behalf of women may serve to entrench a traditional division of labour, which in 
the long vievJ will hinder the practical achievement of equality between the 
sexes" o _5}_1/ 

l44o One of the problems said to be encountered at the national level concerned 
the approach to developmento One country declared that national development was 
a very new policy, first adopted after the recent discovery of economic 
resources; 532/ another stated that it lacked the capital to implement its 
development--pian and the obtaining of funds remained a major obstacle, with the 
result that keen competition among sectors for budgetary allocations arose; 533/ 
another observed that there was a lack of understanding about the interrelat:Cari"ship 
of the economic and social aspects of development, and that there was a tendency to 
approach development on a sectoral basis, a situation which demanded a 
clarification of the goals and objectives of development on a realistic basiso ~3~/ 
On the other hand, one country stated that it had over the past decades encouraged 
the regional development of industry, the success of which would result in the 
improvement of the living and cultural standards of local women and their increased 
participation in national life" 53J/ 

1450 Another problem said to be encountered at the national level was the lack of 
education and training among womeno 536/ According to one country, women did not 
avail themselves of higher educationdespite equality of opportunitieso 537/ One 
country indicated that education must be reviewed at all levels to ensurethat the 
training given to its citizens, particularly the young, was appropriate and up to 
date, and noted that political interference in university life constituted a real 
obstacle o ']]_8/ 

1460 Other general problems mentioned vJere: (a) a new division of work in 
agriculture between men and women, owing to the changes brought about by 
mechanization; 539/ (b) the need to integrate the various ethnic groups within 
the nation, 540T-a task demanding ne'" ideas and the willingness to experiment; 541/ 
(c) the disr-uption of the family, and the lack of legislation dealing with such·--· · 
matters as common-law wives and unmarried fathers; 542/ (d) the need to relate the 
role of youth to national development and to enablethem not to be overcome by 
prevailing social and political changes; 543/ (e) ignorance of systems and methods 
of enforcing rights and duties connected \-!iTh the family, vwrk, professional 
activities, government service, etco ']~~~ 

531/ Swedeno 
-532../ Libya" 
533/ Nigeriao 
53lf/ Philippineso 
.535/ Yugoslaviao 
S~b/ Bolivia, Botswana, Libyao 
53.7/ Australiao 
·~{38/ Boli viao 
-~r39! Austriao 
'51+6/ Netherlands (Surinam), Singapore" 
'.')L+i) Singapore o 
542/ Boliviao 
543/ Boliviao 
~~4?£/ Boliviao 
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147, Many countries furnished replies with the problems directly related to 
the status of women. Several expressed the view that women had already achieved 
equality with men under the lm1 in many areas, but if it was to be assumed that the 
female population of a country represented the same reservoir of talent and ability 
as the male population, then vJOmen were not yet functioning to their full potential 
in promoting the social and economic development of their countries, and the laws 
according rights to women had yet to be implemented. 

148. In this connexion, many replies pointed out that one of the most fundamental 
obstacles in implementing measures designed to increase the contribution of women 
to national development was to be found in the attitudes and prejudices of society 
shown in the attitudes of men towards women, and of women towards themselves. 546/ 
It was recognized by one country that such attitudes imposed limitations on women 
v.rhich began at birth. 547/ 

149. It was observed by some countries that customs, prejudices, superstitions and 
outmoded beliefs had hindered vmmen from fully participating in national life. <:?48j 
Examples given of some of these attitudes were: (a) that women's place was 
primarily in the home; 549/ (b) that girls were not expected to be the 
breadwinners of the family, so that parents invested little in their education 
to prepare them for a profession; 550/ and (c) that men should make the policy
making decisions and should predomln~ate in the professions which played a leading 
part in development, such as engineering, medicine, and the sciences, 551/ 
Consequently, as was indicated in some replies, public opinion vJas not" favourable 
to the participation of women in development programmes. 552/ In addition, one 
country drew attention to the need to overcome prejudicestowards certain groups of 
women, such as unmarried mothers. It also indicated that such prejudices could in 
part be overcome through a series of measures aimed at improving the economic and 
social status of unmarried mothers. 

One country gave the following reasons for the fact that women do not play a 
more active role in national development schemes: limitations in the levels as 
well as the fields of employment and women's status in the religious life of the 
country. 59t/ In industry, the attitude of employers was such that there was not 
enough con-fidence in the competence of vwmen in many fields' particularly in their 
ability to hold high positions. 555/ One country furthermore indicated that in 
industry >·mmen were still 11 factor.ihandsn and much in demand because they were paid 

545/ Canada, Colombia, Guatemala, Malta, Panama, Poland, Yugoslavia. 
~~~~ Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Cameroon, Canada, China, Colombia, Cyprus, Finland, 

Guatemala, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Libya, l't,alawi, Malaysia, 
Hal ta, Mexico, Nether lands, Nonvay, Pakistan, Panama, Poland, Sierra Leone, 
Singapore, SvJeden, United Kingdom, Zambia. 

547/ Canada. 
548/ Libya, Pakistan, United Republic of Tanzania. 
·5Tt9/ Belgium, France, Libya, Ivralta, Norway, 1destern Samoa. 
556/ Canada, Malaysia. 
551/ Austria, Canada • 
. 5.52/ Iran, Iraq, Libya. 
553/ Sweden" 
·551~1 Somalia. 
~;.z:;/ Colombia, United Kinsdom, United States of America, Zambia. 
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less than men. 556/ In this connexion, it was observed by some Governments that, 
despite the inc·r-easing number of gainfully employed vJomen, their position remained 
v.reaker than that of men because employers tended to divide the labou:c market into 
11male" and 11 femalen sectors (with vJOmen concentrating for example in the 
and health professions), a division tvhich 1r1omen also accepted as a natural state 
of affairs. 557/ Consequently, men chose the better-paid jobs c'Ihich had prospects 
for more rapl-~advancement. 

• The attitudes of men likevJise constituted a problem in the implementation of 
measures to increase the contribution of women to national development" 
It was pointed out by one country that women's \·JOrking potential was limited by 
competition with men; even though the vocational training they had received was 
equal, men had the advantage of a long tradition and an unquestioned prerogative 
of being gainfully employed outside the home and were deeply motivated to succeed 
in this area. 55S/ In this connexion, it was stressed by one country that the 
United Nations and its bodies should be conscious of the risk that women 
might be forced into greater economic dependence upon men, when the country 
abandoned a barter economy in favour of an industrial monetary economy, as had 
happened in a number of developed countries at the end of the nineteenth and the 
beginning of the twentieth centuries. 559/ The same country therefore that 
steps be taken to ensure that women mal1ltained the strong economically independent 
position which they had traditionally held in some countries now embarking upon 
industrial developmento It was observed in other that, since there was a 
disproportion between supply and demand as regards jobs and available manpower, men 
feared that they would be displaced by 1:1omen. 560/ It \•Jas also said that since 
woraen were traditionally regarded as the 11vJealceri1 sex in many areas, men might 
tend to cite this to show their disapproval of, and to prevent women from entering 
the labour market a .!_6]./ 

152. It was pointed out in some replies that the attitude of tvomen tm-Jards 
themselves and towards their role in national life often hampered the 
implementation of measures designed to increase their contribution to the 
development of their countries. Some countries pointed out that, because of 
prevailing attitudes in society, \.Jomen had become apathetic, , ignorant 
and unable to to trends. 562/ It ~rJas also said that those v1ho 
took outside the home did so primarily-in order to have a change from 
housework, or as a temporary occupation before marriage, and were not interested 
in competing for better, or higher positions. In this connexion 1 it was 
observed by one country that the average vJoman an instinctive aversion to 
aggressive competition, while another said that most \.Jomen ·v.rere traditionally 

556/ Colombia, 
.5.57 / 'Po land, Sweden o 

"55""8/ France • 
. 5.59/ Sweden. 
·5b0/ Colombia, Tunisia. 
5bl/ Netherlru~ds, Sierra Leone. 
·!:;;6-2/ Iran, United of Tanzania. 
·5·6-3/ Israel, Ivory Coast, United Kingdom. 
!"§!+/ Isr2,eL 
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deferential to men. 565/ Other replies indicated that women sometimes refused to 
commit thGmselves to-"EC-·professional career, 566/ e.nd had to be convinced to take 
u::, technical vmrk and managerial posts, sinc:~e·--the;:,r vJere not always eaE;er to assume 
heavy responsibility, partly because of their family duties" rp_6_7/ 

l53o Some replies stated that the occupational choice of v10men was frequently 
limited to the social services, home economics and handicrcdts, 568/ which, as 
one country mentioned 1 Here traditionally looked down upon by soc .. {e.ty because they 
v-I ere poorly paid" !)§_9/ 

154. Some Governments commented that the attitude of educated women in some 
instances left room for improvemento 570/ For example, in some countries educated 
women had failed to organize themselve-s--and to identify themselves with the masses 
of illiterate womeno 571/ Another country observed that women who had had a home 
economics education sometimes became extravagant and demanding wives; at work, 
other women became vain and flirtatious at the instigation of their male colleagues; 
often vmmen who wished to assume responsibilities lost sight of the duty they had 
towards their countryo /JS/ 

155" Several countries remarked that such attitudes as those described above were 
changing, 573/and some suggested measures aimed at re-educating public opinion" 
In generaf-these measures concerned changing the traditional attitude that men's 
role was outside the home, and women's in the home, and encouraging women to seek 
employment" 574/ One country pointed out that 11it is not sufficiently realized 
that difference-s in social behaviour between men and women are to a great extent 
results of education and environment 11 o 575/ Thus, in one country the term 
"women 1 s question" as applied to the pr.oblem outlined above had been largely 
abandoned in favour of the sociological term "sex role question"" 576/ One 
country pointed out that the deeply traditional thinking of dividi.ng-·human needs 
into feminine and masculine needs had caused women "to have proportionally more 
subordinate positions in employment and social life and causes men to feel that 
they must carry the main responsibility for providing for the family, thus 
reducing their participation in home life"" 577/ Another country sugESested that 
the view that "women ought to be economically-supported by marriage must be 
effectively refuted - also in the legislative field - as this view is a direct 
obstacle to the economic independence of women and their ability to compete on 

565/ MalavJi o 
5 .. 6.6/ Austria" 
56?;) Barbados, Polando 
S-b8) Barbados, Kenya" 
-5-b9/ Austria. 
5-iO/ Cameroon, Kenya" 
571/ Cameroon, Kenya" 
5i2/ Cameroon" 
·s-i3/ Malta, Mexico, Singapore, United States" 
57Ttj China, Finland, Sv1eden" 
5~75/ Finland" 
S76/ Sweden" 
~f.?/ Finland" 
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equal terms in the labour market. Similarly, the husband's traditional obligation 
to support his wife must be modified to constitute a responsibility, shared with 
her, for the support of the children. This concern for the children should also be 
manifested in a greater degree of participation in the supervision and care of the 
children on the husband's part." ]]8/ 

156. The problem of attitudes towards women is closely linked with the problem 
encountered by working women with family responsibilities. Many countries referred 
to the great difficulty which women experienced in carrying out their 
responsibilities at home and at work. 579/ They pointed to the fact that women 
met a conflict in combining a career and-·a home because: (a) they \'-lere over-worked 
in their efforts to look after their families, their household duties and 
professional obligations; 580/ (b) their professional careers had to be subordinated 
to those of their husbands·,- ·so that families, individuals, employers and 
Governments were not always VJilling to invest money, time and effort in promoting 
women's careers; 581/ and (c) marriage, pregnancies and illness often caused them 
to leave their jobi:i~after a brief period of time. 582/ As a result of the above 
conditions, one country pointed out that despite t'he~·-many facilities vJhich were 
provided for married women who in 1960 constituted 55 per cent of the total number 
of married women employed, these women refused to take on managerial posts. 583/ 
Another observed that certain positions such as those held by women communit~-· 
development workers obliged them to circulate from village to village forcing them 
to leave their husbands and children behind; 584/ their occupational mobility and 
their possibilities for attaining seniority, therefore, were limited. 285/ 

157. Several countries emphasized the need for the establishment of day-care 
centres for the children of the average working vJomen. 586/ In this connexion, 
one country indicated that training programmes for househ-o.ld assistants should be 
established, aimed at alleviating the burdens of employed women with family 
responsibilities; 587/ another country mentioned the need for increasing the male 
staff in child-care" institutions, day nurseries and lovJer schools. 588/ One 
country declared that because of the absence of day-care centres or~·ki,ndergartens 
for children women were forced to hire young inexperienced help; _5_8}/ another 

578/ Sweden. 
~].9/ Austria, Belgium, Cameroon, Canada, Congo (Brazzaville), Iraq, Japan, 

Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Sierra Leone, Sweden, United 
Arab Republic, United Kingdom (Seychelles). 
Austria, Cameroon, Japan, United Arab Republic. 
Canada, Pakistan, United Kingdom (Seychelles). 
Nigeria, Pakistan, United Kingdom (Seychelles). 
Poland. 
Cameroon. 
Kenya. 
Austria, Cameroon, China, Cyprus, Finland, 
Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, 
Kingdom, Yugoslavia. 
China. 
Sweden. 
Rwanda. 
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stated that older women could no longer be relied upon to look after young children 
because they nmJ tended to re-enter the labour market. ?J9/ 

158. One country emphasized that the extension of family v.relfare services must 
form an of efforts aimed at increasing efficiency and productivity, 
since such activities opened up prospects for more employment, particularly for 
women, and increased the growth of the purchasing pov1er of the population. 591/ 
The same country also stressed that family welfare services must be developed-
rationally and given a sound technical foundation on which an efficient 
organization providing welfare services could be built. These services, for 
example, should include the establishment of low-priced restaurants, the provision 
of technical appliances, the maintenance of apartments, laundries, etc., and the 
development of child welfare. ~z~/ 

159. Another country pointed out that the problem of the advancement of v10men with 
family responsibilities in employment and the professions, politics, trade union 
activities, etc. was deyendent on the willingness of men, as husbands and fathers, 
to acsume a share of the work of the home. 593/ It was stated that in this country 
the expression 11male emancipation'' had been .. c_o.ined to denote the right of a husband 
to remain at home while the children were small, where it was found more appropriate 
for the mother to devote herself to gainful employment. It was added that the 
"demand for male emancipation in family life vJas also supported by the results of 
recent psychological research, which have proved that the identification of grmving 
boys may become uncertain in a one-sided, mother-dominated home environment. This 
lack of certainty in identification (of what is 11manlyn behaviour) may lead to 
overcompensation expressed in exaggerated aggressiveness and may be one 
explanation of the higher crime rate as compared to girls. 11 ?z_4j 

160. Other problems connected \vi th the employment of vwmen as indicated by some 
countries were: (a) the impracticality of making special efforts to recruit women 
into the labour market during periods of unemployment in the population at 
large; 595/ (b) the disproportion between employment opportunities and the number 
of men an-d women entering the labour force, increased particularly by school
leavers of all grades; 596/ (c) the lack of employment opportunities for a large 
percentage of professionally educated women trained for jobs \vhich were not in 
demand; 597/ (d) the lack of competition offered by the commercial activities of 
women bec-au.se they were carried out on a small scale; 598/ (e) the low wages, 
high taxation, non-adjusted working hours and holiday regulations, and the long 
distance women had to travel from home to work; .d.92/ (f) the lack of part-time jobs 

590/ United Kingdom. 
591/ Yugoslavia. 
-~'"!£2/ Yugoslavia. Hungary, Ivory Coast and Poland also mentioned the need for 

labour-saving devices in the home. 
593/ Sweden. 
"594/ Sweden o 

595/ United Kingdom. 
'5'9"6) , 2ambia. 
·597 / Philippines o 

·5·9-8/ Nigeria. 
~~9/ Netherlands. 
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for women, more of uhich should be create(i; ) the of 
vwmen men of their jobs, 602/ Anothel~ of a differer:.t nature 
from those immediately mentioned abov_e_ was the shortage of labou:c and the nee:d 
to encourage and train women to take on new jobs awaiting them. 

, Closely related to the opportunities of women for gainful activity \·Jas the 
of their education and training, Hany countries declared that women 

encom1tered in this area. 604/ It 1.1as mentioned by some countries that 
vwmen lacked opportunities for educ'B."tion because of over-vwrk, of early 
of their incapacity to organize their time efficiently, and of the inadequacy of 

institutions. 605/ Others indicated that illiteracy remained a 
obstacle e 606/ "c'ountries said that girls must be persuaded to ta~e their 

rr;o1~·e seriously, so that they could prepare themselves for future 
ca.reers; 607/ that they were inadequately trained; that needed better 

-the vocational, technological, industrial 'and commercial fields; fJ_0_2/ 
that the number of vmmen vvi th a seconda:cy education did not correspond to the 
areas of activity in which constituted the ority of the labour force; 610/ 
that women did not train for professions v:hich directly determined the course a·:f
economic development but instead trained for jobs for VJl:ich there vias an over--supply 
of manlJOwer (e.g. in the nursing, teaching, and fields); 611/ and that there 
vvas a vital need to retrain middle-aged and elderly \vomen to fac.iTi tate their entry 
or re-entry into the labour marketo 61?/ 

u The other matters relating to the education of vJOmen which were given 
importaYJ.ce vJere: (a) instruction to illiterate adult women or to vmmen belonging 
to certain religious groups on matters af~ family, marriage, 
contracts and inheritance, in view of the fact that even professional women were 
often ignorant of these matters; 613/ (b) the necessity to interrelate the 
education received by ·vwmen and theT.r immediate environment, so that they did not 
become alienated from their own [1ilieu; 614/ (c) the need for character training 
and in order that vJOmen michf 'truly understand the objectives of their 
pr·ofessional training, vJhich vJas insufficient without the transformation of 
personal character; §.1..?/ and (d) language training vJith the aim of bringinG about 

605/ 
·6ob/ 
'607/ 
'6i5FS! 
'609/ 
6I6/ 
'6"li/ 
"6'12/ 
'6T3/ 
'6llf/ 
:6~1~/ 
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Yugoslavia, Zambia" 
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ethnic ion. countries emphasized the need to study the status 
of rural women their cational n 6l71 

2.63. The other c:hich v.rere said to affect negatively the 
of measures designed to inc~ease the contribution of women to national development 
were: (a) increasing mi[!;ration from rural to urban areas, causing a lfbrain drain" 
in the rural a:ceas, 618/ unemployment among women in tovms and cities, 619/ where 
vmmen did not have prop.er housing facilities and encountered at work --~ 
unprofessional and unscrupulous behaviour of influential senior male 620/ 
(b) lack of opportunities for employment and training, and lack of facili tie-s"E;uch 
as day-care centres for children in certain undeveloped regions of the country, 621/ 
the observation being made by another country that in formulating and implementing
development programmes it was imperative to take into account the differences 
which existed betvJeen v·lithin the nation; (c) the lack of full 
implementation of the ILO Convention on Remun~eration for v!ork of 
Value, the remark being made by one country that while this Convention annlied 
to the non-manual employment in the public sector, it did not apply to 
non-manual vJOrk in private industry and commerce; 624/ (d) the child-

among women who belon;;ed to the low-income.groups and among those who lived 
in the rural areas; 625/ ) the lack of adequate health services; 626/ and (f) the 

participation of women in development , 627/ and. at. the higher 
levels of government and life. _628/ ··· ~-

• Another important problem raised by several countries was the lack of 
leadership, zation and co-ordination as the and objectives 
of women's groups and activities to the advancement of womeno 62'}/ 
To meet this difficulty it was suggested that leadership programmes should 
be established; 630/ that data should be collected a.nd surveys made, in order to 
gather accurate "information about conditions in rural and urban areas \vi thin the 
country, in order that the role of women in development be better 
defined; 631/ and that a government body should be established uith the mandate 
to study the. related to the status of women and to organize and 
co-ordinate programmes concerned >vi th: (a) the econooic advancement of women; 

616/ 
"6i7/ Panama, Turkey, United Arab 
bl~) Philippines" 
619/ Ghana. 
"620/ 
.6.ii/ Norway" 
·6:·"t2/ Ar(:Sentina. 
~3/ Finland, United Kingdom. 
b27f/ United 
'Cis) Philippines. 
·b26) India. 
b2'7/ Zambia. 
628) Panama, Sv,reden, Yugoslavia. 
·629/ Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Philippines, United Republic of Tanzania. 
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(b) the social, political, civil and legal status of "IWmen? the observation being 
made that there 'ilere areas in the legal field where the status of 1vomen required 
study and changes. 632/ 

165. One c::mntry expressed the view that it ''would question the appropriateness of 
sett:i.ng up a special body for women's questions" at present, since many of these 
questi::ms had been integrated into its current general policy of reform: matters 
affecting the rosition of women in such areas as employment policy, social welfare, 
taxation, family matters and education were now dealt with by committees working 
1rithin a general context, and if they had been handed over to a national commission 
on v!omen there would have been a risk that any proposals might have been delayed 
owing to tlle many and complex aspects ui th ,,Thich such a commission would be 
required to deal. 633/ On the other hand, the same Government stated that, vrhile 
from its p:Jint of vieH, it considered that the problems of -vmmen should be dealt 
,,rith in an integrated manner, the Commission on the Status of Homen and other 
United Nations bodies should not be prevented from recommending the establishment 
of national machinery vrhich might be appropriate in other countries, adding that 
such a body might 11 pr:Jve necessary to point out deficiencies and problems in this 
area, and thus provide a stimulus to further reform in vari:Jus special bodies", 
uhich might not otherwise be undertaken. 

D. l·Ieasu,_E.~designed to increase uomen' s contribution to the 
economic and social development of their countries 

QUESTION 7: Have any measures beeu tal~en, or are any contemplated, 
to overcome the problems mentioned, and to increase 
uomen's c:Jntribution to the various areas of economic 
and social development of the country, such as: 

(a) Measures to include goals of concern t:J women among 
the objectives of national development plans, or 
programmes; 

(b) Measures to establish concrete targets for the 
advancement of women in econ:Jmic and social areas 
uithin such plans or programmes; 

(c) Measures to establish national long-term programmes 
fc)r the advancement of v:omen, as recommended by the 
Economic and Social Council in resolutions 1133 (XIJI) 
and 1209 (XLII). 

166. In analysing the replies to question 7, those concerning sub-paragraphs (a), 
(b) and (c) have been grouped together as they are closely interrelated. 

167. Several countries indicated that they considered measures designed to increase 
>ror.1en 1 s contribution to the economic and social development of their countries as 

?Y0 :C:Jminican Republic. 
o33/ S1.·Teden. 
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part of the goals of national plans or programmes of development" 634/ In addition, 
it was indicated by some countries that the solution of problems a:ffectin[~ the 
sta.tus of women should not be considered in i,solation, but rather within the 
context of national development" 635/ In this connexion, it HaE3 observed by one 
country that since its women citiz-ens enjoyed equal rights \vith its men citizens 
in all spheres of economic, cultural, social and political life, there v.Jas no 
need to dravJ up a special national programme for the advancement of women" 636/ 
One country ohserved that what was needed in particular to increase women 1 s .. · · ·· 
contribution to development was education, training and information" 637/ Another 
stated that the aim of a lon~S-term "programme for women' 1 must be that· ·e-v-ery 
individual, irrespective of sex, should have the same practical opportunities, 
not only for education and employment, but also i~ principle the same 
responsibility for his or her own maintenance, as well as a shared responsibility 
for the upbringing of children and the upkeep of the home" 638/ In addition, the 
same country declared that ito current and ongoing revision··-o·f· discriminatory lmJS 
was not dictated solely by a desire to extend the rights of women, but also in 
some cases to extend to men the same legal protection that was currently enjoyed by 
1dOmen. 639/ Still another country said that, with regard to the role women play 
in nationat development, any development programme that discriminated either in 
favour of or against persons of either sex was bound to cause an unhealthy imbalance 
in the growth of its human resources. 640/ Another stated that any .such programme 
should specify that it would benefit b.otl1 men and women" _§_L:~l/ 

168" On the other hand, it was mentioned by one country that it was aware of the 
necessity of special action at the present time to be talcen on behalf of women in 
many countries, during a lengthy period of transition; the same Government stated 
that "special efforts on the part of the community will be necessary until the gap 
between men and women as regards the practical exercise of human right,s has 
narrowed appreciably 11

o It also said that "the need for special action to stimulate 
female emancipation is certainly present in other countries besides those which 
have traditionally assigned a subordinate role to worr:en11

• 642/ In this connexion, 
it was stated by another Government, which indicated that it saw no need to drmv 
up a special programme for its women citizens, that the question of a long--term 
United Nations programme for the advancement of women should "be approached msinly 
in the light of the attitude to such a programme of countries in which the problem 
of equal rights fo:r women has not yet been solved and vihich are interested in 
United Nations assistance" a _6_4)/ 

_6)}+/ Byelorussian SSR, Ecuador, France, Guatemala, Iran, Iraq, Kenya, Kuwait, 
Libya, Mauritania, Netherlands, Nigeria, NorvJay, Poland, Si·.Jeden, USSR, 
United Kingdom, Yugoslavia" 

635/ Byelorussian SSR, Nigeria, Sweden, USSR, Yu::;-oslaviao 
"6"3"6/ Byelorussian SSR, Congo (Brazzaville)" 
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l69o Two countries stated that they had no official development plans, but that 
efforts were being made to advance the position of women" 644/ One reported that 
it had set up a new Department of Consumer and Corporate A:flairs to deal, inter 
alia, 111i th consumer education and "truth in advertising", a step which, it" 7,ias
said would help women in their role as homemakers; 645/ the other country reported 
that in 1966 it had appointed a committee to make a-thorough study of the status 
of its women citizens, and that it was expected that this body would cover all 
relevant fields of economic and social developmento 646/ Other countries also 
replied that they had designated special bodies to s·tudy the problems of their 
women citizenso Of these, one indicated that its National Advisory Council for 
the Employment of Women was giving consideration to the recommendations contained 
in Economic and Social Council resolutions 1133 (XLI) and 1209 (XLII)o 647/ 
Another also said that a proposal had been submitted to the Governments~b;·j" a 
non-~overnmental organization, with the endorsement of other organizations, for 
the establishment of a council which would study the status of its women citizens; 
it added that the matter currently was under consideration by the Government, and 
believed that the question of a long-term programme for the advancement of Homen 
could be studied within the above contexto 648/ One country reported that its 
Department of Social Affairs had set up a special body for the promotion of the 
status of womeno 649/ It was furthermore stated by one country that, in 1967, 
the Government had--appointed an ad hoc committee to study the prevailing problems 
of women with a view to ascertain-ing~the need for a women 1 s institute to be set 
up, since thus far no national organization existed to represent the interests of 
womeno 650/ Another country which had established a National Commission on the 
Status ·of \vomen considered that the continuing follow-up of its recommendations 
concerning the advancement of women in several fields was importanto 651/ Another 
reported that, as regards the measures to establish long-term programmes for the 
advancement of women, a Committee for the Improvement of the Status of Women, which 
functioned under the l'Iinistry of the Interior, was undertaking the study and 
preparation of measures dealing with the legal, educational, employment and 
welfare problems of womeno 652/ In one country a committee was set up in 1966 to 
study the problems of womenworkers; this body, advisory in capacity, was composed 
of representatives of women's associations, employers' federations, trade unions, 
family organizations and experts; in addition the various ministries responsible 
for the planning of national activities could be represented in ito 653/ Another 
country reported that a National Council of Women, in co-operation "j{th other 
State institutions, dealt with problems of direct concern to women; that Council 
submitted proposals to mass organizations, government ministries and other State 
institutions, on the basis of which measures concerning the improvement of the 
position of women were determined; at the same time, these bodies consulted the 
National Council of Women on the same questiono 6z4/ One country replied that a 

644/ Canada, Finlando 
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National Commission for the Participation of Women in Development had been 
established in 1966" 655/ Another furnished the information that a Home Economics 
Advisory Committee would be attached to the Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Development in the near future with the aim to set up a long-term programme for 
the advancement of women; it added that in the revision of its Development Plru1, 
special emphasis would be given to the role women's organizations played in 
advancint; the position of women in the nationo 656/ Another country indicated 
that a special committee would be organized to -de~v-elop a programme with national 
long-term objectives for the implementation of recommendations contained in 
Economic and Social Council resolutions 1133 (XLI) and 1209 (XLII)o 657/ Another 
country which stated that the problems concerning the status of women~~ere never 
solved in isolation, indicated nevertheless that consideration would be given to 
the suggestion of drawing up a long-term programme for improving the position of 
womer.. o ~6J!}I 

170" One country indicated that it would continue, as far as practicable, to pursue 
its general policy of advancing the position of women; 659/ while another reported 
that although women had achieved their rights in severa":'Careas many years ago, the 
Government periodically adopted measures aimed at ensuring the full exercise of the 
social rights of its citizens, regardless of sexo §?o! 

171" Some countries reported that they had established special government units 
to look after the interests of women, 661/ including a Home ~conomics Branch as 
part of the extension activities of the-"Department of Agriculture o 662/ One 
country said that in view of the fact that particular areas in nati.onal life had 
to be developed in order to raise the status of vJOmen, it planned. to establish a 
vJomen's bureauo §§)/ Another declared that, in order to arouse greater interest 
in the study and solution of the problems of women in connexion with the development 
of human resources and to ensure a wider participation of 1:vomen in national 
development programmes, a bill establishing the National Council on Human Resources 
provided that the Council should have at least one woman member" 664/ Still 
another reported that in order to mobilize popular participation on-a mass scale, 
its Office for Rural Leadership and Civic Services was implementing a programme 
vJith a view, inter alia, to training men and women leaders, and to this end lw.d 
established a·sec.tXonon women's leadership" _6§:?1 

l72o Some countries indicated that no special measures were contemplated in 
development plans to increase the contribution of women to the various areas of 
economic and social development because: (a) development objectives had been so 

655/ Philippines" 
b56/ Kenyao 
.657/ Nether lands (Surinam) " 
b58/ Yugoslaviao 
61;?9/ Israel" 
·6-bO) Mexicoo 
661/ Austria, Canada, Cyprus, Japano 
bb2/ Cyprus n 

'6'b3/ Ecuador" 
bblf/ Nicaraguao 
b~j/ Madagascar" 
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conceived as to benefit both men and \•/Omen; 66f/ (b) such measures had not been 
determined; 6671 (c) such measures had already--been undertaken in the past. 6681 
In this connexion, it was indicated by one country that each GOVernment ministry 
had the prerogative to determine what measures should be undertaken within its 
ovm competence~ §691 

173, As regards the specific areas of development in which measures had been 
undertaken to increase the contribution of women, some countries stated that 
their contribution in the area of employment was considered important. 6701 
In this connexion, one country stated that, under its National Plan of Y9-65, 
where a per cent growth between the years 1964-1970 1:1as envisaged, it was 
thought that efforts to raise activity rates, especially in the less prosperous 
regions, would lead, if successful, to the employment of additional numbers of 
workers, mainly women, of the order of 100,000-200,000; the same country also 
indicated that despite the fact that it now recognized that the rate of growth 
would be less than originally envisaged, the Government nevertheless recognized 
that additional numbers of women would still be needed in the working population, 
particularly in view of the decrease in the numbers of young people who would be 
entering it over the next few years. 6711 Another country stated that there 
existed in some areas a shortage of male labour, while at the same time there 
were reserves of female labour, with the result that the Government had taken 
measures to increase the employment of women. 6721 Another country reported 
that, in its revised long-term plan for the period of 1966-1969, importance was 
attached to the need for more jobs for women who wished to take part in economic 
life, in particular in district and regional development. One country stated 
that skills and occupational mobility, including those of ·\vomen workers and of the 
labour force in disadvantaged areas, were targets of concern to those who drew up 
and implemented development plans. §7~ 

174. Some countries indicated that measures and programmes aimed at increasing 
the role of women in certain areas were incorporated in national plans, as part 
of measures. Some of the areas mentioned vJere: agriculture, 6751 
development of rural and productive industries, 6761 health, 677 I comn1unTty 
development, 6781 and education and training. 6i97 Measures cfe.aling with 
areas are deall:with in sreater detail in the following paragraphs. 

6661 Dominican Republic, Netherlands (Surinam), Panama, Sierra Leone. 
'b671 HalavtL 
"6651 Philippines. 
'b691 Argentina. 
b70I , Norway, Poland, Sweden, United Kingdom" 
bill United Kingdom. 
Wzl Poland. 
t7'l31 Norway" 
b?l+l France" 
t?f51 Libya. 
"b76/ Libya, Mauritania. 
·b771 Western Samoa. 
06.78/ Iran. 
§j91 Hauritania, Sierra Leone, Togo. 



(d) Iieasures to , at the national level, the 
international instruments and other recommendations 
relating to the status of tmmen under the 
auspices of the United Nations or of the specialized 
agenc 

" Several countries stated that had ratified international irstruments and 
other recommendations to the status of vwmen under the 
of the United Nations or of the specialized such instruments are: 
(a) the ILO Convention on Equal Remuneration for Hen and Homen 1:Jorke:cs for hfod: oi 
li::qual Value; 680/ (b) the Convention on the Nationality of Harried 
(c) the UI'IESCO Convention Discrimination in Education; 
Convention on Consent to , Jvlinimum Age for H3.rriage 

; 68.3/ (e) the Convention on the Political Rights of I:Jomen; 
Supplernentar:y~··convention on the Abolition of the Slave Trade.. tlw 
Institutions and Practices similar to Slavery; ) the ILO Conventions i+5 
and 89, relating to the employment of viOmen at a11.d employment of vJOmen 
underc;round • .§_§_6j 

" In addition it vias indicated that some of these instruments we:·e under .study 
and revieH, such 
Narriage, and 

) the Convention on Consent to , Ninimum for 

No. llL _6_Q_?/ 
of .?.8J/ and (b) the I.LO Convention 

177" One country observed that although equal pay for men ar:.d 1·mmen had been 
introduced in the public service, it had not yet been adopted in the 
sector, so that the concerned could not at present subscribe to the ILO 
Convention lCO; 6~83/ in thi2 connexion, another country stated that it vtas only 
in -· when the special pay scales for women in the ccllecti ve ~rmge 

il\ VJe:ce abol.ished - that it was able to rati that ILO Convention a 

~ As some ILO conventions, one country the vie<;! that it had 
some doubts concerning the value of some of the older IlO instruments v.rhich 
emphasized the protection of vJomen rather than non--discriminatione 
a similar position, nnother declared that it had abolished 

ban on vmrk by lrJO:;Jen in any industry or craft, 
that the consent of icr3 National Board of Industrial Safety required if work 

_680/ Austria, Chi:1a, Colombic;,, 
, Tunisia. 

681/ Netherlands, Ne1:1 Zealand, United 
'662/ New Zealand, United 
'{fS:}j Netherlend,s, Nev: zealand, United 
6-8·4~/ Ireland, ~Jni ted 
'b85> Netherlands" 
.6.86/ New Zee:l.l&Ildo 
.6.8"7/ Uni ·ced 
't;8H/ Finland, 
6f59/ Nevv 
'6"96/ s~vedeno 
§J}/ Finland" 

SvJeden, 



was to be done by male or female employees between the hours of midnight and 
5 a,m.; on the other hand, it is still forbidden in the same country to employ 
women for underground work in mines or • "6_9_2( 

179. Some countries gave the general information that the provisions of these 
conventions and other United Nations instruments were already found in their 
national constitutions and laws, 693/ Other countries that some of 
their national la\,rs were in accordance vd th the provisions of United Nations 
instruments and other recommendations such as those relating to: (a) the 
Convention on the Political of vJomen; 694/ (b) the ILO Convention on 
Remuneration for Hen and \·Jomen Workers for WorE-of Equal Value; 695/ (c) the ILO 
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination in Employment and-Occupation; 696/ 
(d) the Convention on the Nationality of Married vJomen; 697/ (e) the Convention~· 
on Consent to Marriage, Jv!inimum Age for and Regis-tration of Marriages; 698/ 
(f) the Convention on the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the ·---· 
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others. One country also said that its 
laws wel~e in conformity with some of the recommendations of United Nations bodies, 
such as those relating to: ) equal rights in marriage, marriage and at 
its dissolution; and (b) in parental rights and duties, with the result 
that the number of divorces among its Jv!uslim population had been positively 
reduced and that a machinery for the protection of divorced women had been 
provided. .7QO/ 

180. Other countries made the follO\·Jing comments: (a) that women's organizations 
could press for the rati and application of international instruments and 
recommendations relating to women, and that the State could facilitate the 
ratification of such instruments by enacting the appropriate legislation; 701/ 
(b) that measures to implement at all levels the recommendations relating to-the 
status of women \'>lhich had been adopted under the auspices of the United Nations 
would be studied by a committee which would be org;:mized to study the 
recommendations contained in ~conomic and Council resolutions 1133 ) 
and 1209 (XVIII); 702/ (c) that in accordance with a recommendation of the 
Inter-American Commission of 1rlomen, a bill drafted by the of Labour in 
the country concerned would establish an Office for Women Workers and Young 
1tJorkers; (d) that an \Plith UNICEF for the five years 
ensuring country's participation in home development programmes had resulted 
in the well-being of mothers and their children; 704/ and (e) that the United 
Nations instruments and recommendations in questi-on--were not known. J_OJ/ 

692/ Sweden. 
t93/ Ecuador, Iraq, United Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
b94/ Barbados, Singapore, United States of America. 
·6c§5/ Singapore" 
bSJ6/ Singapore, United States of America. 
T:/li/ Singapore, United States of America" 
t9~/ Libya, Singapore, United States of America. 
(Jijcjj Libya" 
·7oo/ Sinagpore. 
·701; Austria. 
"762/ Netherlands (Surinam). 
fo3; 
704/ Sierra Leone. 
J."§jj Malawi. 
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(e) Measures to extend education and training for women in 
rural and urban areas (including literacy, and training 
for older women) 

181" Several countries declared that the extension of educational opportunities 
for women and advancement of their levels of training was fundamental to the 
improvement of the general posltion of women in society, and to overcoming the 
problems which faced them at present" 706/ It may be noted from the information 
furnished that the educational needs o"f~'omen are, to a significant extent, 
determined by the level of development of the country concerned" In this 
connexion, one developing country stated that it was of the greatest importance 
that women should find new methods, through education, of adapting themselves 
to modern life in order that they could participate more fully in developmento J9J/ 
A developed country indicated that the problem of inequality in educational 
opportunities was no longer due to women being heavily under-represented in 
education, but rather to the difficulties brought about by the considerable 
differences between the sexes as regards their distribution between different 
kinds of education" ~~0§/ 

182" It was also observed by other countries that the differences between rural 
and urban areas were extremely small and that the interests of women in these 
two areas did not differ to any marked degree; it was said that this situation 
was probably due to a high level of education, comparatively good transport 
facilities, use of mass media and a good library service so that women in both 
urban and rural areas had equal opportunities for higher education" 709/ On the 
other hand, it was said by one developing country that there was an urgent need 
to extend education and training for women, particularly in rural areas, and 
that it would be adi~tinct advantage to establish training institutions in rural 
areas in order that rural women could be made aware of the different aspects of 
modern developmento 710/ In another country, it was said that the migration 
of rural male labour.abroad had led to the 11 feminization 11 of agriculture and the 
consequential importance of training women to contribute more to the development 
of this fieldo J.~~~ 

183" Several countries indicated that it was their Government's general policy to 
extend as many educational opportunities as possible to both men and women 
alike, 712/ and that the availability of free and compulsory education was 
incre as·:i_;_g o ?l-3/ 

706/ Italy, France, KuvJai t, Poland, Singapore o 

-icl?/ Cameroono 
"/68/ Swedeno 
1o9j United Kingdom, Guatemala, United States of Americao 
-710/ Malaysiao 
~ill) Italyo 
ii2) Byelorussian SSR, Cambodia, Canada, Ecuador, Finland, Iran, Italy, Ivory 

Coast, KuVJait, Malawi, Poland, Singapore, Sweden, United Kingdom (Cayman 
Isla.nds), United Kingdom, USSR, United States of Americao 

rL3/ Cambodia, Canada, Finland, Ivory Coast, Singapore, United Kingdom (Cayman 
Islands), United Kingdom, USSR, United States of Americao 
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• Some o the several countries were that: (a) women were 
much behind trends in r10dern , been educated more than men; 
hence the need to priority to their educational needs; 71~/ (b) women formed 
the groups in classes, one country citing the.figure of 12,000 
vJOmen out of a total of , 000 students in its ::c;rogrammes; 715/ 

) d:::.scri.minc,tion existed in education against the rural are"as; 716/ 
(d) there we,s a in private 
education, 71?/ and among 1:10men in the universities; (e) there waB a need 
to encm1rage ·ltJomen to take of facilities; 719/ and 
(f) the fact that 1::ad been considered the primary and 11natura':fii 'source 
of income for vJOmen had led to their inferior education 0 ]29/ 

• One area of education v;hich was accorded priority many countries was 
literacy* In this connexion, it Has stated by some countries that 
classes Here combined with courses in vocational and home economics education, 722/ 
Emd that the role of non-governmental z<:,tions in this a.rea Has active. 7237 
With respect to countries vvhere did not present a ,,-,~ .. 
but Hhere nevertheless a few or very feK cases existed, it Has said that \'JOmen 
were given instruction not only in literacy but in civics, handicrafts and 
homemaking; 724/ that special classes were quickly for illiterates; 
a11d that teach'ing methods ,,rere adapted to the individual needs of the per,son 
concerned rather than using a standardized methocL 

" Another area which was accorded priority several countries Has the 
education of rural 1:\IOmen in a:_sricultural development, education in 
agricultura.l extension, community development, home econorr;ics, , child 
care, handicrafts and in zing and administering saving schemes and 
co-operatives" In this connexion, it was stated one country that its 
rural centres which \vauld train vwmen for agriculture and rural 
development had a t1r1ofold objective: (a) to train vJOmen not only in their 
traditional tasks but to utilize women as a factor in development; (b) to train 
women for jobs such as , typing, office work, maternal welfare, 
etc" 728/ One indicated that educational measures in this area v.~ere 

?14/ 
'1f5/ 
'ii"6/ 
717/ 
'118/ 
-719/ 
'iio/ 
~7}~11 

'0"{ 'its over-all development plan and. vJere of erm " 7!-3/ Another 
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country stated that it provided training facilities for women to be better 
housevJi ves, not only in rural, iJut al.:oo in urban areas o 730/ It was stated in one 
reply that the primary role of Homen was \vithout question-in the domain of the 
home, despite their agricultural activities, because men could not replace women 
in the domestic role. To enable them to fulfil their domestic role it vJaS 

suggested that (a) women should be partly relieved of some of their agricultural 
tasks; (b) they should be trained in the various aspects of home economics, so 
that they could better fulfil their roles as wives and mothers; (c) they should 
be provided \'>'i th other outlets of activity so that while working in tbe home 
they did not stagnate" It was furthermore suggested by the same country that men 
and women should be educated at the same time, in order that they could better 
understand their roles within the context of their immediate environment o ?l_l/ 

187. Closely related to the need to educate women in rural areas, in the view of 
some countries, was the need to train them as leaders and agents of change within 
their communities. 732/ One country stated that peasant women who had undergone 
leadership training. -courses were now playing an effective role in their own 
villat;es in programmes dealing with literacy, co-·operati ves 1 handicrafts and 
public health. 7))/ Another pointed to the need to assist women traders to 
organize their trading activities more effectively and to enable them to purchase 
their ovm equipment through co-operatives, in order that their contribution to the 
national economy might be greater. _73_4/ 

188. Vocational training and retr-aining for young and older women and girls vias 
given high priority by several countries" 735/ In this educational area the 
following we:re included: (a) education o:f ii-rls at vocational schools; 
(b) vocational training at government training centres; (c) training schemes 
offered by industry and trade unions; (d) in-service training progrmnmes; 
(e) retraining of older Homen offered under (b) and (c) above; (f) training of 
unemployed persons or persons who were in danger of becoming unemployed and 
(g) retraining of professionals. 

189. As regards the percentage of female students attending vocational schools, 
one country observed that female pupils made up a mere 5 per cent of those 
receiving vocational training for industry and handicraft 1 even though a far 
larger proportion of young women would later come to be employed in industry. 
In the same country almost a quarter of the industrial labour force consisted of 
VJomen in 1965; on the other hand, 98 per cent of the students who sh"died health 
and welfare services \vere vJOmen; conse~J_uently 1 female skill in many occupations 
was still an unknown quantity. 736/ Another country stated that because of its 
educational lJolicy to attract g.ii~·ls to neVJ t:cades, the percenta-s·e of (";ir1<3 
attending secondary mechanical schools rose from 0.3 per cent (1964/1965) to 
9"8 per cent (1966/1967), while their attendance at electrical schools rose from 

730/ Ecuador. 
73i/ Cameroon. 
"'-FS::i; Cameroon, Italy 1 ~1adagascar, Nigeria, United Repu.blic of Tanzania. 
-i33/ Madagascar o 

-i3"4/ Nigeria. 
~7"'£5/ Austria, Canada 1 Finland) F'rance, India, Italy, Ivory Coa,st, J-apan, 

Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Sweden, United Kingdom" 
?)_6/ Sweden. 



4.2 per cent to 11.6 per cent, respectively. 737/ In this connexion, one country 
expressed the view that the raising of the scho~l-leaving age to sixteen had 
enabled girls to obtain vocational training and preparation for family life; in 
addition, the much wider access of girls to technical institutes under its 
Government's provisions fo1ry the promotion of mixed or co-educational vocational 
training should lead to a change in attitudes towards competition by women for 
jobs. _7)_8/ 

190. One country indicated that it had three industrial training institutes 
exclusively for women in the various engineering and non-engineering trades, 
although women could also seek admission to the other training institutes open 
to both men and women" It added that the training programmes of these institutes 
were expanded every year to meet the over-all needs of the national development 

, such programmes being of a long-term nature, and national in scope, with 
due consideration given to regional and local needs. 739/ Several countries 
declared that their Government undertook training programmes-at public vocational 
centres for both men and women; 740/ in one country where women predominated in 
such industries as cotton, wool ;1mi tting, lace and net, the majority of 
recipients of grants for retraining and refresher courses were women; the same 
country indicated that as more industrial training boards were established, the 
impact on the opportunities available for women would be very marked, particularly 
in fields where this had not been traditional (e.g. retail trades, business and 
commerce)o 741/ In this connexion, another country indicated that, because of 
adult trainiilg courses arranged by labour exchange authorities, it had been 
possible to some extent to train womer1 for vocations which were traditionally 
regarded as male, for example, welders and tinsmiths; but it was said that the 
majority of vmmen qualified for the traditional women's vocations in trade and 
in industry. 742/ In one country vocational training centres offered training 
courses for d-omestic workers, 743/ and in another, courses on "business practice", 
"merchandise and salesmanship",- _11,liai tress training" etc. _7,~4/ 

191. In order to promote the utilization of female labour and in order to supply 
industry with the skills it demanded several countries stressed the need for 
retraining older women, or women who had not been working for some years because 
of their household responsibilities. 745/ In such training, it was indicated 
that the Government undertook the cosl-of training for a trade and the cost of 
monthly subsidies to persons undergoing training" ]_4_6/ 

737/ 
'i!}d/ 
'i?l§! 
'ilt.O/ 
.74I/ 
'74'2/ 
.743/ 
-747f/ 
j45j 
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192. As regards the retraining of professional women, such as nurses and teachers, 
one country indicated that in its experience retraining courses for such 
professionals had not produced very positive results, since women in these fields 
preferred to go back to work immediately rather than to attend training courses, 
and that on the whole employers themselves were not particularly enthusiastic 
about such training. Nevertheless, the authorities in this country were prepared 
to create further facilities for training, retraining and supplementary training, 
and, possibly, to adapt existing courses, so as to be suitable for groups of women 
in particular professions whose services were in demand. 747/ In this connexion, 
some countries indicated that they offered retraining opportunities for women 
teachers and nurses. J~~~ 

193. An important factor determining the effectiveness of vocational education 
was the extent to which good vocational guidance facilities were present. Some 
countries recognized the importance of such facilities. 749/ One country indicated 
that measures were being prepared to establish vocationa"i" ·guidance and information 
services at the local, regional and national levels. 750/ In another country 
vocational guidance at schools was designed to facili.FaTe the pupil's choice of 
studies so that students would choose his or her occupation not on the basis of 
traditional concepts of vJhat "men's jobs" and "women's jobs" were, but according 
to his or her abilities and interests. J2l/ 

194. Closely related to programmes for vocational training and retraining is 
adult education, which, in the view of some countries, was considered important 
for the education of \~omen. 752/ As indicated from the replies received, adult 
education courses can range from classes in dressmaking to courses in civic 
education, and to a formal preparation for a professional career. The prominent 
role of non-governmental organizations women's groups, trade unions in initiating 
and supporting adult education programmes was cited by several countries. }']_)/ 

195. One country indicated that adult education institutions such as evening 
secondary schools which offered evening instruction, municipal vocational colleges 
which offered part-time courses, adult high schools and colleges which gave 
correspondence courses and educational programmes carried by radio and television, 
were of vital importance to the education of housewives; it expressed the view 
that extensive part-time and evening instructions was called for, if women were to 
catch up with men in educational attainment. In addition, the same country said 
that its folk universities, v1hich gave adults the same education as young people 
in the comprehensive school, made it possible for them to gain admission to the 
institutions that came after the comprehensive school, thus enabling a large 
percentage of women to pursue their education. 7?.4/ 

747/ Netherlands • 
. 71ff5/ New zealand, United Kingdom. 
"7"47§/ France, Norway, Sweden, United .States of America. 
~75-6/ France. 
"i51/ Sweden. 
752/ Japan, Netherlands, Philippines, Poland, Singapore, Sweden, United Kingdom. 
~7"53/ Austria, Japan, Philippines, Singapore, Svieden, United Kingdom, United 

States of America. 
?5~/ Sweden. 
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196" It 1'"1as also indicated by some countries that adult education programmes were 
to the labour market , so that women the kind of 

vocational vlhich ,,JOuld enable them to take 
This kind of was said to be very e~ctensi ve 
been responsible for its low level of unemployment; 
who had been out of the labour market altogether to 
on the same conditions as unemployed men, and to 

also enabled hou.se1:vi ves 
receive vocational 

it for women to 
be trained ln previously as male" 

197 o education for tv omen at the university ali zed level 1 

stated that it tv as important for national train women 
on ally at this leYeL 7_57 / In this connexion, on.e covn try declared that 

during the , i,73'2,COO vJere graduated from hic;her 
educational inE;ti tutions and 2, 1 CCO from secondary zed educational 
institutions during five--year period. 1961-196_5, and for were 

,000 and ,COO respectively" 758/ Another country furnished the information 
that in the academic year l966/l96f,· there were 29, students admitted to 
educational institutions 1 and 42, to specialized secondary educational 
institutions, and of these almost half were Girls and cvomen, 759/ Still another 
country said that vJomen had made significant advances in the fieYd of professional 

at the uni leveL ?60/ 

" As :i.nchcated in the of to question 6, the removal of false 
attitudes towa:::.'ds the role of ,.,;omen was an ·urgent measure to take in order that 
the contribution of women to national development be inc:~easecL This falls 

v1ithin the realm of educational measures" In this connexion, one country 
e:carcined in detEcil the educational reforms that it had undertaken with a vievr to 
promoting beh'J'een the se:::es, and consequently eliminating false 
attitudes as the role of men anrl vmmen in Some of these mea.sure.s 
have been referred to in this , and in previous of the 
present report The follmring additional measures were al:so mentioned: 
(a) ecyL:al educational opportunities for boys and girl/3 at the elementary 
level, i'ree of charge; (b) an educational policy aimed at pupils 
that differences between individuals of the same sex are than any averac;e 
differences betvJeen the sexes as a whole, so that lessons in domestic science and 

of husband and wife at home; (c) the 
in textbooks and other aids to combat traditional 

role of the Gexes; abolition of separate boys' 
schools, as vvell as boys' ar.d ' commercial and 

c;chools, and their integration into one of institution; (e) the 
of new schools vJhich '.Jould meet the practical needs of both sexes, such 

as the inclusion of rooms on the , etc" Another important measure 
mentionec' \Jas the extex:sion of student aiel, 11lhich is ol' p2.rticular consequence to 
ec,ucational for uomen, for it wo11ld enable a \"Ji th several 
children to educate not only its son.s, but as well; such aid also 

, Foland, S1c1eden o 



to bridge the gap beh1een social classes, enables students to be independent 
from their and helps married students to continue their studies. _7_6_1/ 

(f) lleasures to provide for the needs of employed women with 
family responsibilities (eogo child-care services and 
facilities and part-time work) 

199, rvieasures which provide for the needs of employed women with family 
responsibilities are of great importance in view of the fact that, as was indicated 
by some countries, 1tJOmen are entering the labour market at an rate o In 
one country, for instance, 80 per cent of all women capable of vJOrk '\~ill be 
employed by 1980" 762/ In another country, married women \vill hold a key 
position in the lab·o-ur ma;_~ket, and it is predicted that the number of men at work 
'riill be lower in 1980 than in 1960" 763/ Another reason for viewing measures 
which provide for the needs of employ'E;d~ 1t10men '..vith family responsibilities as 
important is, as stated by one country, that working married women today have 
less leisure than any group in society, as surveys undertaken in ~astern and 
He stern Europe have shovm" 76~/ In this connexion, one country zed that 
women have to be helped in ·a·i~-der that the double burden they caxry - as wives and 
mothers, and as workers in the fields - can be lightenedo 765/ One country 
reported of ILO Recommendation No, 123 concerningthe :J.:mployment of 
\rJomen with Family Responsibilities which would cover the issue of facilities 
rai.sed under this " _7_66/ 

200o One measure recognized by many countries as being essential for employed women 
with family vms the establishment of nurseries, day-care centres, 
and kindergartens for the care of infants and children" 767/ Some countries 
indicated that the network of existing nurseries and · -·-· centres was quite 
extensive; 768/ although it was indicated in some instances that such facilities 
needed to be·e·xpanded, because of a growing demand for them" .?_6_9/ In this 
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connexion, one country expressed the view that there was a need to incTease day--care 
facilities, particularly for parents with shift work at different hours of the 
day, 770/ Other countries declared that such facilities were still few, 771/ or 
that t11ey were soon to be established. 772/ Another observed that the law-· 
stipulated that enterprises having a sp·e-c"i.fied capital and a number of vmmen 
workers were obligated to provide child-care facilities. 773/ Yet another said 
that although such a law existed, it was not implemented." 774/ Furthermore, one 
Government expressed the view that, because of notions prevailing in the nation 
regarding the satisfactory fulfilment of a housewife's responsibilities, it saw 
no cause to recommend general measures relating to i·mmen with small children 
and/or young children attending school; nevertheless, it indicated that a few 
factories had nurseries run under private initiative. 775/ Several countries 
report that priority was given to children whose mothers were' ill, or who were 
the main support of the family or who went out to work. It was also said by the 
same countries that in such centres the education and health of the children 
vJere given attention, 776/ that teachers of infants anc, children received 
professional training,~ 7·77 / and that voluntary organizations played an active 
role in supporting and maintaining these centres. 778/ According to one country, 
the social structure itself provides for 11 baby-si t'tiD.gn. }}.9/ 

201. Other measures said to benefit infants, children and their mothers were: 
(a) the provision for nursing time for worr.en during the working day; 780/ (b) the 
fostering of close ties, on the part of the mother, with her children's schooio 
and of her participation in youth activities and interests; 781/ (c) the provision 
of organized holidays for children; 782/ and (d) the provision""of allov:ances for 
children under sixteen regardless o{ ·their parents' income .. ]§)/ 

202. Maternity benefits are also provided by several countries. Some of the 
measures said to be undertaken in this area were: (a) maternity leave; 784/ 
(b) unpaid leave to enable women to take care of their new-born children. 'if55/ 
or to help newly married women; 786/ (c) free medical services for expecfai1t' 
mothers; J3J/ (d) maternity allovlances or bonuses for all mothers. 1~8/ 
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" One country reported that it pays birth premiums. 789/ Some countries 
indicated that they provided family allowances. 790/ One-~Government said that its 
family welfare measures were part of its populat'fon' policy to encourage couples 
to have more children. 791/ Another country declared that the three guiding 
principles for its famiiy. policy currently under study were: (a) the provision 
of social insurance - for the spouse who looked after the children - which was 
comparable to that available to the working population; (b) payment for such 
care; (c) provision for the direct consumption costs incurred through the child. 
It was pointed out that such a policy would: (a) help to maintain family living 
standards at a period when family expenses were high; (b) help wo~en in their 
task when the children were old enough to take care of themselves; (c) accord 
parents who eventually returned to work pension rights comparable to persons with 
full-time employ~ent. 792/ It was also stated by some countries that emphasis 
was given to the assumptTon of more responsibility by the father in the raising 
of children and in other household tasks, 793/ it was declared that this would 
contribute significantly to enabling women- to participate more extensively and at 
higher levels in the labour market; in addition, it would contribute to the 
enrichment of family life. 

204. Other ~easures mentioned as having been taken to meet the needs of employed 
women with family responsibilities 'lvere: (a) the provision of community services, 
such as laundries, canteens, restaurants, rest homes, centres for the hire of 
domestic equipment, etc.; 795/ (b) mechanization of housework; 796/ (c) reduction 
of working hours; 797/ (d) pr.ovision of housing facilities; 7987'-fhe 
observation being 'iiiacfe by one country that its housing facilities were totally 
inadequate for single women; 799/ (e) provision of cultural and recreational 
activities. _8~2/ - ·-· 

205. As regards part-time work several countries indicated that this type of 
work existed for 1110men; 801/ in some, part-time work for women had considerably 
increased' 802/ while one- country stated that it was not widespread' 803/ and 
two reportecfthat women applicants for part-time jobs were not many. "8754/ Two 
countries expressed the view that more opportunities for part-time work ··should 
be made available; §9J/ another observed that since no form of part-time work 
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for \vomen had been introduced, the mother 1 s absence from home the whole day v1as 
a serious cause of the neglect of minors; 806/ still another gave the information 
that efforts \Jere being made to create oppor"Funities for work for married 
women during hours that were convenient in relation to household duties" 807/ One 
country stated that it would take in the future to ma..l<:e part--time wo.::·k. 
available, as a measure to help women fulfil their role as worker and mother of 
the familyo _808/ 

206" One country, which stated that part-time work for women had considerably 
increased, stated that part--time work seemed to be a useful arrangement, 
particularly in service occupations, such as hospital work, but it \vas not 
considered an positive solution from the point of view of maintaining 
full employment, _8_?'}/ Another expressed the view that in its present state of 
economic development there was not much scope for part-time employment, nor were 
women particularly enthusiastic to take up part-time jobs" 810/ On the other 
hand, one country said that its Federal Government had recen"t"ly embarked on a 
programme to attract married women vJi th professional qualifications into the 
public service OJ.1 a part-time basis" 811/ Another country indicated that its 
labour exchanges devoted special attention to finding part-time jobs for married 
vJOmen, and that in the past fevJ years some enterprises had begun recruiting a 
certain number of part-~time female \·!Orkers to relieve shortage of staff 8_1_2/ 

(g) r1easures to enable v!Omen to fulfil their responsibilities 
tovJards their children and families, in such 
matters as health, nutrition and education 

207, countries reported that measures had been taken to help •vomen in their 
family responsibilities, especially vlith to health, nutrition m1.d 
educationo 813/ Two countries indicated, however, that, with the of 
maternity iea"·i/e, measures to help wor.1en to fulfil such responsibilities had to 
envisage both men and \Jomen, since they vJere equally responsible for their children 
and familieso 814/ One country reported that in the case of a sick child, the 
mother has a right to thirty and the father to ten of unpaiJ leaveo 815/ 
Only one country reported that one of the fields specified oeo nutrition) .. d.id 
not require measures to be taken because the standard of living was especially 
high" §_1_6/ 
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208" One country mentioned insurance schemes on both p:covincial and federal levels 
as mong the health measures taken, noting, however, that lack of proper dental 
care for low--income families and of adequate school clothing for children of 
families on assistance 1pJel"e among the pj:oblems still to be overcome" 817 I 
In another country, health and nutrition se:"vices were said to include provis.i'on 
of free disease prevention, immunization and inoculation services, milk supply 
stations for pre-sc~1ool children and juveniles and ed lunches for pupils 
of schools" Renewal programmes of and child welfare services 
and welfare extension. ·projects vJere reported by one country, ~r;hich noted also 
that programmes for women 1 s \'llelfal"e ranked second to child v1elfare schen:es; 
although both had been en a national scale and >·Ji thin the of 

measures to the::: 1;!elfare of vromeno 

209,. 'I'he availability of tinned food-.stuffs and the increasing use of household 
were said to have lightened the domestic burden of women in 

one country" The same noted that in the rural <:treas vmmen might have 
access to communal installations as owned refrigeration and washing 
facilities. In another , 8211 meals were provided free of for 
children of kindergarten and primar~y school levels. Yet another reported 
that the improvement of food and nutrition in rural and semi-rural 
areas was ensured through a programme in which women experts were among the 
directors and \vhich was carried out by vmmen werkers" ~8?-_2/ 

210" In one country various kinds of health services were reported to be 
available to all sections of the community for nominal mobile 

clinics were providing medical services to rural and remote areas" another 
country immense opportunities 'dere said to exist through health 
services, though nutritional standards were still considered unsatisfactory" 

2llo One country reported that measures to enable women to fulfil their family 
responsibilities in matters of health and nutrition vJere included in the short-
term progr2mme executed in both rural and urban reas under government 

" 8251 In another family nutrition and home development 
programmes, inc.luding all aspects of family , were run at the national 
leveL 

212, One country as an important measure the passing of a la~t: in 1938 
permitting the termination of pregnancy on rr.edical, hum~~itarian and eusenic 

, . . 8?-J/ Other countries, in their 1 linked family planning 
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measures, 
marriage 

the abolition of polygamy and the provision of a minimum age for 
the welfare of the 

213. One area emphasized by a number of countries was the dissemination of 
information on available services as Hell as on •-rays health and 
nutriticr.. In one countnJ the Federal Government was to be distributing 
literature on health and nutrition. 831/ The same countls observed that schools 
provided the best means of disseminating information en health anc nutrition. 

214. Two countries noted that, as women played a decisive role in the health and 
medical care of their children and families in , a ;Jrogramme of intensive 
health education ;ras directed tc·wards them and lias carried out all health 
institutions; apart from s of general health and , special attention 
-vms paid to demonstration classes on mothercraft and child-care. 

215. Particular use has been made of mass media in a number of countries ;-rhere 
programmes over the radio and television deal with social , educaticn and 
nutrition for the benefit of viei·rers or listeners, especially from the lmver-
income groups. 833/ One reported that numerous community centres provided 
these services -vrith emphasis on rural areas. 834/ Another stated that programmes 
through television and radio vrere sometimes followed up ivith students in schools 
and s, and vith worr.en in adult education classes. ?;2i/ 

The spread of information and guidance on health "ras to be ensured 
also through adult education institutes, church organizations" and many other 
public and private bodies. Commercial firms, women's sand journals all 
put out material in such fields as nutrition and child development. 
Articles in women 1 s journals covered vanJir.g levels to suit all sections of the 

ion. They were popular and had a far-reaching effect. the resources 
available to •wmen in one '~·ras the of a woman "county agent 11 who 
was an expert in home economics, nutrition and corununi ty life: the service vms 
usually a of the extension service of the state university and it was 
prima aimed at isoldated areas. 836/ 

. S0me countries organized special courses to train ivomen in the field of 
health and nutrition 837/ and in the case of one in garde::ting and home economics 
also. 838/ These courses were sometimes carried out by 1·nmen' s 
organizations, 839/ sometimes in conjunction with UNICEF. 8~·0/ 
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. The need for disseminating information on health and nutrition was also 
linked by some countries with education. IJ, number of countries that 
public education was free. was universal and facilities were 
provided fo:c' children who >vere phys and mentally isabled. CJ43/ In another 
the Government gave spec books to children of and pr 
schools. 844/ another the ions seemed wider; all 
children were with free textboo\:s and other materials. 
local authorities were also 
attending the compulsory schools; 
the burden of worl~ in the home c:Jn women 
to the children with a 

to provide meals for children 
ct of this provision vras partly to ease 

and t~ release female labour, and partly 
and vitamin-rich meal. 

Par2nt-teacher associations were reported one c to help parents 
understand new methods and te being used in schools. A recent 
government on the explanation of child development to general 
vras said to have had a icularly effect. groups had been set 
up to examine different aspects of child development based on the Nearly 
every in secondary schools took a course in home econon1ics, and older girls 

have lessons on child care, often \·dth the co-operation of the local health 
visitor. 

220. Another country that classes to assist mothers in caring for their 
children and families had long been in existence in urban areas. 847/ Thus a real 
limitation was said to be probably due to support from local authorities as vrell 
as the availab of staff to fill more positions. At the ial 
headquarters, sses vrere conducted in leadership and One of the 
gaps in this ':TO.s said to be lac1

,. of staff to do follow-up in the field. 
Those available were also said to have had limited and \¥ere therefore not 
well The then current traininc; of both urban and rural staff in home 
economics extension was) hovrever, to strengthen advisory services to 
homemakers . 

. Provisions were also made for financial assistance for women v10rkers for a 
specified prior, and after birth. One reported that 1vhile 
it had not been able to ratify the relevant ILO Convention and :Recommendations, 
the principles embodied in them vrere anchored in national statutory and 
administrative law. §48/ Accord to the law of another country maternity leave 
with per diem allowance and other benefits , inter the cost of 
hospitalization \·res granted for a period of fifty-four (nine weeks) 
according to the:: same s as those applied to sick leave. ?49( According 
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" a mother 
return •,;ithin 

222. Even where vras not involved, a m:unber of countries 
for the mother and her 

on this in one country -vms the 
allo-vrances to the :~other 

There were also ive assistance schemes, 
ad~inistered to enable mothers without other means of 
families, In another meB sure;c \vere financial 
difficulties to raise their children. 
farailies Hith children received basic 

Actother Grlvernment 
1 s allcy<;·Jance in addition to 

children's allovrances end allovrances granted accord 

(h) Measures to overcome the 
of 
u:·ban 
hous 

in farms, 

special 

Several countries out that in order of 
\·!Omen from rural to urban areas it vra necessary to stanc'ard 
in the r·Jral area itself. C.54/ Measures taken countries ir. this 

connexion included: the installation-of electrification, Hater 
2nd a net,wrk of services mechanization of the establisbner:tt of 
recreation centres, and facili tat inc; access to C'.1l ture. T•qo countries 
observed that the stablishment of chool::: in rural areas enabled to obtain 

to leave pe and thus, it not 
which contributed to the 

stated further t~a 
in schools \'rhich ensured the provision of 

hostel accom..rnodations. Another Government for a 
ca~p a rural area, designed to residential pre-vocational 

It also said that for the anci expansion of 
being examined >vith a vie\;[ to see hov! 1'mmen could a 

Other countries that attempts v1ere made tc 
transfer to rural areas in order to offer the local labour 
force additional 
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224. One country, where rationalization in agriculture and increased use of 
machinery had alleviated the practical difficulties caused by the migration of 
young people, reported that the problem vras not so much of an economic as of a 
social character, since many rural areas included predominantly elderly people, 
often vri th a relatively large proportion of young unmarried men. In this 
connexion it vras pointed out that district development, which aimed at creating 
various occupations in addition to jobs in agriculture, was expected to change 
this situation. ~59/ Another country indicated that the Government's extensive 
regional development policy, including selective employment subsidies, 
differential investment grants, preferential assistance •,'Ti th training and controls 
over the location of industrial development, was designed to reduce the migration 
of both rilen and women. This policy •rras seen as an integral part of improving the 
Government's economic position on both a short- and long-term basis. 860/ 
Another reported that a bill drafted by the Ministry of Labour provided for the 
establishment of a Department of Human Resources and an Office for ~'lomen Forkers 
anc1 Young \l!orkers which would make co-ordinated studies of the migration of girls 
and women and would plan measures to overcome existing problems. ~01/ It vras 
further stated by one country that government programmes, especially those of the 
Office of Economic Opportunity established in 1964 tried to focus resources and 
stimulate private co-operation in order to overcome problems created by 
migration. ~62/ One country indicated that young women migrated from rural areas 
in proportionally larger numbers than men, and that the authorities attempted to 
channel migration between different regions of the country with due regard to 
employment opportunities. 863/ Some countries reported that voluntary 
organizations were engaged in providing residence and employment for girls coming 
to the city. 864/ In one country special homes existed for girls who migrated to 
cities to st11dy~ 865/ while in another the Government had established vocational 
guidance offices to help girls and vromen in finding employment. §_66/ 

225. Two countries reported that men migrated to a greater extent ttan women. 867/ 
Of these, one indicated that vromen who migrated from the villages vrere usually 
teachers, nurses and midwives and did not present any serious problem, 868/ while 
the other stated that the lack of education of migrant women, and the lack of 
employment opportunities led to social welfare problems of broken homes, 
prostitution and petty theft, and that enforceable legal measures were needed to 
require fathers to care for and financially assist their children. ~~69/ One 
Government reported the establishment of vocational guidance offices to help 
migrant girls and women to find employment. §70/ Another indicated that the 
problem of the migration of girls and women did not exist as such, since men 
usually migratecl 1-.rith their families and thus the problems related to the family 
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as a unit. 871/ Some of these problems included inadequate housing, unemployment 
among unsldlled workers, health and sanitary problems and low standards of 
living. 872/ In this connexion one Government reported a housing project plan 
aimed at solving such problems. 873/ Two Governments replied that migration of 
girls and women did not present any problem. 874/ 

(i) Measures to ensure adequate training and status for 
women teachers 

226. A number of the replies received inclicated that there v.ras no distinction in 
the training, salaries and status of men and women teachers. 875/ One country 
specified that training arrangements and the length of training, as well as the 
conditions for entry into the profession v.rere the same for both sexes and that 
all applicants were considered on their merits. 876/ Several countries observed 
that training centres were established in order to ensure adequate training and 
status of women teachers. 877/ Others indicated that retraining opportunities 
were provided for women who wished to enter or re-enter the profession. 878/ One 
country reported that opportunities were provided for trained; married women 
teachers to have brief periods of observation and retraining. It also said that 
in 1965 a trial scheme was introduced under which married vromen teachers, unable 
through domestic circumstances to •!Vork full time, had been paired so that each 
worl<:ed half-time with particular classes. 879/ Another country reported that in 
connexion with its complete reform of the teacher training programme the quota 
system had been abolished. It further stated that "in the event of either sex 
attaining an overwhelming predominance, the question of reintroducing the quota 
system would have to be considered in a wider context, with a view to shaping the 
conditions of admission so as to govern the ratio between the sexes throughout the 
whole of the teaching professionn. §~ Another reported that the system of 
co-education for training teachers vras practised. 881/ 

227. Some countries saw a need for more women teachers 882/ as well as for 
educators well acquainted with development process. 8837-

228. One country pointed out that male teachers tended to have more opportunities 
to gain higher qualifications and administrative uosts §~ while another stressed 
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that there was no sex barrier in appointment to higher posts. 885/ One country 
reported that regulations required a register of teachers t:J be l~ept and provided 
for their pensions. 886/ 

229. The role of teachers unions in improving and protecting the interests of 
women was also emphasized in some replies. 887/ 

(j) Measures to equalize worldng conditions for ·women 
and men~ inchJding salaries and social benefits 

. One country expressed the view that the growth of the labour market and its 
expansion in all parts of the nation should provide a remedy for the critical 
under-employment and unemployment from -vrhich -vwmen, who were still too often 
regarded as casual labour, were the first to suffer. 888/ In this connexion, 
another country indicated that perhaps the most powerful factor behind the 
enhanced status of women in its society had been its policy of full employment 
pursued since the 1930s. ~~ Experience has shown, in that country, that 
unernployment was a grave menace to the equality of the sexes. The same country 
said that some discriminatory attitudes concerning the employment of women had to 
be combated such as: (a) the attitude which challenged the right of married women 
to worl: during periods of unemployment, on the grounds that they oue;ht to be 
provided for b:r their husbands; and (b) the attitude that married >·.romen constituted 
a reserve labour force which should be mobilized in periods of prosperity 
b1:,t which could be sent home 'dhen the demand for labour began to fall. In 
addition, sex barriers in the labour market which categorized jobs into nmale 0 and 
11 female 11 should be eradicated. 890/ Another country stated that several problems 
were clos connected with employment opportunities for women such as: (a) the 
traditional limitation placed on the areas of women 1 s professions; (b) the reserve 
of male labour; (c) inadequate vocational guidance for and (d) lovr 
occupational qualifications of women. 891/ 

. Several countries indicated that they had either ratified the ILO Convention 
No. 100 on Equal Remuneration for Men and Women ltlorkers for Work of Equal Value 
or that their national legislation was in accordance with the provisions contained 
in this ILO Convention. 892/ Some countries indicated that while their laws 
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for e(mal pay for both nen and -vromen, their implementation in actual 
practice \·ms not yet achieved. 893/ According to one country, the point had 
hovever bGen reached where there Nas no discrimination a::_sainst married vromen in 

One cour:.try vrhich had ratified the ILO Convention observed that 
not automatically in the private sector, sir:ce its 

implemer:.tation 1'<Tas principally the task of the labour rr.ar:::et . 895/ 
In this co:mexiony another country declared that its Government hac] initiated a 
series of studies on the various associated with the implementation of 
the of equal pay ancl that these problems vrere be discussed I"Tith both 
sides of industry. 896/ One country stated that it had as yet no ion 

for equal- pay and non-discrimination in private employ1nent. 897/ It 
was further.rnore declared another country that its Government had made a 
sustained effort to abm;t a gradual rise in the -,,rages of female worl\:ers. 
It said that in most branches of indu.strjr, women in the so-called 11 

(e.g. equally suitable for men and vromen) already received the same \.vages as men 
in corre "nasculine functions, and the wages of women employed in "non-
mixed" had risen considerably. 

232. As resard non-discrimination in employment, several countries indicated 
that wonen had e access vrith men to employment. 899/ One country reported, 
ho·wever, that single women in public emplo~rment are normally to res 

and that married women are not generally eligible for appointment in 
. 900/ One country mentioned that because equal pay and access 

had been the rule in its Government for many years, it had set a 
competitive standard V<rith a -vride impact on employinent. 901/ 

. Several countries gave the information that women 1wrlcers received the same 
social benefits as men, including social security. 902/ In this connexion) one 
country clared that its social c funds were spent on pensions, 
education and maintenance of children in children's homes, temporary disability 
and maternity benefits; aid to mothers with large families and unmarried motbers, 
students' grants, free education am1. training, free and passes to 
sanatoria and rest homes and mainta that part of the nation's housing which 
was not covereCI by the lm<T rents in force in the country. 903/ 
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. As the pension rights of -vwmsn, some countries said that 
accorded thf'se to their women viOrl<:ers. 904/ One country indicated that the 
retirement age for women after twenty years sixty y2ars and for men 
sixty~·fi ve years; in addition) the National Plan for a con,c:iderable 
raise in pensions over a period of the next three years. 905/ Another country 
said that wives are granted old--age pensions ----;f their husbands 

that they had) at one been paid -vrorkers, had registered themselves 
vrith the National Insurance Institute -vri thin six months of retirement and had 
regularly paid their small premiums. It was also added by the same 
country that these benefits enabled vromen to have the leisure to acquire a formal 
or higher education and to ta1ce an interest in corrununal and affairs. 1\ro 
countries indicated that in certain industrial occupations the old-age pension for 
vromen vrorkers had been reduced from fifty-five to In another 
country, its laws entitled people vrho had been gainfully employed behreen the 
ages of sixteen and s to additional pension benefits besides those 
received the basic old-age pc:nsion scheme; in addit the pensionable 
age for male and female -vror~<:ers by the Government was now s or 
sixty-seveD for both sexes. The retiring age for female salaried staff in 
private industry had been raised to sixty--tvm, while for male salaried 1vod::ers it 
\vas sixty-five. 907/ 

235. As taxat one country indicated that it had gone ahead of many 
countries in allmring married women to elect to be separately assessed for 
income and in a married viOmen to opt to join the pensionable 
service. 908/ Another country declared that there >·ras a der,'and 
for the abolition of the taxation of married couples> vrhich it ':las S'J.ggested 
should be replaced a system of indi viclual taxation vrhereby everybody should be 
assessed accord to the same rules regardless of sex and marital status. This 
would avoid the threshold effect deterring women from to the labour 
market. Married men with wives full-time home would be liable to the 
same tax c:s s persons. The tax payable by the individual would not be 
affectec' marriag~. 909/ One country indicated that its tax rates on monthly 
wages exceeding the minimum tax8ble wage up to tw-enty rubles had been reduced 
by an average of per cent. 910/ Another country indicated that it intended to 
go further in abolishing and reducin~; income tax for some categories manual 
and non··nanual vror~:ers. Still another said that it intended to have 
aeasures for married >vomen to tax-free deductions which would raise the 
maxirJ.lun and minimum rates. 
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236. Other comment relating to the employment of women were: a) that the 
of i·ror:dng \·mmen vrere strongly represented by trade unions; (b) that no 
measures had been taken to >vor1dng conditions for women and men; 914/ 
and (c) that one country's Government vras interested in improving employment 
condition::; for ~vomen, particularly as relat to retirement s and 
;)rivileges. 

237. In the field of family two countries indicated that 
measures to ensure equality of rights and duties of husband and 
matters as well as measures to ensure to the full legal 
right on e terms 1vith her husband to , enjoy and 
property. 

had undertaken 
·Hife in family 

ano. the 

(k) Measures aimed at a climate of opinion 
favourable to the of equa of men 
anC. vmmen in the ical, legal~ economic) 
educational and social fields 

230. Some countries stated that traditional attitudes were to be 
shaken 917/ or that an favourable to equality 
while others that various measures had been taken 
of opinion favourable to the principle of of men and 1vomen in various 
fields. 919/ A number of s 920/ that government departments or 
agencies had an active part in such measures, 921/ and, in some instance , 
special com.miss ions had been established to on the status of 1vomen, 
vrhile, in others, Heads of or other officials had shown concern. 
Some Governments expressed the view that the fact that there ~orere canst 
or other pronouncements in favour of equality also to create an 
atnosphere favourable to such equality. 924/ One country, 925/ hovrever, observe(! 
that laHs vrould be more effective if they were fully iml?lemented and if 1vomen 
tool;: of the rights such laws conferred. Another country, 926/ noted in 
particular that the success of vromen as bankers, cor'9oration directors and in the 
professions was publicized the mass In another the 
celebration of Mother's Day as a public was introduced to help promote 
the ac e of equality of men and women. In yet anothc::r 928/ the 
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Government made grants and loans available to women's groups for co-operative, 
self-help and development projects which by promoting the economic status of W:Jmen 
contributed to creating an atmosphere favourable to equality. 

239. The role played by women's organizations was also stressed by a number of 
countries. 929/ It was noted in particular that such organizations could act as 
pressure groups and as agencies for the education of public opinion. In one 
country, it was said that in view of the interest displayed by many men in the 
question of equality of the sexes, women's organizations had opened their 
membership to them. 930/ Other organizations, both political and non-political, 
including trade unions, were also repartee by some countries 931/ to play an 
important role in creating an a trw sphere favourable to equality. In one country 
the political leaders had launched a campaign to explain the provisions of the 
Civil Code establishing the equality of men and women in marriage, outlawing 
polygamy and providing for the division of joint estates; this campaign was said 
to have had a profound effect throughout the country. 932/ In another country 
political parties and women 1 s and young people's organizations had produced 
programmes or manifestoes on the subject of equality of men and women. 933/ 

240. A measure which many countries agreed to be important in creating an atmosphere 
favourable to the equality of women was the education of women to remedy ignorance 
and apathy and to appreciate their rights. The pub lie in general also needed to 
be educated to abandon traditional beliefs and norms about the inequality of men 
and women. In order that measures to eliminate the inequality of the sexes be well 
grounded, sociological research into the current situation was necessary and had 
been done in some countries. In one 934/ an increasing interest had been shown in 
sociological research concerning the attitudes to the participation of women through 
the ap[Jointment of a Government Committee to study the status of women. In 
another 935/ an elaborate work of research and publications by government, as well 
as by private bodies, had been and was being conducted. 

241. The role of mass media was particularly emphasized by several countries 936/ 
as playing an important part in reshaping public opinion in general and the 
self-image of women in particular. In one country, for example, mass media had 
conducted round-table discussions on sex equality in all fields. 937/ In another 
a radio debate had been staged in which the leaders of all political parties had 
been asked to state what their respective parties had done to solve the sex role 
question and what measures had been taken to increase female representation in 
public elections. 938/ In another country news articles featuring the success of 
women in important fields Wil:re be published and had proved successful. 939/ 
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242. Notwithstanding these and other measures taken to help create a climate of 
public opinion favourable to the principle of equality of men and women, it was 
Rcknowledged that the process was of a long duration and that much remained to be 
done. 9401 Even though the result of the efforts made in one country had been the 
powerful growth of opinion in support of a revision of sex roles with the 
consequence that any political proposals must be thoroughly scrutinized with 
respect to their equality aspects, those efforts were still inadequate to offer any 
hope of practical equality between men and women for a long time to come. 9411 One 
country laid stress on the fact that women were largely not aware of the manner in 
which to exercise their rights, or even of the existence of such rights. 9421 
Another stated the task ahead to be one of both practical measures on the part of 
the authorities and a wide programme of education aimed at altering the traditional 
attitudes of both men and women with respect to their equality in all fields. 9431 

(l) Other measures 

243. A number of Governments 9441 reported on other measures to increase women's 
contribution to the economic and social development of their countries. The 
reports either asserted that such measures existed or were envisaged without 
specifying the measures 9451 or, as was generally the case, they specified the 
measures covering a wide spectrum of social and economic fields. Included in 
these were health 9461 and nutrition, 947 I home economics, 9481 housing, 9491 
social work, 9501 the care of children-gsll and the establishment of ---
kindergartens, 9521 education, 9531 family planning, 9541 labour market, 955/ 
community development, 9561 the co -operative movement, 957 I organizational machinery 
for action 95§.1 and family law. 9591 -

244. One country 9601 reported that in order to maintain the supply of personnel 
for hospitals, preparatory nursing schools had been established to train girls 
under the age of seventeen who could not be accepted into the regular nursing 
schools. The girls in these preparatory nursing schools, as in regular nursing 
schools, attended free of cost. In regular schools, the girls received an 
allowance during their period of training. Measures similar to the training of 
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nurses in preparatory schools were also taken in an attempt to make good the 
shortage of social workers in certain areas of the country. Another country 
stated that training in home economics; nutrition, socio , fami planning, 
and community development would enable women to participate more actively in 
the country's development. Yet another reported that plans for a 
nation-wide expansion of ucation and literary campaigns as well as for 
programmes :Jf family planning vrere expected to important benefits to women 
in the run with respect to education. 962/ According to one country it was 
the prime duty Of the national WOmen I ,S movement to endeaVOUr to improve the 
position of women in schoo , qualification and culture. 963/ To this end, the 
movement arranged lectures in professional circles and clubs which were annually 
attended by a large number of women. In addition to strengthening the connexion 
between school and fami as well as propagating the modern principles of 
education, it was also a task for the movement to help mothers in the modern 
upbringing of their children. This goal was promoted the parents' associations 
whose task it was to lend support to the educational establishments, to extend 
parents' knowledge of pedagogy and to discuss problems concerning family education • 

• "\<Ji th respect to the establishment of kindergartens and the improvement of 
housing conditions, one country mentioned the contributions of the st 
employees' organization which had shown particular interest in and increased 
support for the building of kindergartens to provide the children of working 
parents with proper supervision and had also launched a campaign for better service 
on housing estates. 964/ In the field of labour market policy too, the organization 
had shown awareness of the equality of the sexes. In a labour market po 
programme adopted in , it had stressed that the aim of such po 11 must be 
increas directed towards the creation of employment opportunities for all the 
family 11

• The same Government also reported that at a conference, organized by the 
National Labour Market Board and the \'lomen' s Labour Market Committee and attended 
by the leaders of the major employees' organizations, all the de legates had 
supported the principle of equal conditions for men and women on the labour market 
and had also demanded a revision of the income tax system as well as changes in 
the social insurance system. Another country suggested that the attention of the 
textile ready-made clothing and food manufacturing industries should be drawn to 
the labour reserve in rural districts; it also suggested the re-evaluation of roles 
in occupations hitherto considered feminine and vice versa . 

. In relati.:Jn to community development, one country stated that a technique for 
i:ctcreas the participation women was the co-ordination of government 
departments, all volur;tary bodies, all units in the private sector and everyone 
concerned with the planning and implementation of the community development projects 
in an effort to make it easily and increasingly possible for women to play their 
role in e,n integrated development of the nation. 966/ Another reported that the 
Government had established urban and rural centres for community development and 
U:.e ion of welfare services. 967/ 
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247. Among the countries which rep::Jrted on co-operatives, one stated that with the 
right type of education, leadership ano organization into co-operative societies, 
1wmen could be assisted to contribute to and accumulate capital for projects which 
could enhance their area of concern. 968/ This was particularly necessitated by 
the great national need for capital. If women, through their co-operatives, 
purchased expensive enterprises and owned them jointly, or organized their trade 
unions more effectively, their contribution to national economy could be far 
greater than was the case at the time. 

248. Another country reported on the activities of the national women's movement 
which was based on a co-operative endeavour and voluntary work. 969/ The movement 
operated in close collaboration with the other social organizations devoting 
paramount importance to collaboration with State institutions, councillors and 
members of Parliament. The incorporation of women in many-sided activities for 
social progress was said to be the prime objective of the movement. To perform 
the wide functions in this regard, there existed a National Women's Council which 
was assisted by social committees composed of specialists in such fields as legal 
and family protection, household arts, economics, agriculture, pedagogy, culture 
and foreign relations. In yet another country co-operatives which were reported to 
exist throughout the country had women's departments. 970/ Among the fields of 
co-operative movement were agriculture and fishery. 

249. Perhaps the most elaborate reply to sub-paragraph (l) of question 7 concerned 
measures taken or envisaged by one country in the field of family law. 971/ The 
Government reported that the current law which had come into force on 
l January 1921 had been based on the principle of equality of men and women. The 
spouses therefore had identical personal and property rights and obligations 
whether during marriage or on divorce. Notwithstanding the large measure of 
equality in the existing law it was necessary to up-date certain aspects of the 
law. A proposal put forward in 1964 by a Committee on family law provided for 
certain amendments towards this objective. The lowering of the marriageable age 
for men to 20, or even equating it with that of women by making it 18, was 
suggested. A number of proposals were also made to ensure equality with respect 
to joint property. Thus to remedy a situation where one party was unduly reducing 
his or her share in the joint property, it was proposed to extend the possibilities 
for either spouse to obtain judicial division of the joint property. Provisions 
for reversionary partition in the event of divorce or a decree nisi were also 
proposed to exclude the sharing of property acquired by inheritance, deed of gift 
or legacy. The proposal was aimed at preventing either spouse from "divorcing into 
money". Another proposal in this connexion was to permit the spouses to waive 
their rights to each other's share of the joint property. Further suggestions for 
awarding the common home to the spouse most in need of it and for setting aside 
goods or chattels which were for the personal use of the children were made. 

250. On the rights of the children, the Governments reported that the code 
concerning parenthood and guardianship contained regulations dealing with the 
position of legitimate and illegitimate children. Special safeguards were made for 
the security and the support of the illegitimate child by the father even if he had 
not acknowledged paternity. If the father was given custody, it was then for the 
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mother to give financial assistance. These regulations had in turn been of great 
importance to the social and economic status of unmarried mothers. A special 
child welfare officer was appointed to assist unmarried mothers and their children 
until the children reached the age of seventeen. With respect to adopted children, 
the Government mentioned that they essentially had ti1e same rights as children 
born in wedlock. 

QUESTION 8: Have any particular methods or techniques been found to be 
especially effective in overcoming the problems encountered, 
and in increasing the contribution women to the economic 
and social development of the country? 

• Several countries emphasized the importance of education for overcoming 
traditional attitudes which were the full participation of women in 
national development. 972/ One country suggested that publicity directed at 
reorientating the attitudes of emp , husbands and women themselves was a 
valuable method in increasing women 1 s participation. 97'J/ In this connexion 
Press, radio, and audio-visual methods were mentioned. 974/ 

• Another country 975/ pointed out that the equality of men and women in law 
and the awareness of women of that equality proved to be a very effective incentive 
for their participation in development. One reply s the actual 

ipation of women in community and national life, in order that men would 
become used to working and collaborat with them, 976/ while another indicated 
that plans relating to women should be evaluated and integrated in the total 
development plans. 977/ A further observation was that economic incentives, as 
well as recreational and entertainment activities proved to stimulate women's 
interest to be involved in development programmes. 978/ Some countries emphasized 
the role of non-governmental organizations in training women for jobs which would 
raise the standard of living of the family and at the same time increase 
productivity. 979/ 

• Other countries mentioned training of social 980/ workers and development 
of cottage industry. 981/ 
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. In one c~mntry the Minister of Labour is advised by a special Homen 1 s 
Consultative Committee which is able to focus attention on employment lems in 
>-rhich 1omen 1 s interests are cularly affected. It consists of representatives 
of and >-rorkers and others who are knowledgeable in this 
field. The same country that the establishment of Industrial 
Boards for particular industries had enabled attention to be 

lems of women 1 s in industries where substantial numbers of women "lvere 
The establishment of Economic Development Cormni ttees for cular 

industries had similarly enabled attention to be to efforts to promote the 
of >·mnen and their consideration at level, includ such 

questions as adjustment of hours, labour turnover and employer and trade 
unions attitudes on these matters. It also considered that women entering and 
re-entering employment would benefit from an guidance service for 
adults vlhich was established within the public service. 982/ 

. In order to overcome lems of population control and to enable women to pay 
nore attention to and understand family planning, in one country measures for wide 
dissemination of the of family planning had been taken. 983/ Some 
countries observed that one of the effective methods is >vorking 1·1ith >wrcen through 
vromen. In this connexion encouraging of -vromer. ir. d 
prograrr:mes r.·ras recommended. One country as an pointed out that the 
fact that maternal and chi clinics had been staffed by >vomen doctors, 
nurses and midwives had positively to the services 
offered by these clinics. 

E. Assistance required 

QUESTION 9: In what fields or specific area assistance, available 
the technical prograw~e of the United 

Nations system of orgar.izations, be helpful ir. overcoming the 
problems encountered ar::d in >vomen' s contribution 
to economic and social development? 

. One country indicated that assistance would be welcomed in nearly all areas of 
the economic and social field. 987/ A number of countries replied that, in order 
to overcome the problems that women encountered in executing their roles in national 
d , assistance in the field of education and training >vas of the 

. 988/ In this connexion the vievr 1-1as that education not 
avenues of employment for >vomen but helped to overcome 

superstitions and customs that had subjected women to less desirable treatment. 
The same country noted that economic freedom r.·ras an of educatioD that 
enhance the posi ticn of h'\)men. 
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257. One country stated that assistance in this field should be aimed at creating 
increased educational opportunities for women, with career prospects 
aftenvards. 990/ Another indicated that assistance in the following would be 
helpful: primary and secondary education, adult education, technical and 
vocational education at the post-matriculation level, and counselling and 
guidance. 991/ In another reply it was said that assistance was needed in the 
pr0motion and development of educational programmes designed to enable -vvomen to 
take their rightful place in modern society through skilled technical training and 
to play a more effective and useful role in the traditional set-up through training 
in homecraft and mothercraft. 992/ Several countries emphasized their needs in the 
area of literacy and adult education programmes. 993/ One country stated that its 
national \T:Jmen 1 s organizations would welcome opportunities to study the 
organizational methods of their counterparts in other lands. 994/ A number of 
other replies specifically mentioned home economics, 995/ and handicrafts and 
cottage industries 996/ as areas reQuiring aid. In this connexion one Government 
emphasized the need for training in the use of local materials in mal:ing 
handicrafts that would appeal to an international market, pointing out that such 
small-scale industries constituted a major source of income for developing 
countries. 997/ 

258. Some countries emphasized the need for assistance in training for women in 
agriculture. 998/ In this connexion one country mentioned that it reQuired 
assistance in investigating the role of vromen in agricultural production, as well 
as in obtaining essential rural machinery which would enable women to increase 
their productivity and relieve them of many minor but necessary duties that they 
must perform during the day. 999/ 

259. The need for assistance in the establishment and irnpr:wement of marketing 
systems in relation to women's production efforts was also mentioned in one 
reply. 1000/ Some countries reQuired help in assessing the employment situation 
of women and the possible fields of their social and ec::momic activities, as vrell 
as in suggesting methods for their gainful employment. 1001/ One reply indicated 
that assistance in training women in economic and social planning would be 
helpful. 1002/ 

260. Several countries indicated that assistance 1vas needed in community 
development. 1003/ Leadership training was also mentioned in this connexion. 1004/ 
One country replied tha ~ it reQuired help '.vi th its community education programme 
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which embraced child care and home management; that programme emphasized the 
emotional and social needs of the child and the importance of improved family 
living with a view to encouraging a high level of responsitility towards children 
and family. 1005/ 

261. One country reported that assistance in recruiting women specialists in the 
field of social services and related fields would be useful. 1006/ Assistance in 
the establishment of nursery schools and day-care centres designed to meet the 
needs of pre--school-age children in both urban and rural areas and make mothers 
available to take part in development programmes was also cited. 1007/ One country 
reported that the main assistance required, if women were to play a full part in 
the development of a country, was in the area of family planning, and the need was 
expressed for a more intensive campaign to prorr:ote family planning. 1008/ The same 
country emphasized its need for assistance in training women for the hotel industry, 
pointing out that this could provide intermittent employment not inconsistent with 
child care. Assistance in health 1009/ and nutrition 1010/ ·was mentioned by a 
number of '2ountries. One country reported that assistance was needed in the field 
of social defence to overcome problems create{ by the migration of girls from rural 
areas to cities, where they were frequently unemployed and indulged in socially 
reprehensible activities. lOll/ 

262. One country expressed the need for assistance in the field of local 
government. 1012/ Another expressed the view that assistance was required in 
setting up training schemes to help women qualify for middle-level management and 
administrative posts. 1013/ It was also suggeste~ in one reply that in order to 
increase the efficiency and morale of women employees of Government, an advisory 
committee might work with the civil service in setting up regulations which would 
provide for equal performance, responsibilities, rights and privileges for women 
and men in government service, thus contributing to the elimination of existing 
uwastageu of service arwng women employees. 1014/ 

QUESTION 10: What forms of such assistance available through the technical 
co-operation programmes of the United Nations system of 
organizations would be useful (e.g., seminars, fellowships, 
services of experts and consultants, training courses, 
special projects, surveys)? 

263. Most of the Governments which answered this question considered that all the 
forms of assistance mentioned woulo be valuable. Many replies stressed the 

1005/ 
1006/ 
1007 I 
1008/ 
1009/ 
1010/ 
lOll/ 
1012/ 
1013/ 
1014/ 

Barbados. 
Somalia. 
Ivory Coast, United Republic of Tanzania. 
United Kingdom (Seychelles). 
India, Libya, Sierra Leone. 
Barbados, Botswana, Colombia, Ivory Coast. 
Ivory Coast. 
United Arab Repub lie. 
Barbados. 
Zambia. 
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usefulness of seminars in particular. 10151 A suggestion was made that regional 
seminars should be organized to emphasize the importance of women's contribution to 
national development and planning. 10161 In this connexion, two replies also stated 
that national seminars on the role of women in national development should be held, 
followed by seminars at the provincial and district levels, which might make women 
more aware of their potential contribution to development. 10171 Another suggestion 
was that regional seminars and courses be used for training leaders and 
volunteers. 10181 Some countries also suggested the organization of training 
courses and special projects. 10191 It was observed that the participation in 
seminars and conferences of responsible and key persons connected with community 
development would be effective. 10201 One country, noting the tendency of its women 
not to avail themselves of opportunities for training in the technical specialities 
of modern industry, stated that the example of women in other countries with similar 
economies and information on how they were encouraged to equip themselves in 
technological fields could be of assistance in overcoming this problem; it pointed 
out that the good offices of the United Nations might be helpful in arranging such 
an exchange of information. 10211 Another country, commenting on the usefulness of 
seminars organized by the United Nations and the specialized agencies suggested 
that the Commission on the Status of Women consider how to develop an exchange of 
information on the resuits of sociological ancl psychological research relating to 
the situation of women in the changing world. 10221 A further suggestion was made 
that regional conferences be organized among countries of similar traditional, 
social and cultural backgrounds to study problems encountered and find appropriate 
solutions. 10231 

264. Fellowships were also mentioned as a very useful method of assistance by many 
countries, 1024/ and one country stressed that it was important for the beneficiaries 
to return home to benefit their communi ties. 10251 One country suggested that a 
plan comprising seminars and fellowships for nationals, co-ordinated with assistance 
from experts who would initiate programmes for the advancement of women, be 
continued under the direction of the nationals who had received training. 10261 
Other countries indicated that they needed fellowships for the training of local 
leaders and experts and for the training of personnel in child care; it was 
suggested that such assistance would be available through the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) or the United Nations 
Children's Fund (UNICEF). 10271 It was also pointed out in one reply that the 
World Health Organization (WHO) had given fellowships, for study abroad, to women 
officers in charge of maternal and child health services. 10281 

10151 

10161 

1017 I 
10181 
10191 
10201 
10211 
10221 
10231 
10::C'41 

10?51 
10261 
1027 I 
10281 

Barbados, Cambodia, Canada, Colombia, Congo (Brazzaville), Dominican Republic, 
Iran, Iraq, Panama, Philippines, Poland, Togo, Western Samoa. 
Barbados. According to Guatemala, seminars should be organized at both the 
national and regional levels. 
Colombia, Zambia. 
Bolivia. 
Somalia, Western Samoa. 
Barbados, Libya. 
Canada. 
Poland. 
Guatemala, Libya. 
Barbados, Botswana, Congo (Brazzaville), India, 
Leone, Somalia, ULited Arab Republic, United Re 
Western Samoa. 
Guatemala. 
NicaragLla. 
Bari1ados, Botswana, Pakistan. 
India. 
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2 • Several countries saw a need for experts and consultants in different fields 
of assistance. 10291 One suggested short-term study missions vrhich would survey and 
identify problems hampering the advancement of women. 10301 Another desired the 
services of a short-term technical expert to assist the 1,200 women's clubs, to 
train leaders and staff in specific craft skills, su.ch as needle'\vork, basketry, 
bead vrork, traditional dress, an0 to he in ing sales machinery to sell 
products to local markets, as well as to tourists. 10311 One co a need for 
junior experts and OPEK staff •r:em1Jers Hiw vrould help in Jevebping o nal and 
executive services, where a lack of technical staff existed. 10321 Other 
forms of assistance from experts mentioned included studies and 
surveys, organization of vrork in cl ifferent administrative branches, formation of 
co s, creation of cadres of competent personnel 10331 and technical 
specialists speaking local s. 10341 One country further indicated that it 
would ~le he l to form a pool of national experts, particu professional 
social workers and trained volunteers. Another suggestion was that "\vhenever 
practica·ole women should be included in of experts and advisers vis 
countries where the involvement of women in national affairs required 
improvement. 10361 Another country observed that the International Labour 
Organisation ( ILO) designers for cottage industries, and also officers 
to organize training courses on s cts, such as management and administration, 
and zation and methods, af' Hell as courses for training su . 1037 I 

• Some countries also mentioned the need for financial assistance. 10381 One 
pointed out that assistance of capital Has needed to deve resources 

discovered, but not yet being fully utilized, that lack of 
had serious slo~Ved down progress in the implem.entation of the rr.;odest 

ts set in the national development Another country stressed the 
need for both technical and financial support i'or local programmes for 
women at District Training Centres, for technical support for projects and programmes 
open to the participation of Homen, and for technical or financial assistance for 
voluntary women's ns to enable trtem to unclertake economic and social 
activities within the country, inc the carrying ut of surveys relating to 
women's roles, small-seale ir:dustries, commercial projects and specific national 
seminars. 10401 

other required forms of assistance, several countries mentioned 
surveys. 10411 One country considered that surveys Hould be helpful in the field 

--education 10421 Hhile another mer:tioned them as a basis for research 
the field of nutrition. 

of 
plans in 

10291 
10301 
10311 
10321 
10331 
10341 
10351 
10361 
1037 I 
10381 
10391 
104ol 
10~1/ 
lC421 
10431 

Bolivia, Cameroon, Cyprus, Iran, 
Mauritania. 
Zarnb ia. 

, Mauritania, Sierra Leone, Togo, Zambia. 

Cameroon. 
Bolivia. 
Bolivia. 
3arbados. 
Barbados. 
Malawi, , United lie of Tanzania. 

United Re lie of Tanzania. 
Bots~Vana, Cyprus, Ghana, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, United Arab Republic, Zambia. 
Pakistan. 
Zambia. 



QUESTION ll: \oJhat priority in relation to other technical assistance 
projects \·iould the Government accorci projects aimed at the 
advancement f worren in economic and social fields? 

• A num~;er of tbe replies receive indicated that high priority was given to 
pro,jects aimec at the advancement of women without, however, in rr:ost cases statin:; 
the relative priority in relation to other projects. One country re d 
that first was n to programmes relating to the education and training 
of women, then to the preparation and education of wornen f.:Jr accepting 
res pons ibi in the social and economic development of the country, especia in 
rural areas, and b the preparation of women for their political role. 1045/ 
Two countries stated that ects pertaining to the advancement of women would 
receive priority according to their specific nature and the extent of their 
contribution to national development; consequently ects that could influence a 
majority of women, especially in the rural areas and in the fields of health, 
education, nutrition and social development would be given priority over projects 
meant for smaller groups of women. 1046/ One Government replied that it tried to 
accord relative priority to projects which, by and large, ir:volved women 1 s 
participation in deve nt, altho not specifically aimed at the advancement of 
women in the social and economic spheres; great emphasis was laid on the trainir:g 
of women in all programmes d i.rect"d towards the improvement of the health and 

conditions of the fami • 1047/ Another country replied that, within the 
social welfare sector, women 1 s welfare had been -.ccordect second after child 
welfare services. 1048/ One Government replied that its interest ln projects for 
the advancement of women, particularly in the social field, >vas reflected the 
appointment of a woman to direct the country 1 s social assistance programmes. 1049/ 
Another country indicated that in the Department of Community Development high 
priority would be to the services of short-·term technical experts to assist 
in crafts training and to any proposal for a national seminar on the role of women 
in national development. 1050/ 

269. Three coL;ntries replied that low priori would be accorded to projects for 
the aclvancement of women, 1051/ one of them giving the reason as be the high 
status that wumen and the h1 ty to economic ects. 
Another country replied that, altho great importance was n to projects aimed 
at the actvancement of women in economic and social fields, the question of their 
priority in relation to other projects had not yet been decided. 1053/ 

1044/ Barbados, Cambodia, Cyprus, :Cominican Re lie, Ghana, India, Iran, , 
Libya, Mexico, , Pakistan, Panama, Sierra Leone, Somalia, United 
Arab lie, United (Cayman Islands), United Re lie of Tanzania. 
Iran. 
Guatemala, Pakistan. 
United Republic of Tanzania. 
India. 
Nicaragl:a. 
Zambia. 
Colombia, Phili , vie stern Samoa. 
Phj s. 
Ma 
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12: In out technical co-operation projects of programmes 
within the coLmtry, is full account taken of the potential 
role of women in he to achieve the objectives of such 
projects or programmes? Please elaborate. 

270. Several countries reported that full account was taken of the potential role 
of women in helping to execute technical co-operation projects or programmes. 
One country stressed that this was espec the case in projects of a social 
nature. 10551 Another co reported way of example that if its applied 
nutrition programme was carried out adequate attention would be given to the role 
of w·omen, since that vras vital for the successful execution of that programme. 10561 
One Government noted that full account was taken of women's potential role making 
it possible for qualified i·romen to take advantage of available programmes 
at home and abroad, and making them e le for appointment to posts for which 

became qualified. 1057 I Another co , noting that no technical co-operation 
activity could be fully satisfactory unless it had the full co-operation of the 
whole population, expressed the view that, altho women were in a position, 
through their influence in the home and on the formation of social values, to p 
a lead role in any kind of activity, their contribution to development as such 
had, to date, tended to be small. 10581 

l. The observation \vas made some countries that fL;.ller account ivas taken of 
the potential role of women in programmes concerning teaching, the family, children, 
nurs , home economics, social welfare and community development than in other 
areas. 10591 One co reported in this connexion that in ancl. the award 
of fellovrships in the social field account was taken of the potential role of worr.en 

ut that they were totally disregarde in econ:::Jmic and scientific programmes. 10601 
Another country replied that, although the potential role of women in the 
development :::Jf a crafts programme i·ras fully , it was doubtfl1l if the 
G:::Jvernment at the level was fully avrare of the neec' for improving the status 
of women. One Government pointed out that little attention had been given to 
the role o 1·lomen in its us deve plans and that most benefits for 
women had been inherent in the general nt of economic and social conditions; 
however, the development plan beginning in had included a project for training 
1-romen in ru.ral social work, which was considered as an increas 
awareness of the r;eed to incl•Jde women in the immediate plans for the deve nt 
of the country. 1062/ 

1054/ 

1055/ 
~ 
1057 I 
10581 
lc559/ 
~ lOol/ 
10621 

Bolivia, Camborlia, Cyprus Dominican 
, Malaysia, Mauritania, Mexico, 

Arab lie, United 
Cyprus. 
Malaysia. 
Sierra Leone. 
Mauritania. 
Barb ado 2, Ghana. 
Co lomb ia. 
Zambia. 
Iran. 
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• Some countries replied that carrying out technical co-operation projects 
women ¥rere either not always, 1063/ or not at all, taken into consideration 
and one pointed out that at the present stage nt vTOmen could not play 
an important role in achieving the objectives of these programmes. The 
observation l'lBs made that this could be attributed to the fact l 
co-operation projects were too often based on pure modern economic factors, 
without cons in most cases the traditional and sociological factors. 1066/ 
The same reply, however, pointed out that women v1ere taken into consideration in 
those projects which were of particular and direct concern to them. 

QUESTION 13: What forms of action by the United Nations, other than 
technical co , would be he l in overcoming the 

lems encountered and in increas women r s contribution 
to national economic and social development? (e. studies 
of specific questions, preparation of conventions or 
declaration on topics) 

Studies and research 

• Several countries er.1phasizec the need for studies and research to be undertaken 
the United Nations, 1067 j and, in some instances, s topics for 

consideration. One Government suggestec1 that the United Nations should endeavour 
to create a climate of opinion favourable to giving a more important role to 1v-omen 
in political organs of the natio • Another rep pointed out that the global 
scope and re impartiality ted Nations studies and reports helped to 

a considerable impact on the orientation of national stuc1ies and development 
programmes. 1069/ 

• The same co considered that it ¥lould be useful for further studies to be 
made on the implementation of the iple of equal pay for equal work under 
different remuneration systems, on the actual salary levels of l'lomen in lie and 

employment and on plans for developing facilities for children, 
with particular reference to the expected increase in the active partie n of 
women in national economic and social development. It was also suggested that, in 
order to assist in the planning and orientation of pr::lgrammes for day care, as well 
as the education and training of children, it ¥rould be useful to collect material 

the relevance of parental care and institutional care of children at 
different age levels. 1070/ Further suggestions by the same country were that a 

survey of societies with different sex role be undertaken, and 
that material be collected concerning attitudes, prejudices, beliefs and traditions 
connected with tl:e status of vlomen. 

Argentina, United Republic of Tanzar.ia. 
Iraq, Malm-li, 
Somalia. 
United Republic of Tanzania. 
Congo (Brazzaville), Cyprus, Ghana, Finland, Iraq, 
Somalia. 
Finland. 
Finland. 



2'75. Other countries sue;gested the need for stuc1ies on the nature and extent of 
women's participation in national development, including the problems involved; 10711 
trends, attitudes and problems connecte~' with the status of women anc1 their 
contribution to national economic and social development; 10721 problems 
encountered by women and their families in a period of rapicl techno logical 
change; 10731 and the problems of overcoming social prejLcdices against women. 107Lfl 

2 i 6. Various aspects of the education of women, especially in rural areas, were 
also recommenoecl as topics for stuoy. One country, for example, called for stuoies 
lJearins; on literacy and adult e ucation, 10751 and another suggested that the 
follovrine;, in particular, be examined: the specific measures necessary to 
popularize education in rural areas, the incentives needed for edLccated girls to 
work in rural areas, and the methods of aoult education which could be of immediate 
benefit to illiterate women. 10761 

International conventions and d clarations 

277. Several countries stressed the need for wider implementation of the principles 
contained in the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against 
Women. lO'(rl Several also expressed the view that the preparation of declarations 
and conventions on specific topics by the United Nations were most useful in 
highlighting the problems of women and in helping to ensure their increased 
participation in national economic and social development, and they urged the 
ratification of existing instruments. 10781 One country noted that in the field of 
family law, with the exception of the Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum 
Age fCJr Marriage and Registration of Marriages, legally binding international 
instruments were still missing, and it suggested that further conventions in this 
field should be prepared. 10791 Another country believed that the assistance of 
the Commission on the Status of \Jomen in framing national legislation would be 
valuable • 1080 I 

Other forms of action suggested 

278. A number of countries expressed the view that rer£ional conferences, seminars, 
and other methods of enabling those interested in the advancement of women to 
consult each other and exchange experiences were needed, especially in developing 

10711 
107?1 
10731 
107~1 
10751 
10761 
1077 I 
10781 

United Republic of Tanzania. 
Libya. 
Philippines. 
Cyprus. 
Sierra Leone. 
Pakistan. 
Argentina, Finland, Guatemala, Mexico, Pakistan. 
Canada, Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Ghana, Honduras, Pakistan, Poland, 
United Arab Republic. 

10791 Finland. 
10801 Iran. 



In this connexion the value of kno1·rledge and s 
was izecl, One suggestion was that a programme of cultural exchanges among 
vTOmen anci from rural areas 1Je organized. 1082/ Another was that the United 
I'Jations would be helpful ir: an exchange of visits in order to enable 
\TOlnen benefit from the ')f other countries. 1083/ 

• Other replies stressed that knowledge about the work of the United 
Nations and of the specialized agencies to promote the status of 1·1omen v.ras 
and the 11idest disser1ination of information all available means. 1084/ 

280. One Government suggested that the United I'Jations should a~opt recommendations 
Member States to take account of women in planning the economic and 

social dc~velopment of their co and to make more extensive use of women in 
the lie and private sector. Another suggestion vras that more women sho ld 
be in the United Nations Secretariat at all levels and that the post of 
Secretary-General should alternate behreen a man and a woman. 1086/ 

• One reply stresse the neeCI for the United Nations to fin~ ways of increas 
its contribution to family programmes and resistance to such 
programr1es. 1087/ 

282. A further Sllggestion considered helpful to the advancement of women was action 
des d to ensure peace and se in the world. 

F. The role 

14: How many non-governmental help in overcoming 
the lems encountered and in increas 1·romen 's 
contr ution to national economic and social development? 

all the Governments which ans1-rered question 14 stressed the important 
role of non-governmental in helping ivomen to increase their 
contribution to national development. In many instances the activities of such 
organizations vri thin the ivere ~escribed. Only one reported that 
there was no significant organization in the co~mtry. 1090/ 

1081/ 
1082/ 
1083/ 
1084/ 
lo85/ 
1086/ 
1087 I 
1088/ 
1089/ 

1090/ 

Guatemala. See also para. 8 a'f)ove. 
India. 

Pakistan. 

United Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
Finland. 
Po land. 

, Dominican Repub lie, , Austria, Bu 
Honduras, Italy, India, 
(Surinam), Nigeria, Poland, 
Somalia. 

Coast, Kenya, ia, Malta, Netherlands 
Singapore, United States of America, Yugoslavia. 
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• Severc:.l replies stressed the need f:Jr better c:J·-~)rdine,ti:Jn of activities of 
non--g:Jvernmental organize.ti:Jns t:) avoid duplicetLm :Jf eff~;rt, ;!-091/ and f:)r 
closel' co-operation with 6'-'Vernment agencies and government projects and pr:Jgramr,1es 
tJ ensure that maximum benefits be accorded to women. 1092/ S:::me ccmntries also 
dre\v e.ttentiC)n to the need for government support of non--governmental 
:)r::;<mizati:Jns, 109'5 especially in areas where they were only beginning to be 
establishe&l094 One country also expressed the view that such bodies should 
organize themselves on a more systematic and continuous basis, should have a more 
pr~)fessio~al a;pproach to their activities, and provide leadership of high 
calibre. 1Q22j 

285. i\iany suggestions were e,dvanced as to how non-governmental organizations 
could help in overcoming problems encountered by women, and in increasing their 
contribution to development. 

286. It was said, for example, that non-governmental orgenizations had an 
important tas:t>. in organizing and activating women as members, in educating them 
and increasing their self-confidence, in eradicating traditional attitudes 
incompatible >11th modern society, in giving women opportunities for exercising 
leadership in responsible positions, in developing activities designed to 
facilitate the full participation of women in the economic, social and political 
life of society, in submitting initiatives to decision-making bodies, and in 
studying and debating official proposals made in this field. 1096/ 

287. Another reply summed up the contribution of non-governmental organizations 
as being in the areas of information, propaganda, study, participation and 
evaluation. 1097/ .Elaborating :::m this suggestion, the Government said that 
non-governmental organizations could make a valuable contribution to the 
dissemination of ideas contained in international conventions, and help to promote 
understanding of the need to bring national legislation into line with 
international norms; they could study the contribution of women workers to the 
economic and social development of the country, vlith a vie"il to ascertaining the 
extent to which women increased the economic wealth of the nation; they could 
provj_de training for women, especially in such matters as trade-union activities, 
vocational training, civic education, and co-operatives; they could undertake 
pioneer service experiments (for example, the study of the establishment of family 
services to help women in their domestic duties); they could study devices for 
easing the work of mothers 7 and through such social experiments, induce the public 
sector to participate in or a.ssume respo:::1sibili ty for those services; and they 
c::;uld take part in planning cornmissions as advisers and suggest measures to be 
adopted, or point out difficulties of implementation. 

Another reply listed the following ways in which women's non-governmental 
organizations could contribute: (a) they could communicate with similar 
organizations elsewhere and observe the efforts, methods and results achieved, 

1091/ Ceylon, Ecuador, Panama. 
1092/ Nicaragua, Philippines, Sierra Leone, United Arab Republic. 
109?/ Argentina, Colombia, Malta. 
1094/ Zambia. 
1095/ Philippines. 
1096/ Finland. 
1097/ France. 
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and determine ways in which the potential of women could be realized; (b) they 
could evaluate local conditions and define the problems and goals towards which 
effort should be directed; (c) they could evaluate and identify the factors 
resisting or obstructing the achievement of these objectives; (d) they could use 
all media of communication to promote public support for, and to advance the cause 
of women; (e) they could assist women in taking advantage of their rights and 
responsibilities through the dissemination of information on these matters, 
including civil and political rights, educational needs and opportunities of 
women, public and private employment practices relating to liCmen, and social 
attitudes and pressures and economic considerations shaping the roles to be 
assumed by women in society; they could function as liaison agencies bet,-1een the 
Government and the public; (g) they could promote women 1 s part:i.cipation in the 
economic and social movement through their interest in the family and children; 
(h) they could increase the utilization of women 1 s special talents in the fields 
of social 1-1elfare; and ( i) they could assist in developing ne-v; attitudes to the 
changing role of women among the younger generation and among mature men and 
women. 1098/ 

289. Other replies also stressed some of the above recommendations. Several 
countries, for example, emphasized that non-governmental organizations, especially 
women's organizations, should have a voice in the preparation and execution of 
national development plans. 1099/ In this connexion it was pointed :::>ut that such 
organizations translated into concrete and practical programmes national 
development plans at local and central levels. 1100/ It was noted also that 
women 1 s groups should make themselves heard at community and national levels, and 
should be able to formulate suggestions after studying national issues. 1101/ 

290. Several replies also mentioned the valuable role of non-governmental 
organizations in helping to change attitudes and influence public opinion, and 
also in importing information. 1}02/ Cne country emphasized in particular the 
part such organizations played in ensuring that wcmen, especially the less 
educated ones, understood their legal position. 110)/ Another drew attention to 
the achievements of such bodies in helping women to find their place in 
society. 1104/ 

291. Yeny Governments expressed the view that non-governmental organizations could 
offer valuable assistance in the field of education - one specified civic 
education 1105/ - and training or retraining for women. 1106/ In this connexion 
specific mention was made of literacy campaigns, civic education, leadership 
training, home economics, agriculture, healt!) adult education and technical and 
vocational training, recreation and rehabilitation. Some countries also suggested 
that non-governmental organizations could help by supplementing public facilities 
and providing/rivate schools, kindergartens, semi-boarding and boarding 
schools, 1107 by providing such facilities as equipment, materials, finance and 

1098/ 
1099/ 
1100/ 
1101/ 
1102/ 
110)/ 
1104/ 
110'3/ 
11~6/ 

1107/ 

Iran. 
Barbados, Nicaragua, Singapore, United Republic of Tanzania. 
United Republic of T2"nzania. 
Ghana. 
Bolivia, Central African Republic, New Zealand, Norway, United Kingdom. 
Singapore. 
Yugoslavia. 
Guatemala. 
Austria, Central African Republic, Colombia, Cyprus, Ghana, India, Iv:Jry 
Coast, Kenya, Netherlands (Surinam), Nigeria, Singapore, Togo. 
Austria. 
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personnel for training programmes for women) especially rural women) 1108/ by 
offering scholarships to 'romen for study abroad, 1109/ and by encouraging women to 
become "entrepreneurs" in business and industry. _!110/ 

292. Reference was also made, in some replies, to the help •t~hich could be extended 
by non-governmental organizations to worlcing women with family responsibilities, 
especially in the area of child care facilities, llll/ and also in social welfare 
generally. 1112/ --

293. Several countries stressed the part bJlayed by non--governmental organizations in 
focusing attention on the :Jroblems of women and helping to find solutions to 
them. _!113/ It was suggested, in one reply~ that such bodies could take up 
questions concerning the position of ·1-romen in worldng life for negotiations and 
agreement, 1114/ and, in others, that they could give their opinion on pending 
legislation affecting 1vomen, and initiate social action of importance to them. 1115/ 

2g4. Oth~r countries emphasized in particular the contribution of non-governmental 
organizations in the area of trade union activities 1116/ and co-operatives. 1117/ 

295. One reply stressed the role of non-governmental organizations in international 
life by affording women the opportunity to be represented at national and 
international meetings, and bringing bach: the ideas exchanged. 1118/ 

G. Other questions 

QUESTION 15· Has the Government any other comments or suggestions which 
might provide guidelines for the establishment of a unified 
long-term United Nations programme for the advancement of 
women initiated under General Assembly resolution 1777 (XVII)? 

296. In replying to question 15) some countries again emphasized the importance of 
changing attitudes of both men and women regarding the role of women in the modern 
r,rorld. 111_2/ One Government considered that the unified lows-term United Nations 
programme should first help to eliminate the political, legal and social obstacles 
which still limited the role of women in their communities; it should promote the 
access of ·Homen to all types of education at all levels, and enable them to acquire 
skills which would give them more varied and more effective opportunities to fulfil 
both their family and their professional roles so that they would be in a position 
to give priority to either one of those roles, as a result of adjustments in the 
social and economic structure. 1120/ A similar view was expressed in another reply) 
in which the Government observed that, since customs and attitudes regarding the 
role of women in society tended to lag behind technological advance, a first 
objective was to find ways to change underlying attitudes, and to anticipate the 
new possibilities and relationships which would liberate women and their families 

1108/ 
1109/ 
1110/ 
1111/ 
1112; 
1113/ 

1114/ 
1115/ 
lll6/ 
1117/ 
1118/ 
1119/ 
ll2.Q/ 

Ghana. 
Kenya. 
Ivory Coast. 
Austria, Cambodia, Cyprus, India, Poland, Yugoslavia. 
Argentina, Ceylon, Pakistan, Poland, United States of America, Yugoslavia. 
Central African Republic, Canada, Dominicnn Republic, Malta, Nigeria, 
Nonray, Poland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia. 
Norway. 
Poland, Yugoslavia. 
Canada, Ceyl::m, Cyprus, Ma.lta, Poland, Yugoslavia. 
Poland. 
Kenya. 
France, Ivory Coast, Panama, United States of America. 
France. 
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for a wider participation in national life. 1121/ It was thought, in this 
connexion, that studies were needed on effective ways of c::mnselling girls and 
their families, so that they would be prepared for responsible jobs, that 
consideration be given to adjustment patterns required in societies affected by 
technological change, and that surveys be undertaken of actual situations by 
national bodies within the country concerned. The elimination of discriminatory 
laws and practices was considered a second essential objective by the same country, 
which emphasized, however, that this was not enough, and must be followed by 
recognition of women's potential and according them responsibility. 

297. Another country suggested that the long-·term programme for the advancement 
of women be carried out in stages by moulding public opinion, because prejudice, 
custom and tradition could not be overcome unless the economic and social structure 
was altered to benefit women. 1122/ The view was expressed in another reply that 
lack of interest of women themselves was the main reason why women did not 
participate more actively in economic and political life; ways should be found to 
encourage women to show more initiative and ambition. ll23/ 

298. One country observed that the long-term programme for the advancement of 
women should take account of the fact that a change in the status of women 
necessarily involved a change in the status of men, and should make it clear that 
the change in the status of men was not aimed at depriving them, but rather at 
widening their field of experience as human beings. 1124/ 

299· In another reply it was suggested that the United Nations should direct its 
attention to the implementation by Governments of its rec:.munend.a tions relating to 
the status of women, drawing attention to the need for reforms in this field. 1125/ 

300. The point was also made that, if the necessary resources were to be available 
for each stage of the United Nations long-term programme for the advancement of 
women, it must be closely co-ordinated with the work of the regional commissions, 
and also of the national economic bodies and planners, so that the United Nations 
programme in this field would be able to meet regional and national needs. 1126/ 

301. Another suggestion was that assistance in policy-mal:ing and planning for the 
advancement of women be made avaiU:.:ble to countries desir:Jus of receiving it, both 
from United Nations Headquarters and from the regional conh'!lissions. 1127/ 

302. Some countries emphasized the need for training programmes for women. It was 
said, in one reply for example, that women had made a, favourable beginninc; in 
participating in national life, and attention should nov1 be focused on raising the 
quality of their professional performance at all levels; the need for leadership 
among women was also emphasized. 1128/ Another suggestion made vms that a training 

United States of America. 
Ivory Coast. 
Panama. 
Finland. 
Iran. 
France. 
Pakistan. 
Philippines. 
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course be organized annually for women from different countries of similar social 
and cultural backgrounds, to offer training to such persons as university graduates, 
professional women in the fields of education, health and social welfare, leaders 
and members of voluntary organizations; the course should include theoretical and 
pre_ctical training in the role of women in the development of the community and 
offer practical experience in co-operation and sharing responsibilities. 1129/ 
The same country suggested that a similar programme should be developed to train 
men leaders, 'Hho w:Juld render assistance in increasing women's participation in 
and contribution to national development. 

303. Other countries, in their replies, emphasized the importance of consultations 
at the regional level on matters concerning the advancement of women. 1130/ 
Reference was also made to the need to establish national machinery for the 
pr0motion of the status of women, especially in the context of the development of 
human resources. 1131/ A further suggestion was that an annual conference of all 
Member States be held at United Nations Headquarters to review the progress 
achieved in their countries for the advancement of women. 1132/ One GovermHent 
reported that the lav7 had already granted equality and that it was now time for 
the w:Jmen to change their attitudes in favour of that equality; the unified long
term progranrrne should aim at providing equal education at all levels to enable 
1-10men to be adequately prepared for full participation in professional careers. 1133/ 

1129/ 
1130/ 
1131/ 
lr'52/ 
1133/ 

Libya. 
Kenya, Honduras. 
Argentina, Honduras. 
United Kingdom (Cayman Islands). 
(uatemala. 
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II. ANALYSIS OF THI<.: REPLIES OF NON-GOVERNM::SNTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
TO Tlill Q1JBSTIOI\11'TAIRE ON THE ROLE OF vlOME:N IN TH1<: ECONOMIC 

AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR COtmJTRIES 

30~-. In their replies to the questionnaire the non-governmental organizations were 
in agreement on the importance of the contribution that ·oomen were making to the 
development of their countries and on the need to increase it in all fields, and 
especially to raise the level at which women participated in the economic and 
social life of their countries. The replies indicated that if women were to make 
a greater contribution to development, present attitudes ·w:1uld have to be modified, 
and employment agencies and Goverrunents would have to show a e;reater willingness tc:i 
use women in more fields. It was suggested that a much higher priority for 
women's programmes, especially in rural areas in developing countries, was neecled. 

305. The ncm-governmental organizations saw among the obstacles to be overcome: 
male prejudice, traditional assumptions about the role of women, la.ck of 
opportunities, non-participation in policy-making, discrimination in pay, and, 
in some cases, discrimination in law in such areas as the age of marriage, 
nationality, domicile, administration of property, parental authority, and 
dissolution of marriages. Another difficulty curtailing the full participe.tion 
of 11omen in economic life \vas the fact that women were called upon to perfonn a 
triple role as mothers, 1-Jorkers and citizens. 

306. Attention lvas drawn to various measures aimed at increasing the contribution 
of 1-10men to the economic and social development of their countries. Several 
orgs.nizations recommended that educational opportunities and literacy and 
vocational training programmes should be improved at all levels and made available 
under the same conditions for boys and girls. In many developing countries, it 
was observed, the most urgent need was for women to be trained as teachers, social 
worl';::ers, nurses, midvlives, organizers and assistants in child day-care cent)"cs, 
pre>bation officers attached particularly to juvenile courts, demonstrators in home 
econcmics and nutritj_on, secretaries, administrative officers, organizers of 
voluntary societies, teachers of handicraft and homecraft. Programmes in the field 
of health, 1-Jelfare, nutrition and population 1-1ere seen as a great need in many 
countries. It \Vas also stressed that women needed the opportunity to work an 
equal terms vlith men in government and industry, and it was suggested that many 
more W:Jmen should be included in planning and policy-making at the goverrunental 
level. Replies indicated tho.t a sufficient number of creches, day nurseries and 
children's hospitals, as well as collective domestic and household services, were 
necessary to meet the needs of working mothers. One organization expressed the 
view that V10men should be remunerated for their worll: as full-time mothers during 
the infancy of their children, end as part-time or full-time educators of their 
children during the latter part of their pre-school years; that part-time worl;:: 
should be availeble for vJ::::men lvho wented to c8ntinue to work, even during the 
years they were caring for their children; and that '.vomen should be assured that 
they 1-10uld retain their ple.ce in professional we>rl~ after absence for child care. 

307. A nwnber of replies stressed the value of United Nations assistance in 
education, seminars, training courses, fellowships and services of experts. 
SugGestions \.Jere made tha:c na.tional and regional seminars should be organized with 
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voluntary organizations; that United Nations f'ellm~ships should be open to more 
women and be more widely publicized through various channels, including the 
United Nations Information Centres; that consultants should be sent, at the 
request of' developing countries, to survey the needs of the community with the 
assistance of' consultative e;roups set up by national councils and/or co-ordinating 
committees, and that trainine; courses should be set up through the nationcl 
co-ordinating committees by UNICEF, the ILO, FAO and UNESCO, depending on the ncect 
and as requested by the G:Jvernrnent; that encouragement should be given to wsmen 
ta teke pa,rt in the training courses; that the United Nations should rrake maximum 
use of' the available resources; and that experts in women's rights be invited to 
lead such courses. It w2,s suggested that further seminars on the civic and 
political education of' women ~ight be useful. 

308. One suggestion w:>.,s that the United Nations might appoint a "travelling 
consultant 11

1 preferably a vwman, who would have the special responsibility of' 
contactinG the voluntary agencies and helping to mctke known the services avaiL:tble 
through the United Nations and its agencies in communities whici1 -were not as yet 
av1are of' them. Surveys on various activities of' women were considered useful, 
both f'or the information they furnished f'or national and international purposes 
and f'or stimulating ideas and providing experience. 

309. The replies likewise indicated ivhat measures could be taken by the 
non-governmental organizations to assist women to make a greater contribution to 
the development of' their countries. It was observed that they could stimulate the 
involvement of' wcmen in the social and economic life of' the country, provide 
physical facilities f'or women t:J meet and t:J discuss problems at the local or 
national level, act as pressure groups, fight against custom and prejudice which 
might hinder develorment, create a climate of' opinion favourable to the advancement 
of' ivomen, provide channels of' communication, provide training and leadership, and 
influence Governments to implement the various United Nations conventions and 
recommendations. 
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